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Abstract 
This thesis seeks to apply the methodology developed 
in Arthur Marwick's Class: Image and Reality in Britain, 
France and the U. S. A. Since 1930 to the study of the 
Czechoslovak First Republica It examines first those 
salient features in economic and political development 
which helped to shape Czech and Slovak societies in this 
period, paying particular attention to the impact of 
independence in 1918, and of subsequent social and 
economic reforms, on class relationships. It considers 
also the dichotomy between Czech democratic aspirations 
and the imperatives of the Habsburg past. Next it 
analyses contemporary perceptions of class, and of other 
dimensions of stratification, categorising these by 
source as follows: legal and bureaucratic materials, 
political party programmes, academic writings and informal 
and anecdotal accounts. A rough outline of those social 
groups which contemporaries felt to be of particular 
importance is gradually built up, and the interplay 
between the divisions and labels presented in the various 
sources is discussed. Then demonstrable facts of inecual- 
ity, such as the distribution of wealth and incomes, and 
the nature of housing, are outlined, and some general 
observations are made about the distribution of power 
and authority in inter-war Czechoslovakia, and about the 
relevance of voting behaviour as an indicator of the 
significance of class at this time. Finally the thesis 
reaches some overall conclusions about the nature and 
historical import of class in inter-war Czechoslovakia, 
with special reference to the notion of Czechoslovakia 
as the "society of the little man". 
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Glossary 
burgoa: bourgoie. 
Lelec: a labourer employed on a permanent, or seni- 
permmaanent, ýasis to work on the land, in the farm or in 
the farmer a household, in return for a wage, bed and 
board. Also known as a pacholek. In Slovak, 2-I . 
deledn1 kn1ika: a work book issued by the local author- 
itie$ in w ic h details of contracts were entered. The 
deled was not allowed to break his contract without law- 
ful reason, and could otherwise be forced to return to 
his employer. Abolished in 1919 in the Czech Landa, but 
not in Slovakia or Ruthenia. 
6eledni ßäd: a legal code covering the terms of employ- 
ment of deledi. Each province had its own code, dating 
from the Qi -nineteenth century, and these codes contain- 
ed such anachronistic terms as a ban on luxurious gloth- 
ing, or the right of the employer to beat his deled. 
chalupnik: a aviall-holder. 
delnickä tPida: the working class. In Slovak, robot- 
nic a tree a. 
d6lnictvo: workmen, the work force. In Slovak, robot- 
n ctvo 
delnik: a worker by implication, a manual worker . In Slovak, robotnik. 
de utätnik: a married delea, who received paymext in 
kind, rather than bed and board in his employer a house- 
hold. May be called bire5 in Slovak. 
domkdf: a dwarf-holder, owning less land than a chalup- 
nc. In Slovak, doakär. 
gagista: a salaried employee. 
gymnasium: a grammar school. 
honorace: lit. notables - 
people town society. 
intelektuäl: intellectual. 
implies the most prominent 
inteligence: intelligentsia. 
kapitalista: capitalist. 
kovozeaedelec: lit. 
combined industrial 
holding. 
metal-agriculturalist. Someone who 
work with labour on the family small- 
lid: the people. 
x 
maturita: school-leaving certificate. Equivalent to 
the German Abitur. 
deanskd 5kola: lit. civic school. A higher-. - 
elementary sc oo1. In Slovak, aestianska 3kola. 
Eilost ani: lit. gracious lady. A polite fora of 
ad ress, used by social equals or by subordinates when 
addressing someone higher placed than themselves soc- 
ially. In Slovak, ailostpani 
nädenik: a day labourer. In Slovak, nädennik. 
notä :a notary. In Slovak, notär. 
obchodni osocnici: lit. trade assistants. White- 
collar employees in commerce and industry. 
obchodnik: a shopkeeper,., a businessman. 
obecnä 5kola: elementary school. In Slovak, ludovä 
kkF s. 
onikat: to address by the third person plural (oni: 
they), rather than the more usual v y. Used as a sign 
of respect in Slovakia. 
pän: gentleman. 
proletariät: proletariat. 
femeslnik: an artisan, usually implies someone who is 
se -emp oyed. In Slovak, remeselnik. 
rolnik: a farmer, see Also sedldk and zemedelec. In 
Slovak, roinik. 
sedldk: a peasant, see also rolnik and zea6d6lec. 
SSlövak, sedliak. 
§lechta: nobility. In Slovak, 3Xachta. 
snetänka: the social elite. In Slovak, smotänka. 
spoleenost: society. In Slovak, spolo6noet. 
statkä1: an estate-owner. In Slovak, statkär. 
stay: estate, profession. 
In 
str edni stay: the middle estate. In Slovak, stredn 
stay 
svobodnd povoläni: lit. the free professions, the lib- 
eral professions. In Slovak, slobodnd povolanie. 
tIida: class. In Slovak, trieda. 
tfidnI boa: the class struggle. In Slovak, triedny bol. 
xi 
uer: an apprentice. 
üe nfk: an official. In Slovak, ürednikk. 
velkotoi Pdn: lit. all-powerful air. A respectful 
mo eo address, already somewhat anachronistic in the 
inter-war period. In Sloval, veIkoto1njß pdn. 
velkostetkdf: a large-estate owner. In Slovak, vefko- 
statkar, 
venkovan: a countryman. In Slovak, vidie6an. 
vrstva: stratum 
zbvtkd : the owner of a residual estate, created as a 
re sit of the land reform. In Slovak, zbytkdr. 
zem d6lec: an agriculturalist. See also rolnik and 
se d. n Slovak, po1nohospoddr. 
livnostenskf ßäd: a code of laws for trade and industry. 
Eivnostnik: a'tradesman, a small entrepreneur. 
zrizenec: a lower-ranking non-manual worker. In Slovak, 
zriadenec. 
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Introduction 
This thesis is based on research carried out under the 
auspices of an Open University group investigating var- 
ious aspects of "Images of Class". its immediate source 
of inspiration is Arthur Marwick's Class: Image and 
Reality in Britain. France and the USA Since 1930, and 
it seeks to avply the methodology developed by Professor 
Marwick to the study of Czechoslovakia between the two 
World Ware1. 
Basic to this methodology is the pragmatic investigation 
of historical sources. It must be stressed that the 
thesis is not conceived in any sense as an essay in class 
theory. It is not my concern to "prove" or to "disprove" 
the validity of a Marxist, or a Weberian, or any other 
approach to class analysis. Nor does my use of the 
terms "images" or "perceptions" imply allegiance to the 
sociological methodology developed by Professor David 
Lockwood, or Martin Buller, amongst others2. Nay inten- 
tion is rather to employ the traditional methods of 
historical research to explore those subjective attitudes 
to class revealed in a wide variety of Czech and Slovak 
materials from the period 1918-1938, to discuss the im- 
plicit and explicit assumptions which underlie them, and 
to analyse the nature of their relationship, if any, to 
demonstrable realities of social and economic inequality. 
2 
The thesis will be divided into three main parts. In 
part one, I shall discuss the "historical context" of 
class in inter-war Czechoslovakia, that is to say, I 
shall seek to identify the salient features in economic 
and political development which helped to shape Czech 
and Slovak societies in the period in question. Included 
for discussion here will be such crucial questions as the 
distribution of power and wealth in the Czech Lande and 
Slovakia, and the extent to which deliberate political 
action to modify class relationships was successful. In 
part two, I shall examine contemporary perceptions of 
both class per se, and of other dimensions of stratifi- 
cation within Czech and Slovak societies, such as the 
distinction made colloquially between "gentlemen" and 
"common people", or the urban-rural divide. This will 
involve the examination of a wide range of sources, 
ranging from the legal and bureaucratic to the anecdotal, 
many of which have never been used before in a work of 
historical analysis. As the patterns apparent in each 
different type of source material are superimposed, cer- 
tain common assumptions about the basic principles under- 
lying social stratification will be revealed, and a 
rough outline of those social groups which contemporaries 
felt to be of particular significance will emerge. In 
part three, I shall examine demonstrable facts of social 
inequality, such as the distribution of wealth and in- 
comes, and the nature of housing, as well as issues such 
as voting behaviour, which are useful indicators of the 
significance of class in Czech and Slovak societies. 
I 
shall then draw some overall conclusions about the nat- 
3 
ure and historical import of class in inter-war Czecho- 
slovakia. 
In so far as the above aids necessitate a working hypo- 
thesis about the nature of class, I-would state my poa. -A. -- 
tion as follows. In a rapidly and intensively indust- 
rialising country, traditional, legally defined, estate 
divisions and relationships are gradually replaced by a 
distinctive social structure best described as a class 
society. Classes are to be understood as " large-scale 
aggregates of individuals, comprised of impersonally 
defined relationships, and nominally 'open' in form"; 
they are based on "differentials of market capacity", 
which include educational qualifications and technical 
skills, as well as the factor of property ownership3. 
In practice, class is marked by distinctions in such 
matters as power, wealth and way of life, which create 
a common social bond between individuals. It is very 
important, in this context, to note that industrial- 
isation in inter war Czechoslovakia was not as far advanc- 
ed as in certain other West European countries, notably 
Britain and Germany. As chapter one, outlining the "his- 
torical context", will make clear, even in the more advan- 
ced Czech Landa, we are dealing with a society which re- 
tained many "traditional" features, whilst in Slovakia, 
during this period, only a minority of the population 
was affected by the process of industrialisation4. In 
examining perceptions of the social order in inter-war 
Czechoslovakia, therefore, I shall be concerned not 
merely with evidence relating to class as defined above, 
0 
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but also with the lingering traces of pre-industrial 
attitudes. 
The "visibility" of class in any given society does not, 
however, depend siaply on the level of industrial develop- 
 ent. If inter- or intra-generational social aobility 
is coaparatively rare, classes are more likely to develop 
their own distinct social habits and behaviour patterns 
than in more "open" societies. Class divisions will 
normally be mo8t apparent if common life experiences have 
been reproduced over several generations5. In the con- 
text of inter-war Czechoslovakia, it is important to take 
into account the expansion of educational opportunities, 
and the growth-in importance of the white-collar profes- 
sions, which was particularly significant in the ezenh 
Lands in the late nineteenth and early twentieth (%en- 
turies, and in Slovakia after 1918. The First World War 
also had a far-reaching impact, and the establishment of 
a new state increased opportunities for social mobility 
and led to the development of new political and economii 
elites. As a result, some class divisions were less 
obvious to contemporaries than others, although this 
postulating does not detract from the underlying validity of/class 
divisions in these societies. 
Much of the evidence analysed in this study refers, 
either explicitly or implicitly, to (zech society; Slovak 
society is often treated in rather less detail, because 
of the paucity of material available6. I early decided 
to exclude the national minorities from the scope of my 
5 
enquiry, in part because of the linguistic difficulties 
involved, but also to ensure that the dimensions of the 
project were manageable. However, it should not be 
forgotten that stratification in inter-war Czechoslovakia 
had other dimensions than the purely social. 
It should be emphasised that this thesis is, in many 
ways, a pioneering work. English language studies have 
tended to concentrate on the political history of the 
inter-war republic, which has usually been treated in 
a straight-forward chronological fashion. The Czechs 
and the Slovaks have produced economic histories, and 
also detailed accounts of certain aspects of the labour 
movement, but their style is often highly polemical, and 
they tend to be preoccupied with the working class at 
the expense of the other social groups8. Even the more 
general observations in this study. on questions such as 
the impact of the new state on society, the distribution 
of power and authority, and differences in life-styles 
and life chances between the various social groupings, 
may provide new information and fresh insights into the 
nature of the First Republic. 
The only previous study of inter-war Czech and Slovak 
societies not written in strict Marxist terms was a 
short analysis published in 1955 by Jan Hajda, a Czech 
sociologist living in the United States9. Hajda's 
main conclusions are reproduced in Appendix one. His 
findings were apparently based largely on personal obser- 
vation, as there are few direct citations of other 
6 
sources. In so far as Hajda did use contemporary evid- 
ence, he confined his attention to sociological studies, 
whose conclusions he tended to treat as demonstrable 
facts10. I have sometimes used the same sources, but 
hav' taken a rather more sceptical approach to this 
kind of material, which often reveals as such about the 
sociologist as it does about his subject 
11. Moreover, 
Hajda imposed on the social structure of inter-war Czecho- 
slovakia a five-clans scheme, based on methods used by 
Geiger to analyse German society. Neither these classes 
nor the labels used tupper, upper-aiddle, lower-middle, 
upper-lower and lower-lower) bear such reseablence to 
the broad social groupings which, according to my inter- 
pretation of the evidence, were preceived by the Czechs 
and Slovaks themselves. They certainly do not accord 
with contemporary stratification terminology12. 
As well as providing the first systematic account of the 
subjective social perceptions of the Czechs and the 
Slovaks of the inter-war period, this thesis will also 
help to illuminate more general problems such as the 
relationship between class and a society which was still, 
in many ways, provincial in character, and the relation- 
ship between class and an "immature" capitalist society. 
It should contribute to our understanding of the develop- 
Rent of class during the First Republic, and of social 
attitudes at that time, and especially of the dichotomy 
between Czech democratic aspirations and the imperatives 
of the Habsburg inheritance. 
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NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION 
1. Arthur Marwick, 
France and the on, 1980). 
I 
2. See, for example Martin Bulger ed., Working-class 
Images of Society (London, 19751. 
3. Anthony yGiddens, The Class Structure of the Advanced 
Societies, 2nd edition London, 1981 , p. 100,103. 
4. Chapter 1, P. 17. 
5. Giddens, op. cit., p. 107. 
6. This is especially true of sociology. 
7. An example is the study edited by Victor S. Mamatey 
and Radomir Luca ,A History of the Czechoslovak Republic, 1918-1948 Princeton, 1973'). 
8. See, for example, Antonin Chyba's work, Poetaveni 
delnick6 tri v ka italistickem 6eskoslovens u 
Prague, 1961), and Vc av Veber, Postaven d nickd 
tidy v Leskjch zemich, 1924-1929 Prague, 1965). 
9. Jan Hajda, ed. A Stu v of Contemporary Czechoslovakia (Chicago, 1955 , p. 84-141* For Marxist analyses of Czech and Slovak societies see Franti6ek Charvdt, 
Jiff Linha£t and Jiff Ve6ernik, Socidlnd tridnt 
struktura Ceskoslovensku (Prague, 1978), especially 
p. 20-26 an Michel rnovsky, 8ociglne triedy a 
revolu6nd premeny na Sloveneku v rokoch 1944-1948 
(Bratislava, 1978), p. 9-34 passim. 
10. And sometiaes interpreted wrongly, as in his use of 
a survey of the working class undertaken in the late 
1930s, but not in fact published until 1946, to illus- 
trate changes in class relationships brought about 
by the Second World War; Hajda, o . cit., p. 111, see 
also chapter 4, P" 176, footnote 1p15. 
11. See chapter 4, P" 159 
12. See the comments on the language of class in chapter 
1, p. 39-42. 
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Chapter 1 
The historical context of class in Czechoslovakia 
1918-1938° 
I Introduction 
This chapter will highlight those historical, geograph- 
ical and economic factors which conditioned the forms and 
perceptions of class in inter-war Czechoslovakia. Partic- 
ular attention will be paid to differences in social dev- 
elopment between the Czech Lands and Slovakia, and to the 
impact of the setting up of a new state in 1918 on Czech 
and Slovak societies. 
II Geography and Historical Tradition 
Geography is one example of the different conditions 
under which Czech and Slovak societies took shape. Slov- 
akia was not a natural geographical region1. Although 
the Carpathians cut off much of Slovakia from the Czech 
Lands, and the Tatra ranges provided a physical barrier 
between the Slovaks and the Poles, the main rivers all 
drained towards the Danubian lowlands in the south, leav- 
ing their valleys open to penetration from the Great Hung- 
arian Plain. There was no obvious geographical barrier 
between the Slovaks and the Magyars 
+, 
a fact which facil- 
itated the absorption of the former into the old Kingdom 
+ The rivers ranube and Ipel were chosen as part of the 
southern frontier of Czechoslovakia in 1919-1920 for comm- 
ercial and strategic reasons. There were, however, about 
750,000 Magyars living to the north of this boundary. 2 
9 
of Hungary. The Slovak-inhabited region was itself div- 
ided internally by mountains, and its population was both 
more rural, and much sparser, than that of the Czech Lancia, 
all factors which inhibited national development. More- 
over, the main lines of communication tended tv ^un to- 
wards the south, helping to bind Slovakia into the Hung- 
arian economy. 
The Czech Lands, in contrast, were very well-served by 
geography. Mountains, the Sudeten Highlands, the Cre 
Mountains, the Czech Forest and the ýumava, provided nat- 
ural frontiers to the north, west, and south-. rest, whilst 
the Carpathians divided Moravia from the Slovak-inhabited 
areas to the east. Only in the south-east was the mount- 
ain barrier lower than elsewhere, but it was still defens- 
ible. Pohemia, the Western province, was a clear phys., 
ical unit, its rivers eraininQ radially to the central 
plain. It was separated from A'oravia by the Bohemian- 
Moravia Heights, and both provinces retPined something 
of a distinct identity3. However, this highland region 
was easily penetrable, and the differences between the 
two peoples were much less significant than those between 
the Czechs and the Slovaks. 
Indeed, the Czech Lands had developed into a unified 
state, the mediaeval Kingdon of Eohemia, at a time when 
both France and Spain were still internally divided. In 
the fifteenth century, the Kingdom of Bohemia was at the 
forefront of religious reform, and memories of this Huss- 
ite period provided the Czechs with their most enduring 
10 
historical traditions. As interpreted by national intel- 
lectual leaders in the nineteenth century, the religious 
disturbances became a time in which the Czechs had taught 
Europe the value of liberty of conscience and democratic 
equality. Despite some dissenting voices about the hist- 
orical validity of their claims, analyses of Czech history 
by Palacký,, and his disciple Maseryk, had a profound in- 
fluence on the Czechs" self-image as a nation 
4. The prog- 
ramme of the Czech National Socialists from April 1918, 
for example, proudly proclaimed the party's debt to "the 
socio-religious struggle of Hussite times, when the "zech 
nation marched at the head of the European nations on the 
path to civilisation"; whilst one year later, the National 
Democrats announced: "The Czech nation... is democratic 
in its spirit... The most splendid period of our history 
was founded in democracy"5. In the independent Republic, 
civic stucies in state school placed great emphasis on 
the "meaning of Czech history", and children learned such 
choice quotations as Huss claim that "we are all children 
of one Father, sons of one mother-earth. We are equal in 
the hour of our birth and of our death"6. Although the 
ournalist and writer Ferdinand Peroutka might protest 
that the Czechs were sons of loyal citizens of the Emp- 
eror Franz Joseph, not of 2iýka, the ideological identif- 
ication with Hussite "traditions" was strong, and one of 
the abiding influences on social perceptions in the inter- 
war period7. 
'Vhntever the philosophical significance of Hussite 
times 
for the Czechs, there can be little doubt that the relig- 
ious wars of the fifteenth century both weakened and 
isol- 
ated them. Gradually the Kingdom of Bohemia came within 
the Habsburg sphere, and an attempt at revolt, by elect- 
ing the Protestant Elector Palatine as king in 1618, led 
to its final downfall. Defeat at the Battle of the White 
Mountain, and the subsequent execution, or exiling, of 
many of the Czech nobility and gentry, added another imp- 
ortant strand to Czech historical tradition. The Czechs 
in the inter-war period were fond of declaring that they 
had no nobility, and were simply a nation of "common 
people". This claim was not totally accurate, since 
8 
those Czech Catholic nobles who had remained loyal to the 
Emperor did survive the debacle of 1620. However, the 
Czech national revival of the nineteenth century was bas- 
ically the offspring of the intelligentsia and the busi- 
ness and commercial strata, many of whom came from quite 
9 
humble backgrounds. After they had achieved independence 
the Czechs, like the Americans before them, took a posit- 
ive pride indisplWing their rejection of aristocratic 
habits and values. Indeed, in the Republic, refusal to 
wear a tail-coat, or a top-hat, and the deliberate eschew- 
ing of the conventions of polite society, were often 
paraded as the marks of a democratic spirit. 10 
Slovak historical memories and trpditions were of a very 
different nature. Unlike the Czechs, they were unable to 
boast a glorious past which could give them a sense of 
national mission. The "Teat Moravian Empire of the ninth 
century wos too far distant, -nd prior to independence the 
Slovaks had been under Magyar rule for about one thousand 
years. During this period, the Slovak-inhabited regions 
12 
had no distinct political or administrative character 
whatsoever, and formed part of the Kingdom of Hungary. 
The nineteenth century saw the slow development of a 
Slovak nationalist movement, paralleling developments in 
the Czech Lands. However, after the Ausgleich of 1867, 
whilst Vienna took a relatively tolerant view of Czech 
national aspirations, Budapest pursued a ruthless policy 
of Magyarisation towards her Slovak subjects. The latter 
were a poor peasant people, in whom difficult economic 
circumstances had encouraged both passivity and a marked 
sense of inferiority 
11. In the words of C. A. Macartney: 
/iiungary'sj shape and eo_graphical structure 
exercised a strong and natural centripetal inf- 
luence, and it was neither against their will, 
nor in defiance of natural laws, that mane of 
her non-Megyar citizens, as soon as they climbed 
bove the circumscribed horizon of the peasant, 
adopted the outlook, the political ideals, and 
in mangy- cases, the lingua-*e of the dominant and 
centrally-situated Ma, yars. 12 
Althouth recent interpretations of Slovak history suggest 
that the success of linguistic and cultural Ma , arisation 
before 1918 has been over-estimated, they do not deny the 
strong influence which the Magvar world outlook had on the 
3lovaks13. Hungary was a "'entry nation", characterised 
by social and political elitism. Ambitious sons of Slovak 
pe-sants assimilated norms of behaviour from the gentry, 
and unlike their Czech counterparts made no pretence of 
egalitarianism 
14. Even the small nationally-conscious 
Slovak intelligentsia was a somew,. at exclusive group 
which, until the a, vent of the Czech-influenced Hlasist 
movement in the late nineteenth century, had little con- 
tact with the peasantry. Poverty and lack of education 
13 
amongst the peasant masses, and feudal-aristocratic trad- 
itions, produced an ethos amongst the Slovaks which diff- 
ered sharply from the democratic self-image of the 
Czechs15. 
III Industrialisation and urbanisation 
Ostensibly, the provinces of Bohemia and Moravia-Silesia 
+ 
had already achieved the economic profile of a modern ind- 
ustrial society by the time of independence. The first 
post-war census, dating from 1921, showed that, in Bohr- 
emia, 40.55% of the population was engaged in industry 
and handicrafts, and only 29.69% in agriculture, forestry 
and fishing. The figures for Moravia-Silesia were 37.79% 
and 35.27% respectively. Moreover, the gap between ind- 
ustry and agriculture widened still further in the follow- 
ing decade. By 1930, only 24.06% of Bohemia's workers 
were employed in agriculture, in compsrison to 41.78% 
in industry, whilst Moravia had experienced the fastest 
industrial development in the Republic, with 40.82% of 
her population now engaged in industry, and a much dimin- 
ished 28.56% in agriculture16. The proportion of the 
industrial population in the Czech Lands, taken as a 
whole, was about equal to that in Germany, and was, in 
Europe, exceeded only by Great Britain, Belgium, the 
Netherlands and Switzerland17. 
Yet in 1937, a British observer was able to describe Boh- 
+ The province of Silesia was merged with Y'oravia for 
administrative purposes in 1927. The term Moravia e°n 
normally be taken to imply both ?. "oravia and Silesia. 
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emia as "highly industrialised, but... a country with 
few of the phenomena of modern industrialism. "18. It is 
crucial to the understanding of Czech social attitudes in 
the inter-war period to realise that even the apparently 
advanced capitalist society of the Western provinces in 
fact retained many characteristics of pre-industrial 
times. 
Social development had been affected by the tempo of ind- 
ustrialisation in the Czech Lands19. Although the indust- 
rial revolution started early in the nineteenth century, 
its first promise was long in reaching fruition. Progress 
was hEmpered by the inertia of what was still a semi-feudal 
state - labour service was not abolished until 1848, and 
the guild system, already outmoded, survived until 1859. 
Rapid industrialisation finally got underway in mid- 
century, with the development of manufactures on a broad 
front, in both Czech- and German-inhabited regions. How- 
ever, the period of prosperity came to an abrupt end with 
the financial crash of 1873, and there followed several 
, ye-rs of 
industrial crisis, which hit nascent Czech-owned 
m? nufecturing industry particularly hard. The shock of 
this economic. collapse served to reinforce the anti- 
capitalist instincts of a traditional society. Whatever 
the truth in their complaints, Czech businessmen and fin- 
anciers were to bemoan the lack of capitalist spirit amon- 
20 
gst their compatriots right up to the Second World War 
economic growth began to rise again around 1880, but it 
wras not until the mid-1890s that rapid industrial develop- 
15 
ment once more set in, and the two decades before the 
First World War mark the real apogee of the industrial 
revolution in the Czech Lands. Although industry had a 
long tradition, it was not until this period that it 
really began t;; impinge on the majority of the Czech oop- 
ulation. Thus, in 1918, many members of the Czech indust- 
rial proletariat were only one or two generations removed 
from the land, and they often still maintained family con- 
nections with their native villages. Similarly, few fam- 
ilies amongst the Czech economic bourgeoisie had been 
entrepreneurs for more than two generations. Although 
by the time of the First World War, between 25% and 30% 
of the industries in the Czech Lands were actually owned 
by Czechs, the development was sufficiently recent for 
Czech society to continue to perceive itself as the soc- 
iety of the "little man"21. 
Despite the considerable progress of industriali9ation, 
a very large percentage of the population continued, 
throughout the inter-war period, to live in villages and 
small towns. The 1930 census showed that 51.5% of the 
Bohemian population, and 49.6% of the population of 
Moravia-Silesia, lived in communities of less thsn 2000 
persons; in Germany, in 1925, the comparable figure was 
35.60,. '. Moreover, a further 14.5% of the Bohemian popu- 
lation and 19.6% of the Moravian population lived in 
small towns with less than 5000 inhabitants. Indeed, a 
high proportion cf the industrial population of the Czech 
Lands was resident in rural or semi-rural communities. 
46.6`' of all employees in mining, and 30.2=' of all em- 
plovees in gngineerin7, had their homes in villac'es with 
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less than 2000 inhabitants22. The coal-miner, or the 
engineering worker, who combined industrial employment 
with labour on his family's smallholding was a common 
figure, and these so-called metal-agriculturalists, 
kc. 'ozemecxlci, cannot be classified unambiguously as me-- 
bers of an industrial proletariat23. Moreover, the prop- 
ortion of the population actually employed in agriculture 
was still sufficient, at 25.6%, to constitute a substant- 
ial peasant class. 
It is true that the largest population growth in the 
Czech Lands in the period 1918-1938 did take place in 
towns with more than 100,000 inhabitants (Prague and 
Plzen in Bohemia, and Brno and Ostrava in Moravia-Silesia; 
the population of Prague went up by 25.44% between 1921 
and 1930. Yet the overall proportion of the population 
living in such communities was still comparatively low - 
13.5% in Bohemia qnd less than 10% in Moravia in 1930 - 
in comparison to 26.8% in Germany and almost 40% in 
Great Britain24. 
Another crucial factor in assessing the nature of Czech 
social structure is the size of industrial concerns. 
There were some striking examples of industrial concent- 
ration: for example, the Skoda armaments and engineering 
works in Plzen had more than 26,000 employees in 1929, of 
whom ? 2,000 were workers25. However, the industrial cen- 
sus of 1930 suggests a society in which small-scale prod- 
uction and craftwork continued to be extremely important. 
Of all the people employed in industry and handicrafts in 
that year, 34.7% worked in small concerns with less than 
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six employees, and only six factories in the Czech Lande 
26 had more than 5000 employees Industrial concentration 
was obviously lagging behind that in the more advanced 
countries of Western Europe. Moreover, there were still 
a large number of homeworkers - 85,731, including family 
members, according to the 1930 census, and in practice 
far more - although many of these were, admittedly, Ger- 
man27. Someone classed as an industrial worker according 
to the 1930 population census might, therefore, be a 
unionised, politicised employee of Skoda, living in an 
industrial city with a population of114,000. He might 
equally well be the only employee of a craft workshop in 
a village. 
The Czech Lands may not have presented the classic picture 
of an urban industrial society in the inter-war period. 
They were, nonetheless, the foremost industrial region 
east of the Elbe, inheriting an impressive share of the 
industrial capacity of pre-war Cisleithania28. The econ- 
omy of Slovakia, in contrast, was still overwhelmingly 
cominated by agriculture. Almost four times as many peo- 
ple were employed in agriculture as in industry - 60.63% 
of the total working population in 1921, and 56.82% in 
1930, in comparison to the 17.43% in 1921, and the 19.06 
in 1930, who were engaged in industryý9. 
Although the Slovak word for peasant, sedliak, was virt- 
ually the same as the Czech sedldk, the two often meant 
very different things. Subsistence farming predominated 
in the mountainous regions which were the main areas of 
Slovak-inhabitation. Productivity in Slovakia as a -!; hole 
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was only about 60% of that in Bohemia, although the land 
actually supported far more people. Agricultural over- 
population was considerable, despite the effects of land 
reform, for seasonal migration to Hungary was no longer 
possible after 1918, and emigration to the U. S. A. was 
severely resricted after 192430. Although the Czech Lands, 
too, had their poor farming regions, like South Bohemia, 
or the J"' region of Moravia, the proximity of urban 
markets, and opportunities for the industrial processing 
of agricultural produce, meant a commercially-orientated 
and prosperous peasantry31. The inhabitants of Dolni 
Rover, a village near Pardubice, which was the object of 
an extensive sociological survey, discussed in chapter 4 
below, are a good example32. In rural Slovakia, in con- 
trast, agricultural backwardness and grinding poverty were 
commonplace33". 
Slovakia did not share the long industrial traditions of 
the Czech Lands and, at the time of independence, her 
industry was far less extensive. In the last two decades 
of the nineteenth century the Hungarian government had 
begun to stimulate industrial growth bfr means of subven- 
tions and tax relief and, as a result, there was a period 
of rapid industrialisation before the First World War. 
However, in 1910, only 18.4% of the population of Slovakia 
was engaged in industry, in comparison to 39.6% in the 
Czech Lands. Although the majority of the small and newly- 
emergent working class was Slovak, Slovak invest-ent in 
industry has been estimated, in the same year, to comp- 
rise no more than 1% of the total34. Commercial enter- 
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prise was dominated by the Hungarian Jewish community 
and the Germans35. Before 1918, the Slovaks, unlike the 
Czechs, had no burgeoning economic bourgeoisie. Even in 
the inter-war period, they made only modest gains, owning 
about 5% of industrial capital in Slovakia by the mid- 
1930s36. Slovak claims to lack a native upper stratum 
of wealth had, therefore, considerable justification37. 
In the inter-war years, Slovakia actually underwent a 
process of de-industrialisation. The Hungarian invasion 
of 1919, and the Allied counter-attack, left a trail of 
devastation, but competition from the highly-developed 
industries of the Czech Lands proved to be equally dest- 
ructive. During the economic crisis of 1921-1923, over 
200 factories closed down, including the iron works at 
Krompachv, which had employed over 2000 people. Central 
and Fast Slovakia never really developed any significant 
alternative to the heavy industry which w? s lost curing 
this period. There were, therefore, few outlets for sur- 
plus a-7ricultural labour, hence the picture of great rural 
deprivation which emerges in later chapters38. 
Industry did continue to develop in Western Slovakia, 
helped by proximity to the Czech Lands. This ? ccounts 
for the modest gain made in the size of the industrial 
population between 1921 and 1930. Small factories and 
workshops prevailed; in 1930 there were only seven con- 
cerns in the whole of Slovakia which employed more than 
1000 people, in comparison to the 118 in Bohemia and 
Loravia-Silesia39. As in the Western provinces, many 
20 
Slovak industrial workers lived in small communities, 
in the same year about 40% of all industrial employees 
came from villages with less than 2000 inhabitants40. 
Large-scale industry did not really begin to grow again 
until the late 1930s. After 1937 a "second lind" of 
armaments and chemical industries was developed in Slov- 
akia, in response to the German threat41. The impact on 
Slovak society came, however, too late to be reflected in 
the inter-war sources analysed here. 
Perhaps the most important development for inter-war Slov- 
akia lay not in any fundamental change in the balance bet- 
ween acriculture and industry, but rather in the growth 
of towns. Before independence under 23% of the population 
of Slovakia lived in communities with more than 2000 
inhabitants. Only two cities, Lratislava and Ko$ice, act- 
ualiv had populations of more than 20,000, and less than 
15 of their inhabitants were Slovaks. Between 1921 and 
1930, the proportion of the population living in towns 
with more than 20,000 inhabitants doubled, to 9.2% in 
comparison to 19.6% in the Czech Lands , as five other 
communities joined Bratislava and Kosice in this category. 
In the two largest cities, the overall population -rowth 
was more than 30% during this period, and by 1"30 Frati- 
slava had more than 100,000 inhabitants. Moreover, the 
first decade of independence witnessed a considerable 
stren thenir in the Slovak and Czech+ share of the urban 
+ After independence about 70,000 Czechs came to Slovakia, 
most of them stete employees. By 1930, the number had 
risen to over 120,000. any were based in Bratislava. 
Statistics recognised only "Czechoslovaks", so exact cal- 
culations by nationality are impossible. 
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population of Slovakia. The apparent Hungarian majority 
disappeared in many towns, and even in Bratislava and 
Kogice more than 50% of the population was Czechoslovak 
by 1930. To some extent this represented the reversal 
of statistical Magyarisation of pre-war times, as people 
"rediscovered" their Slovak origins, but there was also 
a considerable influx of population from the rural 
43 
areas. 
The continuing growth of urbanisation in Slovakia refl- 
ected not only the continuing development of industry 
in the west of the province, where six of the seven towns 
with more than 20,000 inhabitants were situated, but 
also the increasing importance of the tertiary sector. 
The number of people employed in trade, commerce and 
transport went up by almost one third between 1921 and 
1930, and public administration and the free professions 
showed a similar increase44. Slovak life no loner rev- CD 
olved as completely around the peasant, and the village, 
as it had before the First World War, although society 
in Slovakia was still less developed than that in the 
Czech Lands. 
The particular combination of progressiveness and retard- 
ation, which characterised economic life in the Czecho- 
Slovak Republic, was also apparent in its industrial 
relations. Czechoslovakia was one of the most highly 
unionised countries in the world. Trades union member- 
ship increased sharply at the end of the First World 
; Nar, and by 1920 1,817,000 people, 50.6% of all wage lab- 
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our, belonged to a union. Although the upward trend was 
reversed during the economic crisis of the early 1920s, 
numbers had risen again to almost 1,734,000,44.31% of 
all those in employment, by 1928. In absolute numbers, 
the Czechoslovak trades union movement that year run: -, ed 
sixth in the world, but as a percentage of the total 
population (12.3%), it was exceeded only by Austria (16%), 
Great Britain (13.6%), and Australia 12.7%)45. In the 
industrialised Czech Lands, where trades unions had a 
strong tradition dating back to the late nineteenth cent- 
ury, this percentage was even higher; in Slovakia, espec- 
ially in agriculture, many workers were still non- 
46 
unionised. 
respite its apparent numerical strength, the Czechoslovak 
trades union movement was highly fragmented. In the 1920s 
there were thirteen different union federations, dividinc 
along political and national lines; in the 1930s this num- 
ber had risen to sixteen. Every major political party, 
including the Slovak Populists and the German parties, had 
its own union movement. In addition, there were separate 
federations for white-collar employees and university 
graduates (although some of these people preferred to join 
political unions), and a number of small unions, with a 
total membership of between 200,000 and 300,000, which 
were not affiliated to any of the federations47. Although 
there were discussions between the two largest Czecho- 
slovak federations, the social Democrats Odborove sdruieni 
and the National Socialists' Ceskoslovenskd obec d6lnick6, 
about the possibility of a merger, these came to noth- 
ing48. In _1927, 
however, the German and the Czechoslovak 
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Social Democratic union federations did unite49. Nonethe- 
less, it is clear that the labour movement was weakened by 
ethnic and political divisions, and, in addition, most 
individual unions were craft based, rather than covering 
whole industries50. 
Collective bargaining became increasingly common in the 
inter-war period, although the unions continued to permit 
smaller and weaker firms to pay lower wage-rates51. Fact- 
ory councils, institutionalised by an act of 1921, allowed 
workers some semblance of influence in matters such as 
mass lay-offe52. There were also industrial tribunals, in 
which workers were represented along4. de employers53. Yet 
industrial disputes were sometimes marked by considerable 
brutality; on several occasions demonstrations resulted in 
workers being killed. Violence reached a peak during the 
Depression; 29 people were killed and 101 injured between 
1929 and 193354. Slovakia was particularly prone to such 
violence, and both protests, and the response to them, sug- 
gested an underlying primitiveness in Slovak society. 
IV The impact of 1918 
Culturally and socially, Czech society in 1918 was essen- 
tially provincial. Until independence, Bohemia, Moravia 
and Silesia were part of a much larger whole, and Prague, 
although the focus of Czech culture, and the second bank- 
ing centre in the Empire, could not be claimed as a city 
of European or world significance. In economic and polit- 
ical affairs, the Czechs were dominated by Vienna. t'uch 
of the industry in the Czech Lands was controlled by I. Vien- 
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nose interests, and thousands of Czechs sought a living 
in the Imperial capital. High society was orientated 
towards Vienna, and at the tip of the social pyramid 
stood the Imperial court, the aristocracy, the high bur- 
eaucracy, the diplomatic corps, the higher-ranking clergy 
and the officer corps. Very few Czechs ever penetrated 
into these exclusive circies55. 
Slovakia, before independence, was an integral part of 
Hungary, and did not even have provincial status. There 
was no one dominant Slovak cultural, political or econ- 
omic centre and, indeed, the town with the highest num- 
ber of Slovaks amongst its population was actually Buda- 
pest56. The limited franchise and corrupt electoral 
practices in Hungary ensured that there were only three 
Slovak rerresentatives elected to the Budapest riet in 
1910, whilst the census of the same : ear reflected the 
pressures of 1"agyarisation in its claim that only 2911 
Slovaks, half of them midwives, were employed in the 
Hungarian state service57. The only sure wRy for a 
Slovak to achieve high office was by renouncing his nat- 
iöna'ity. 
The period between the wars was one of state building. 
Politics and economics were re-orientated towards Prague, 
which became the seat of government and the financial 
centre for the whole republic. Slovakia, given specific 
political boundaries and a much-improved educational 
system, rapidly developed a sense of distinct national 
identity. Pratislava grew in significance as an import- 
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ant focus for Slovak education and culture, and for the 
first time a substantial Slovak urban intelligentsia 
emerged. 
In 1918, the Czechoslovak Republic needed a government, 
an administrative apparatus, a diplomatic service and an 
army. There was a sudden expansion of career opportun- 
ities, which brought considerable social mobility for 
some citizens of the new state. The ministries in Prague 
were staffed in part by Czech bureaucrats from Vienna, 
most of whom had previously been subordinate to German 
superiors. The Ministry of Agriculture, for example, 
wes built up by Czech officials who had worked for years 
in the Viennese Ackerbauministerium58. Other recruits 
came from the provincial bureaucracies. National pre- 
udice, and later 'anguage ordinances, hindered many of 
the Germans formerly employed from working in government 
service. Between 1921 and 1930, almost half of the Sud- 
eten German state employees, excluding teachers, lost 
their positions, 33,000 of them in 1926, when the langz- 
'tage ordinances went fully into force5'9. In Slovakia, 
the majority of Hungarian officials either retiree, or 
returned to the rump Kingdom of Hungary. Tnitially their 
places were largely filled by Czechs, because there were 
so few suitably qualified Slovaks60. Irring the inter- 
war , years, 
the number of Slovaks in state service rose 
steadily. However, they continued to be grossly under- 
represented in the Prague ministries, which were very 
much a Czech preserve61. 
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Similar factors operated in recruitment to the other 
state services. In the araty, for example, preferment 
went initially to ex-legionaries, who were, by definition, 
mainly Czechs. Germans were often removed on flimsy 
excuses to permit the rapid advancement of Czech officers. 
Comparatively few Slovaks ever entered the Republic's 
military academy, partly because of a lack of suitably 
qualified candidates, but also as a result of the indiff- 
erence of the Prague authorities. In the late 1930s, only 
one of Czechoslovakia's 113 generals was German, one was 
Slovak, and the Hungarians, who had been persistently 
6? 
irredentist , were not represented at all. Czechs 
filled the main positions in the new diplomatic corps, 
too. The one notable exception was the Paris Embassy, 
which went to the Slovak, Stefan OsuskSý, who had been a 
member of the Czechoslovak delegation to the Peace Con- 
E3 ference. 
Czech businessmen also benefited from independence. Tven 
during the First World War, heavy industry and armaments, 
located in the Czech-inhabited areas, although not neces- 
sarily Czech-owned, had flourished at the expense of Ger- 
man consumer industries64. This trend continued after 
independence, since the Peace Settlement, by dismembering 
the Empire, left Sudeten industry dangerously dependent 
on export trade in a period of reduced demand. Slovak 
industry, developed specifically for the internal Hung- 
arian market, suffered too from the reeli, 7, nment of trpde 
after 1918, whilst Czech inCiustry felt the 'Past aeverse 
effects- Moreover, in the uncertain political atmosphere 
2R 
after the end of the war, Czech banks were able to buv 
up shares in firms which had previously been controlled 
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by German or Hungarian capital. The currency reform 
of 1919 included a capital lew which hit the prosperous 
Sudeten Germans more than the other nationalities in the 
new republic; whilst "nostrification" ensured that every 
concern operating on Czechoslovak territory had to have 
its head office in the Republic, and to appoint a majority 
of Czechoslovak citizens to its board of directors67. The 
publisher, Julius Firt, noted in his memoirs that he fol. - 
lowed a "typical post-war Czechoslovak career" by takirg 
up a managerial position, at the age of 22, in a firm 
which had been forced to move from Vienna, and needed 
Czech officials. The establishment of the Re public 
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also helped the penetration of Slovakia by Czech capital. 
Although Slovak involvement in finance grew curing the 
inter-war years, Slovak capital was very much the -t'nior 
partner. The P'oravskd banka alone owned more industrial 
concerns in Slovakia than the four largest Slovak banks 
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together. 
Thus the rise of the new state had a profound impact on 
the distribution of power and wealth in the provinces 
which became the Czechoslovak Republic, strengthening 
and expending the upper strata of Czech society at the 
expense of the once dominant Germans and Hungarians. 
There were also, however, noticeable changes in the status 
of certain groups, which had been particularly presti- 
uious in pre-war times. The upper reaches of the Cath- 
olio hierarchy, for instance, identified as one of the 
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main pillars of the Habsburg state, lost much of its 
previous social and political standing70. Anti-militarism 
had been an important feature of Czech politics in the 
pre-war years, and it revived under the privations of the 
First World War. The conscript army, set up in 1920, was 
regarded as a temporary phenomenon, which would eventually 
be replaced by a militia71. In this political climate, 
the social cachet of the officer corps also declined. It 
was not until the rise of Hitler that there was a great 
upsurge of interest in military affairs, and competition 
to gain admission to the military academy at Hranice 
became, for the first time, really fierce72. The bureau- 
cracy, too, never quite regained the pre-eminence it had 
known under the Habsburgs. Its financial standing was 
seriously affected by wartime inflation, and the idea of 
the "proleterianised official" began to gain political 
credence73. Initial pay rises after 1918 favoured the 
lower ranks of state service, and a system of family 
allowances was introduced to add to the overall eoual- 
isation of salaries. It was not until mid-1926, after 
the disintegration of the broad government coalition led 
to a period of political realignment, that the principle 
of payment according to rank, with well-defined pay diff- 
erentials, was re-established74. Such shifts in the pres- 
tige and financial standing of leading groups in society 
added to the feeling that a break had been made with 
what Eene5 called the "classes and castes" of the Habsburg 
establishment 
75. 
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In the expansion of career opportunities of all kinds 
which followed independence, education took on a partic- 
ular significance as a means to social mobility. Trad- 
itionally a source of great prestige, the winning of for- 
mal educational qualifications was also a necessary pre- 
liminary to many sought-after careers, including state 
service and membership of the so-called "free professions". 
Bankers and politicians, too, had often been through the 
"apprenticeship" of a university degree. The idea of a 
meritocracy was, indeed, central to Czech social ideology; 
Masaryk, for instance, claimed, "There can be no democracy 
without education. 76. 
The system which had been inherited from the Habsburgs 
gave a basic state education to pupils from all back- 
grounds; Czechoslovakia had very few private school, and 
these tended to be associated with pedagogical experi- 
ments, rather than with the exclusive education of the 
rich. However, the rigidity and highly stratified net- 
ure of state education meant that few pupils : -ent on to 
receive advanced training. The majority spent the whole 
of their compulsary education in an elementary school 
(obecn4 or Iudovd 5kola'); others transfered at the age of 
eleven to a higher elementary school (me ianskd 6kola'), 
where they spent three or four gears, and were then cual- 
ified for further vocational training. Cnly a tiny min- 
ority successfully completed the entrance examination to 
one of the four different kinds of fee-paying 'rammar 
school 
( gymnasium), and even fewer actually left school 
with. the maturita 
(matriculation 
certificate) which all- 
owed entry to university77. 
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From the early years of independence, there were demands 
to end the early selection process, and thereby make sec- 
ondary education more accessible to children from the 
lower social strata. The only progress in this direction 
was legislation in 1930, which brought in a unified curr- 
iculum for the first two years of grammar school and 
higher elementary school, facilitating late transfers78. 
Although the overall expansion of secon6ary and tertiary 
education did increase the possibilities for advancement, 
especially in Slovakia, the system was not appreciably 
more egalitarian in 1938 than it had been before 1918. 
The development of education in Slovakia was, nonetheless, 
one of the most notable achievements of the inter-war 
Czechoslovak Republic. After the closure of the only 
three Slovak grammar schools by the Hungarian authorities 
in 1874, secondary education in the Slovak-inhabited rerl- 
ions had taken place solely throu? h the medium of Danz- 
arian. As a result, the last pre-war Hungarian census of 
1910 claimed to find only 1946 self-declared Slovaks who 
hsd completed secondary education79. The transformation 
brought about after 1918 was such that, only six ears 
ar'ter independence, R. W. Seton-Watson was able to claim: 
"No such remarkable example of cultural progress is to 
be found in the entire history of modern Burope"80. The 
rapid growth of a network of Slovak secondary schools, 
and a university in Bratislava, ensured the rise of a 
numerous, consciously-Slovak, educated stratum. By 1938, 
over 20,000 Slovaks had graduated from seconý7arv ^chools, 
and this facilitated Slovak participation at all levels 
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of society 
81. No longer was the mastery of the Hungarian 
language a prerequisite for social advancement. 
The transformation of the Slovak educational system in 
the years following 1918 was only one example of LA-le 
extensive changes initiated by the new republic. Indep- 
endence gave the Czechs the opportunity to translate into 
practical terms the democratic ideology of their 
nineteenth-century nationalist leaders, and social 'L rest 
in the aftermath of four years of war made some action 
imperative. Land reform, for instance, had been mooted 
even before independence, but its urgency was compounded 
by the influence of the Russian Revolution, rising expect- 
ations amongst the peasantry, and attempts by some land- 
less rural workers in Slovakia to seize estates by force, 
after the collapse of the Magyar re. Time82. There was an 
added incentive, too, in that land reform would serve to 
undermine the economic position of the largely German 
and Magyar nobility. 
President r! asarvk, in 1927, described the land reform as 
a "conservative reform"83. Although the Land Control Act 
of 1919 had conceived 500 hectares as the maximum permis- 
sible size for any estate, even in the most exceptional 
circumstances, and 150 hectares as the normal maximum 
size of arable holdings, such limits were not rigorously 
enforced. The original owners actually retained about 
forty-five per cent of the land which the Government had 
been empowered to =4rropriate; the Schwarzenbergs, for 
84 
example, remained in possession of 50,000 hectares. 
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Enough land was confiscated, with compensation paid at 
about two thirds of the 1913 value, to enable more than 
600,000 small farmers to receive, on average, just over 
one hectare of land. In addition, about 2000, often 
highly profitable, "residual estates" of about 100 hect- 
ares were created from the nuclei of the great estates. 
These were sold by the Agrarian-controlled Land Office, 
usually to their own Czech, or Slovak, political sup- 
porters85. The results hardly implied a fundamental 
change in the social structure of the Czechoslovak country- 
side. Latifundia, often German- or Magyar-owned, were 
reduced in size, but there were still many large estates. 
Indeed, as will be seen, the owners of residual estates 
were sometimes described as the "new gentry", nove zeman- 
stvo86. The number of dwarf-holdings, with less than two 
hecteres of land, decreased, but small farms of two to 
five hectares still formed the majority of landholdings 
in Czechoslovakia. There was a considerable decrease in 
the number of agricultural labourers, many of whom ::, ent 
to sway the numbers of unskilled workers in the towns'ý7. 
The reform did not solve the problem of land-hunger, espec- 
iallý, in Slovakia, where there were few alternative sour- 
ces of employment. It did, however, ensure the hasim 
loyalty to the state of a large number of small and med- 
ium farmers, and it altered the nationality balance 
amongst landowners to favour, though not excessively, 
the Czechs and the Slovaks, who were the main benefin- 
88 iaries of the redistribution. 
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During the last two years of the First World War, popular 
discontent with growing privation had been manifest in 
a number of strikes, demonstrations and hunger marches 
89 
in both parts of the Habsburg Empire The new republic 
had to face a much strengthened traO, --s union movement 
(membership in the Czech Lands, for example, went up from 
318,000 members in 1913 to well over one million in 1919) 
go 
and considerable labour unrest Social stabilisation 
was helped by a series of legislative measures, starting 
with the introduction of an eight-hour working day in 
91 December 1918 Unemployment benefits were introduced 
to help overcome the problems of demobilisation, rent 
control was brought in to help ease the post-war housing 
problem and war invalids and war widows were given pens- 
ions. Social insurance of all kinds was -, radually ext- 
ended and improved. For the first time, a-Ticultural 
labourers were included within the provisions of social 
leý? islation, and their contracts of emploýrment were placed 
on the same legal b9sis as those of industrial workers - 
an important point in any mapping of the social order in 
inter-war Czechoslovakia. Yet, as will be seen in a 
later chapter, the basic distinction between manual and 
non-manual labour was preserved in much of the crucial 
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social and employment leislation of this period Ref- 
orms improved the quality of life, rather than radically 
changing existing social structures, and they did enable 
manual workers to identify with the new state. 
In the heightened atmosphere of the first months of inder- Z3 
endence, much lip-service had been paid to the need for 
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what Karel Engli, later to become Minister of Finance, 
called: "not just adjustments, but radical changes to 
the social order"93. All the parties, for instance, 
placed socialisation high on their list of priorities, 
and it was also mentioned in the programme of the first 
government. In May 1919 a committee was set up to dis- 
cuss the nationalisation of mines, but when a bill was 
finally placed before parliament in 1921 it was easily 
defeated94. Cther potentially far-reaching reforms, 
such as the institution of factory councils, or a tax 
on property, were implemented, but in an. emasculated 
form95. Whatever the potential for change released by 
independence, 28 October 1918 did not herald a social 
revolution. 
V Religion and nationalism 
As well as distinctions based on economic factors, or 
education, there were alternative focuses of social ident- 
ification for the Czechs and the Slovaks of the inter-war 
period. Religion, for example, could act as a unifying 
factor across social barriers, although it was somewhat 
less potent a force amongst the Czechs than in Slovakia. 
Q. t the inception of the Republic many Czechs still ident- 
ified the Catholic Church with German political and cult- 
ural domination and the ultra-conservative Habsburg estab- 
lishment. Fspecially in industrialised Bohemia, with its 
strong, self-confident Czech business and commercial 
strata, rejection of Catholicism could be seen as an asser- 
tion of Czech nationalism. Between the last Austrian cen- 
sus of 191Q and the first Czechoslovak census of 1921, the 
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number of Catholics in the Czech Lands as a whole fell by 
almost 1,400,000. Half a million of those Czechs who 
renounced their Catholic faith joined the newly-formed 
reformist Catholic, but anti-papal, Czechoslovak Church, 
and thousands more the Protestant Czech Brethren. In Boh- 
emia, over 640,000 people now declared themselves to be 
"without confession"; the number in Moravia was much lower 
at 55,00096. 
Religious differences underlined the distinct identities 
of the two Western provinces. Although Catholicism was 
still strong in the rural areas of Bohemia after 1918, it 
had lost the position of dominance amongst the Bohemian 
Czechs which it continued to hold in Moravia. Here the 
Populist Party consistently won the largest share of the 
vote in the inter-war parli? mentary elections; the Chris- 
tian Social trades union movement, too, was much stronger 
in P:? oravia than in Bohemia, and its head offices were sit- 
uated in Brno97. In 1921,89.7% of Moravian Czechs 
remained, at least nominally, Catholic, in comparison to 
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only 70.9% in Bohemia. 
Amongst the Slovak peasantry, ^atholic piety was even 
more deeply rooted than in roravia. In the preliminary 
census of 1919, a few Slovaks, uncertain of the meaning 
of the question, actually gave their nationality as "Cath- 
olic", an indication of the importance of religion for 
their inchoate sense of collective identity0' . "Whilst 
the Bohemian Czechs, in particular, looked back on their 
Hussite traditions with pride, and throuchout the 'zech 
Lands, memories of seventeenth-century religious persec- 
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ution still lingered, the Catholic Church played a far 
more positive role in Slovak historical traditions, as 
a rallying point against the heathen Turkish aggressor. 
The Slovak population, largely rural and agricultural, 
and often uneducated, was virtually untouciiec! by the 
secularism which was so strong in some parts of the Czech 
Lands. 
In 1918, a majority of the Slovak people appear to have 
had little firm commitment to any nationality. During 
the follöwing years a specific sense of Slovak identity 
grew encouraged by the expansion of education, economic 
gri"vances, and a resentment of Czech attitudes and behav- 
iouriý0. Czech officials in Slovakia often showed little 
understanding of Slovak religious sensibilities, and the 
Slovaks were offended by their anti-clericalism Pnd dis- 
regPrd for the distinctiveness of Slovak culture. Cathol- 
icism was a potent symbol of the traditional conservative 
values of Slovak society, and the Slovak Populist Pnrty 
become the main focus of political opposition to the hege- 
mono of Prague, especially since the Protestant minority 
tended to be Czechophile1. Economic and social criev- 
10 
ances were subsumed in the Populists' attacks on the "Rod- 
less" Czechs. 
General dissatisfaction with the position of Slovakia and 
Slovak culture was thus often expressed in terms of cler- 
ical nationalism. For the Czechs, once they were freed 
from the immediate threat of Sudeten German intransigence, 
nationalism was no longer as strong a motiv? ting force 
as it had been before 1918. Independence helped to fulfil 
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many of their socio-economic aspirations, and they were 
very much the dominant nation of the'Republic. 
Tn the 1920s, the Czechs' relationship with the Sudeten 
Germans, who formed about one third of the population of 
Bohemia and Moravia-Silesia, seemed to be increasingly 
harmonious. Tndeed, active political cooperation began 
between the Agrarian, Catholic Populist and Social Democ- 
ratic Parties and their German opposite numbers, and the 
two nationalities' Social Democratic Trades Union Feder- 
ations actually amalgamated in 1927102. Nevertheless, 
nationalism lingered below the surface to emerge in times 
of stress. Hitlers success in the September 1930 elect- 
ions in Germany, for example, was very closely followed 
by four days of anti-German riots in Prague 
°3. 
. oreover, 
the claims of nationalism could be used to disguise what 
were essentially class issues, as in 1930, when there was 
considerable opposition to government plans to increase 
emergency payments to the unemployed because the worst- 
hit areas were German-inhabited104. As a positive force, 
too, nationalism could always unite Czech society in the 
face of external threat; this was especially apparent in 
1938. 
Despite Pene5's oblique reference, at the Paris Peace 
Conference, to a "sort of Switzerland", the Czechoslovak 
Republic was always conceived as a "nation state", rather 
than a "state of nationalities", in which e^ch of the 
many ethnic groups would play an equal role'". AccordinýT 
to official ideology, the dominant language and culture 
were "zechoslovak. Within this ethnic combination, the 
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Slovaks were seen as backward and less developed than the 
Czechs, junior partners, whose separate identity would 
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gradually be subsumed in the higher Czechoslovak whole. 
The Slovaks, however, increasingly chose to assert their 
own nationhood, whilst the national minorities, too, 
proved to be a chronic source of tensions107. National 
friction was eventually shown to pose a greater threat to 
the internal stability of the Czechoslovak Republic than 
did social divisions, although nationalism did serve, too, 
as a "psychological refuge for people confronted with 
other kinds of socio-economi problems". 
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VI A note on the language of class 
perceptions of class in inter-war Czechoslovakia were 
obviously affected by the vocabularies and modes of 
expression available in Czech and Slovak. However, 
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the language used to describe the social order was itself 
the product of historical and political traditions. The 
actual word for class, trida in Czech, or trieda in Slovak 
for example, could not easily be divorced from its assoc- 
iation with Marxist doctrine. The only Slovak enc'-clo- 
paedia from this period had an entry for "class war" 
(tried bqý), which it defined as "the socio-economic 
stru? Ple between the individual social strata", but none 
for "class", which was apparently felt to exist only as 
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part of this conflict. Non-polemical discussion prefer- 
red the neutral term vrstva, or stratum. 'r', 'or' ers were 
the only class commonlir referred to as such( ý'ýlnickä 
trida or robotnickd trieda', presumably bec9use they 
were the group most likely to be sec? uce(-' hýT ? "aryism. 
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Although the usage d6lnickä trida had become colloquial, 
the scrupulous non-socialist might still choose to sub- 
stitute a less emotive word, delnictvo, the collective 
noun from d4lat, to work. 
Debate often focused not on "class" but on "estate" 
(stav); feudnlism had lasted long in the Habsburg Fmpire, 
and the lirgering influence of the ranks and orders of 
feudal society still coloured modes of expression. Iný. iv- 
i(lual professions were frequently called "estates", as in, 
for example, diednicky stav, literallv "the bureaucratic 
estate". The term str'edni stay, or middle estnte, was, 
however, primarily a political creation, the product of 
an ideology which posited the existence of a strong, uni- 
ted middle estate as a buffer between capital and 1? bour. 
In colloquial speech, the Tn,, ýýlish ccncept "mri(fdle clas, 911 
was normally rendered as st-ýednl vrstvy, the mi&1_P_ 
strat , the diversity of this social group being suE,, a este(-1, 
bý, the use of the plural form. ý-ýowever, it wns also 
common to enumerate the various -roups within the "mid-alle 
strata" individually. The "official" (u-'-Iednfk or i1rad- 
n1k), was an easily recoý7niscible social tý, pe in a state 
which had strong bureaucratic tr,; ditions. The small 
entrepreneur( Z'ivnostnfk) 77i-ht be a shopkeeper (otchoCnlk. 
or an artisan (femeslnIk). Tn either case he actu, -Il. v 
owned his own business, and mig. -ht have seversl employees. 
The terms peasant (seOldk), Rnd former 
(roln1k), 
were 
usee interchan;, --eably to describe the owners of small- or 
medium-sized holdings. However, in feudal times, a 
"pensant" had been any non-noble cultivntor of the lnnd, 
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and large landowners, like ývehla, often applied the term 
to themselves, in order to emphasise their solidarity 
11 
with the rest of agricultural society1. 
Neither Czech nor Slovak collogaial language easily 
conveyed the notion of an upper class; vy55f tiýfda, the 
literal rendering, was not normally used, and y-Y551 vrstva 
(upper stratum) was hardly more frequent. The term 
"better people" (lep5l jfdi), was used, and Cwapek, for 
example, wrote a short story about the murder of a servant 
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of a lep5flslefta, a spinster lady of good bachground 
Sometimes reference was made to R social elite, who were 
lit. crean) 
variously labelled the creme de la creme (smetanka/, the 
"higher social circles"(v-v55i socidlnf kr2hy), or simply 
Society (spole6nost)113 . Furýoa and kapitalista were 
used as perjoratives. However, it was a feature of both 
Ctech and Slovak social commentary that it rarely directed 
its attentions at the upper reaches of society. 
Perhaps the most commo4 colloquial division of society 
made in both Czech and Slovak was the distinction between 
pAn a gentlema4 and lid the common people . This had 
its origins in feudal times, like many of the expressions 
used to describe the social order. Nn was the title qiven 
to a member of the noble estate, whilst lid embraced all 
non-noble members of the community. In the inter-war per- 
iod, p6n normally implied someone with a good level of 
eý. ucation and a white-collar job, whilst lid had the con- 
notation of simple, uneducated people114. However, in 
times of crisis, an appeal could be made to the "people" 
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through this same word. Moreover, it was sometimes used 
in its original meaning to emphasise that the Czechs had 
no nobility - they were all 
ence, natural democrats'15. 
"commoners", and, by infer- 
VII Conclusion 
Karel ý,; apek wrote of the birth of the Czechoslovak Republic 
in October 1918: 
We felt as if we had stepped into a paradise in 
which everything would be better, It seemed as 
if the Age of Justice had dawned, as if the soc- 
ial order had changed of its own sccord... Of 
course, we felt obliged to celebrate our freedom 
by fulfilling old dreams... V-6 
Nationalist ideology had encouraged in the Czechs a stronT 
sense of democratic mission, a belief that they were 
called upon to transform society, and create something 
uniquely their own. Philosophical pronouncements about 
the need for moral regeneration did not, however, consti- 
tute a practical action programme for an independent nat- 
ion* The first act of the Provisional Government was 
essentially pragmatic, declaring that all existing prov- C> 
117 incial and imperial lev, ýs should remain in force 
The interaction between democratic ideology and the Habs- 
burg inheritance did much to shape class perceptions in 
the inter-war years. Czechoslovakia was a state in which 
mo(lern industry existed side-by-side with small-scale 
proeuction and haný, icrafts, and the majorit. -i of the popul- 
ation still lived in rural and semi-rural communities. 
Its ruling circles were, before 1918, no more 11hRn minor 
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provincial elites, and few families had been prominent 
for more than two generations. Belief in egalitarinnism 
co-exi-ted with a deeply-ingrained sense of social hier- 
archy. The republican citizen had, until 1918, been the 
leval subject of the Emperor Franz Joseph, and whatever 
the democratic aspirations of the new age, the social 
attitudes left by rank-conscious Habsburg society were 
hard to eradicate. 
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Chapter 2 
Official perceptions of class, estate and status 
I Introduction 
The first category of materials to be examined includes 
the census, acts or parliament, legal codes and docu- 
ments relating to social policy: in other words, sources 
which emanated from various government departments and 
other official agencies during the inter-war period, 
These legal and bureaucratic sources will be analysed to 
reveal official perceptions of the broad social divisions 
,. -iithin Czechoslovak society 
1'. Although the 1920 constit- 
ution guaranteed citizens equality before the law, stres- 
sinp, that "privileges relating to sex, birth or profes- 
sion will not be recoz-nised", it is clear that certain 
fundamental distinctions, notably the manual/non-manual 
divide, were underpinned by law 
2. Cfficial pronounce- 
mments often provided an institutionalised baz! is for soc- 
i9l. boundaries, as well as illustrPting the nature of 
social prejudice at this time. 
II The census 
The census may seem to be the natural place to look for 
official perceptions of class. It is, after all, often 
the only official source which presents a detailed scheme 
for the breakd. own of gociety into various Eroups and sub- 
groups, Eowever, its intended purr-ose, in Czechoslovakia 
as elsewhere, was not necessarily to produce the kind of 
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analysis which would be most useful to the sociologist, 
or indeed to the historian of class. According to the 
Dictionary of Czechoslovak Public Law, the census returns 
were used by the inter-war administration in military 
matteras for they revealed tl, Ae number of men of military 
service age, and in educational planning, as they also 
showed the number of children of school age; they further 
indicated the number of citizens who were of an age to 
votel and were an invaluable source of information for 
financial planning and social legislatiod. It is only 
in this last capacity, one amongst many of its functions, 
thst the census proves at all revealing as a guide to 
the significant social divisions in Czechoslovak society. C: > 
7-he actual categories used by the Czechoslovak inter-war 
censuses were taken over, with only slight modifications, 
from the previous Austrian scheme. Preparations for a 
census hRd to be rushed through ouickly, less than a 
year after the State Office of Statistics w--s founded, 
in order to provide up-to-the-minute statistical inform- 
ation on which to base projected social reforms4. There 
was no time to initiate large-scale revisions in the 
census format. In 1930, since no international method 
of classification had been devised in the interim, it 
was decided that the advantages of continuity outweil7hed 
any defects in the system used5. In effect, 9 scheme 
for classifying the population first devised by the 
Austrian Bureau of Statistics for the census of 1990 
was still felt to be a reasonably appropriate tool for 
analysing society forty yeprs lntere 
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The classification system used in the Austrian censuses 
had originally developed from the divisions in a conscrip- 
tion order of 1804, based on the feudal concept of est- 
ate. Technical progress in the computing of results, 
which allowed an almost limitless number of categories 
and sub-categories to be used, and the desire to put the 
census on a "scientific basis", so that it would reflect 
the changes which the industrial revolution was bringing 
to the economic profile of society, led to a major change 
of format in 18906. The influence of previous practice 
lingered only in the grouping together of people in the 
armyq state service and the liberal professions - the so- 
called "notp. ble8" (Ger. Honoratioren), who had been allow- 
ed to vote in the third curia irrespective of property 
qualifications - but this cate;, lory was made far more 
amorphous by the addition of a miscellany of "other 
professions". The last three censuses before the First 
-, %Torld War divided society vertically into the following 
bAsic economic groupings: A/ Agriculture, forestry and C-3 
fishing; B/ Industry and handicrafts; C/ Commerce and 
transport; and D/ "Other professions .7. 
In 1921, the Czechoslovak State Cffice of Statistics 
created separate categories for Ptate service, the army 
for 
and the liberal professionsp and/Tther professions", 
and in 1930 a further category was devised for 'Tomestic 
and other personal service". As in the Austrian census, 
these ', -)road IýroupinFs were referred to as "classes"(L-las- 
sen or ILLdZ). . owever, conterrporaries ý, vere ruick to 
criticise this terminology; one socioloý. Yist noted "Such 
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classes, although necessary, and indeed desirable, from 
a statistical point of view, do not correspond precisely 
to the realities of social stratification Even the 
apparently unambiguous new class D included not only mem- 
bers of the various recognised professions, but also act- 
ors, musicians, singers, dancers, theatre personnel and 
the owners of cinemas end dance halls, whilst the rubric 
"Other professions" embraced people living on public char- 
ity, occupations which were "peu honorables et ddshonor- 
antes, chiromenciennes, saltimbanques, musiciens ambul- 
antes, tziganes nomades, filles publiques et propridt- 
aires de maisons de prostitution" as well as people of 
private means, or living from pensions9. 
T. 'ore revealinp,, as a stntement on the nature of social 
stratification was the census ,s cate, c7orisation of I'occup- 
ational standing". The Austrian census of 1910 had 
recognised six horizontal divisions within each economic 
"class" - the self-employed, tenants, white-collar employ- 
ees (Angestellten), workers, apprentices and day labour- 
ers - and these were reproduced in the first Czechoslovak 
census of 1921. Reservations were expressed about the 
Pocial validity of two of these groups. Aptonin Eoh&6, 
a leaOing Czech statistician of the : nter-war period, 
explained in a preamble to the census that the concept 
"dsy labourer"t if taken in its literal sense, was now 
somewhat snachronistic. In industry, tY. e, distinction 
between skilled and unskilled worl<-ers wng particul-,, --, rly 
si, 7nificent, and the former were, therefore, to be clas- 
sed. as "workers" in the new Czechoslovak census, even if 
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they were paid by the day. In addition, Boh&6 claimed 
that the distinction made by the Austrians between 
white-collar employees and workers was somewhat inaccur- 
ate, since qlany lower-ranking employees, like shop 
assistants, or technicians, had hitherto been clissifiec 
as workers, although their work was of a non-manual nat- 
ure. In 1921 only minor adjustments were possible, and 
10 this problem remained unsolved 
The most important innovation of the 1930 classification 
of "occupational standing" was the creation of a separ- 
ate census category for such lower-ranking non-manual 
empToyees (gf-Izenci). Explanatory notes clRimed that 
the ýrrowth of mpss productionand the expansion of ser- 
vice ineustriesmeant that there was an increasing num- 
ber of specialist and supervisory jobs which brought 
their prnctitioners higher ý,,, a, ý7es an(ý c", reater -,, ob security 
than ordinary manual workers. These specialist workers 
were said to form a new social stratum, acutely n. ware 
of the social differentiation between themselves and man- 
ual workers. The change -ýlso brought the census into 
line with social insurance le-17islation, which already ýD 
distinguished between zlýizenci and m2nual workers. In 
disputed cases, the kind of social insurance received 
was actually to be the decisive factor in clarifýlring 
someone ,s "occupational standing"''. This Oevelcpment 
in the census classification reflectee the institutional- 
isation of the division between manual and non-manual 
workers, which wss perhaps the most crucial social (ýist- 
inction in inter-war Czech society. 
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The preamble to the 1930 census enumerated in some 
detail the various categories of "Occupational standing" 
now recognised by the State Office of Statistics. The 
first category, the self-employed (samostatnf), comprised 
the owners or joint-owners of in--'ustriRl, agricultural 
and other concerns, members of the liberal professions, 
and anyone else who was not dependent on an employer. In 
effect, this included not only people from every branch 
of the economy, but also from both ends of the social 
spectrum. - a self-employed businessman, in the terms of 
the census, might equally well be someone with a fruit 
stall in the street, or a hot-chestnut seller, as an 
archet, ypal capitalist figure 
12. Tenants ( n6iemci), catea- j 
ory two, incl&ed those who earned their living indep- 
endently, but on rented land, or in rented premises. 
The ma-0ority were tenant farmers, but toll keepers are 
another exnmple given. These two categories were often 
counted together in computations of the census statis- 
tics; although an amorphous social group, they shared 
one characteristic - they were not covered by a state 
pension scheme13. 
The third category, officials ( idf-ednlci), corresponded 
to a social stereetype which reappears in many different 
kinds of source material. It was (2efined in terms taken 
strair,, ht from the Social Insurance Act of 1929, as comp- 
rising anyone whose job title included the word "offic- 
ial", for example a konceptnf Uýednfk, or dr-)ftsman, as 
well as teachers in elementary and grammar schools, 
priests, cloctors who worked for the stnte, Prmy officers, 
and 11qnyonL1 at all whose con("litions of service -form the 
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basis for work of a primarily non-manual kind"14. In 
fact, within this division could be found the managing 
director of a large bank, or even the shoe magnate, 
Tom&5 Batwa, an employee of a limited company of the 
same name, as well as the minor civil servant of a type 
immortalised in Pold6ek's The House in the Suburbs, or 
lauded by the political party programmes 
Jr. 
* 
The fourth category, lower-ranking non-manual employees 
(z: ýfzenci), now entered separately from manual workers, 
was described as comprising lesser specialist employees 
- game keepers, chief mechanics, shop assistants, window 
dressers, commercial travellers, nurses, pilots, cinema 
film-projectionists, and anyone employed to oversee the 
work of others. This social category, like "officials", 
is a social stereotype which appears in other kinds of 
source material, usuall, %, with the implication that the 
employees thus designated viere to be regarded as distinct 
from members of the working class. Foth z---Izenci and 
officials were in receipt of the superior state scheme 
of pension insurance 16 . 
The manual working class was divided bý, the census into 
"workers", "apprentices", "day labourers" and "home 
workers". Workers 
(dUnfc0 
were described as those 
employed as wage labour to undertake tasks which were 
of a primarily manual nature, whose ýobs did not involve 
(firecting the work of others. From the rnnks oil aý7ri_ 
cultural wage-earners, only deputajtnýci and 6eledf, aho 
were taken on Ps permanent or semi-permanent employees, 
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were included17. Craftsmen and skilled factorv workers 
were also Classed as. d6lnfei, as were office employees 
engaged in manual tasks, common soldiers, and domestics 
who maintained their own households. The separate clas- 
sification of apprentices is a reminder that the guild 
system was not abolished until 1859, and that formal 
training as an apprentice was still, in the inter-war 
years, a necessary pre-requisite for a very wide range 
of occupations 
(including, for example, the grocery 
trade, or being a waiter). The distinction made between 
"workers" and "day labourers" is significant because of 
the implication that the latter were of a lower status 
then the former. Day labourers comprised unskilled 
workers in industry and trade, seasonal workers in agri- 
culture, irrespective of their level of skill, and aAv 
other cqsual labourers. Finally, the 1930 census 
also created a separate categorv for home workers, a 
reflection of their peculiar position between the cate- 
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gories of "self-employed" and "workers" 
In the Czechoslovak censuses, following a pattern set 
in Habsburg times, families took on the class of the 
main bread-winner. There were separate sub-groups for 
those family members who aided him in his work (a partic- 
ularly numerous category in agriculture and small busi- 
nesses), and for those who did not themselves work. A 
further categorv within the family was that of domestic 
servants; those servants whose jobs required no special- 
ist training were not awarded the dianity of separate 
occupational status, if they lived in their emplover's 
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household* The statisticiang Antonin Bohdds explained: 
ils vivent, eux-aussil des revenues du travnil 
de leur employeur, mals ils subviennent seula 
& leurs besoins en se chargeant des travaux qui 
sont n6cessaires ýk la bonne conduite du m6nage. 19 
Servants in other countries in the inter-war period had 
a verv low social status, as is witnessed by the United 
States census, which placed them in the lowest possible 
category, along with unskilled workers However, the 
attitude of the Czechoslovak census, in classifying them 
as dependents of their employer, is positively feudal. 
Josef Macek, one of the main social theorists of the 
inter-war Republic, wrote in 1925 in his The Foundations 
of Social Policy: 
Servant girls' workin, - conc9itions retain at 
least some features of the former patriarchal 
relationship. Some employers still live under 
the illusion that they are doing the girls, and 
mankind, a favour by supporting a servant or 
two. The,,,;, demand a particular kind of relation- 
ship, based on humble gratitude, the kissing of 
hands, etc. 20 
It . 7ould seem, therefore, thýit the censuses may have 
provided an accurate picture of the position of Oomestic 
servants in society, and other sources do suggest that 
they formed a particularly underprivileged social group2l. 
Cverall, the Czechoslovak censuses offered an "official" 
vicw of a society in which there was a somewhat diverse 
workin, - class, a potential "unefer class" of unskilled 
and casual labour, and a non-manual work force Civided 
according to level of skill and education. '-hey failed, 
however, to locate the economic bouroeoisie, who were 
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concealed amongst the ranks of the self-employed and 
"officials". This omission has been much criticised by 
present-day Czech and Slovak academics, but sipnificantly. 
amongst contemporaries, the census 
0s description of soc- 
22 
ial groupings aroused no real controversy It was the 
definition of nationality which prov6ked serious critic- 
ism at the time. There were endless discussions about 
the mesning of "mother tongue", and whether it was indeed 
fair, or accurate, to eauate nationality with language 
23. 
In any consideration of perceptions of class in inter- 
war Czechoslovakia it is salutary to recall that comment- 
ators of this period were often concerned with other dim- 
ensions of stratification than the purely social. 
III Social le-7islation 
'. more rewarding Prea than the census for the study of 
official perceptions of class is to be found in certain 
aspects of social and employment lecl*islation. The tend- 
encý" for such legislation to institution-ý, lise bpsic soc- 
ial Oivisions wos hardly confined to Czechoslovakia; wel. - 
fare Provision in Great Fritain before the Second '. Vorld 
War was concerned with the problems of one group, i-. rhich C. ) 
b ,, ec2me, in effect, a statutory working class, whilst in 
Prance the Code du Travail reco,: - ., nised not a specific 
class as such, but rather the "distinction bet-,,! een the 
intellectual and non-intellectual cuslities of the -,, hite- 
collar anc! manual workers respectively" 
24. 
-he latter 
p9ttern was, and still is, common in continental 71, urope, 
not least in inter-war Czechoslovakia. 
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The legislative distinction made between manual and non- 
manual labour was actually inherited by the Czechoslovak 
Republic from the Habsburgs. In Cisleithania, social 
and employment lerri-slation had recognised four (9istinct 
categories of workers: manual workers, miners, white- 
collar employees and government employees 
25. The separ- 
ate provisions made for miners and government employees 
were, by 1918, something of a historical Pnechronism, a 
reflection of the lin, -ering influence of the social ranks 
and orders of estate society* 
Miners had traditionally been treated differently from 
other mnnual workers, mainly because they formed very 
close-knit communities, and had n long guild trndition. 
They had or8anised their own self-help friendly societies 
since the sixteenth century, and in 1854 the government 
grnnted these so-called "fraternal treasuries" (bratrskd 
pokladny or Bruderkessen) legal sanction. Each mine 
owner had to ensure that his workers had access to such 
a bratrsk4, pokladna, which provided insurance against 
sickness, invalidity and old age. Social insurance lel7is- 
lation was only extended to other catep,, ories of worker 
in the 1880s, and then onl.,,? ' in the limited form of sick- 
ness and accident benefits. At the time of Czechoslovak 
independence, therefore, miners were the only manual 
workers to receive old-arre and invalidity pensions and 
their widows were also unia-ue in receiving pensions. 
T. "iners slso benefited from a shorter statutory zrorking 
day than other mRnual workers, nine hours in compRrison 
26 
to eleven 
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'. 'Iithin the Habsburg Empire, civil servants had a partic- 
ulRrly high social status. The buresucracy was long 
the sccustomed career for sons of the nobility and the 
upper bourgeoisie, and gained something of a caste char- 
27. 
run acter Civil servants rights to pensions had 'L-,: 
as early as 1781, when pensions were first awarded to 
high bureaucrats on their retirement through old age or 
invalidity. Although the social exclusivity of the 
bureaucracy was somewhat diluted by expansion in the late 
nineteenth century, it retained its privileged position 
with respect to pension provisions. A law of 1907, for 
example, allowed a civil servant to retire on full sal- 
28 
ary if he had completed thirty-five years of service 
r7he ýistinctive treatment of miners -nd civil servants 
in the pro,. -isions of social and employment legislation 
continued under the Republic. Civil Fervants' condi- 
tions of emplo. yment, if they received the so-called 
definitiva (in other wores, if they had established 
posts), included security of tenure, the ri3ht to rec- 
eive full salpry during- an ilin-ss of up to one ý, eqr Ja 
(ýurqtion, anO the pension provision received above. It 
is harCJlr 
Z surprising 
that the social stntus of st-te 
employment wss hiCh, anC, that a secure niche in -t-te 
service w9s n favoured ý7oal for children of the lower 
29 
social strnta 
"ýncrs, too, continueý. ' to have a sepprate ý? cheme for 
social insurancep which provided them with superior 
benefits to those enjoyed by other manual workers, and 
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underlined their position smongst the aristocracy of 
labour. ýVhen the wholesale revision of social leEis- 
lation was considered in the early , ears of the Repub- 
lic, the miners successfully defended their riý-, ht to C_; 
special consideration because of the "exceptional, dif- 
ficult and dangerous" nature of their work30. A series 
of miners' strikes in 1921 and 1922 included separate 
insurance provisions amongst their demnndsq and the econ- 
omic weight .?. Ihich the miners could exert 
is reflected 
in the provisions of the 1922 Act on miners' insurance. 
Miners could, for example, claim old age pensions at 
fifty five, ten years before other manual workers. 
Their widow-a-, unlike those of other manual workers, had 
an unconditional right to receive a pension31 Then C-; ) 
this was discussed in committee, Dr Viktor Keas, the 
miners" representative, claimed that miners' wives did 
not so out to -, -. rork, bec-: nuse they were full, - occupied 
with household tasks, and that theý, should. not be expect- 
ed to do so if widowed. 
32. Invalidity pensions could be 
claimed by face workers who had lost forty per cent of 
their earnin_- capacity, and by surface workers who had 
lost fifty per cent of their earning cnpacity; the prop- 
ortion for other manual workers was seventy per cent. 
Such distinctions m. -, y seem to tell us very little about 
classl but they do confirm the continued existence of 
estate and guild trnditions which could prove antithe- 
tical to the formation of P11-inclusive classes. 
ven more import-. ýnt , -ms the recol-7nition, in social and 
employment legislation, of a broad societal AAA bet- 
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ween manual and non-manual workers, reflecting J. mplicit 
assumptions about the different needs and rights of the 
two basic kinds of labour. The first step towards the 
legal definition of these two groups took p1sce in the 
1880s, with the enactment of' social legislation intended 
primarily for the industrial working class. The Austrian 
response to the growing workers movement followed the 
pattern set by Bismarck: first anti-socialist laws in 
1886, and then an attempt to appease the workers -. vith 
accident insurance legislation, in 1887, and sickness 
insurance, in 1888. Agricultural workers, home workers 
and servants were excluded from both kinds of insurance, 
since socialism posed no real threat amongst them33. 
1',, 'hite-collar employees could be insured voluntarily 
under the provisions of the 1888 workers' sickness insur- 
ance act. However, in 1906, they were ry*rpnted invalid- 
. old-age and widow's pension 
insurancel whilst an itv, 
,7 'ý 6 act of 1910 gave employees in "hi,, her service" (ve v-v,, - 
Ich sluý-b&ch) conditions of employment, inclu6ing holi- 
days with pay, which were vastly superior to those 
enjoyed by manual workers34.7n 1918, therefore, white- 
collar emplo,, ees had a privileged position C-> in comparison 
7., vith m5ýnual workers in terms of both social nnd employ- 
ment insurance. 
At the inception of the new republic, in the prevailing 
spirit of radical democracy, it seemed that a new uni- 
form approach to such le7islation, overri, 4ing social 
divisionsg might be possible. Le7islation for an eight- 
hour day, enacted in December 1918, applied to both 
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manual and non-manual workers alike, and compulsory sick- 
ness insurance was extended to all categories of employees 
the following year35. In October 1920, a group of Social 
T)Pmocratic deputies placed a proposal for workers' old- 
age and invalidity pensions before the National Assembly. 
A committee was set up to consider the implications of 
such a scheme, and of social insurance in general; its 
terms of reference suggested that the Ministry of Social 
Welfare was actually contemplating the creation of an 
"all-national agency for general social insurance,, 
36 
Q. 
The forces of establishment were quick to respond. Soc- 
ial n-ttitudes were too deeply ingrained, and existing 
institutions too deeply entrenched, for the kind of 
sweeping change initially envisagec', Lip-service might 
be paid to the idea of unified social insurance provision, 
but those experts consulted b. y the committee of enquiry 
were ready enough to point out the pitfalls in the scheme. 
Dr Emil Hendrichof the white-collar employees' General 
Pension Institute, for instance, assumed that manual 
workers could neither afford, nor have the right to 
expectq the level of treatment afforded to white-collar 
employees. He claimed in his report: 
AlthouE-h it is not yet known what contributions 
will be made (5y manual workerV it is certain 
that it will be financially impossible to Eive 
their dependents, and in perticular their wi(:., ows, 
the same high swards aý Pre gunranteed by the 
white-colls! r employees pension scheme. 
There is a further difference in the concept of 
invaliC! ity. The scheme for white-collar employ- 
ees recognises proýessional invalidity... In con- 
trast, the woricers scheme will have to operate 
from the basis of the inabilit. - to earn at all. 37 
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Hendrich also predicted public protest at the idea of 
a unified insurance scheme. This warning was justified; 
the committee of enquiry was at once inundated by hun- 
dreds of letters and petitions seeking to influence its 
38 deliberations -yeinst such a decision CD 
It is hardly surprising, therefore, that manual workers 
were eventually awarded separate, and less extensive, 
social benefits than those enjoyed by white-collar emp- 
loyees. Dr ENZ-en §tern, one of the Social Democratic 
Party's leading experts on social policy, claimed that 
legislation for the latter was based on the idea that 
"the transition from active service to pension should 
not mean a complete reversal in the econornic life of 
the person insured", whereas manual workers' insurance 
wc%s intended simply to remove "the undeserved blf-ckest 
poverty, which can hurl the indivir-ual worker, or even 
. 39 a :, hole family, into physical and moral poverty 40 
Tý. 'anual workers received an old-age pension at sixty five, 
irrespective of sex, whereas white-collpr emploZ, ees 
retired at si. Ityl if male, and fifty five, if female40. 
The basic pension guaranteed by law was 500 crowns a 
year for manual workers, whilst white-collar employees 
,., ere entitled to 31 6500 crorns minimum. The widows of 
white-collar employees received pensions automatically, 
whereas workers' widows had a riSht to a pension only 
if they were over sixty five, or invelids, or had the 
care of two or more children under the age of seventeen. C) 
"Then this particular provision was discussed in committee, 
the opinion was expressed that workers' wives . ýIere used 
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to working to earn their own living, and often did so 
during their husbands' lifetimes, so they required no 
special provision for widowhood4l. The surving children 
of a white-collar employee could receive an orphan J. s pen- 
sion if they were under the age of eighteen, or twenty 
four if they were undertaking higher education. Workerso 
children were only supported until the age of sixteen, 
with no mention of the possibility that they, too, might 
wish to continue their education at a secondary school 
or university. All of these provisions reflect a very 
great q, ialitative difference in the perceived needs of 
manual workers and white-collar employees, and of their 
appropriate social station. 
The concept of invalidity ý,, ras also vastly cifferent for 
manual aorkers and white-collar emploý, ees. For the lat- 
ter, invalidity siEnified professional invalidity, or 
the inability to pursue one's own porticulRr profession. 
'ý, 'orkers, however, even if skilled in a particulqý-r trade, 
were not allowed to claim a pension automatically when 
illness prevented them from pursuing it. The. - only rec- 
eived a pension if their earning capacity was reduced by 
two thirds - which for most meant, in effect, if they 
were reduced to beggery. In denying to manual workers 
that professional particulprism which it accepted as a 
natural right amongst splaried employees, the law implic- 
itly underlined the overriding importance of their com- 
mon identity as workers* 
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The kind of distinction made in social legislation be- 
tween manual and non-manual workers also existed in more 
general conditions of employment. White-collar employees 
had been given considerable legislative protection even 
before the First World War. The 1910 Act, covering 
minimum conditions for employees in "higher service", 
was revised in 1934.11hite-collar employees were now 
entitled to a fortnight's holiday with pay, rising to 
three weeks after five , -ears and four weeks after fif- 
teen , ears Of service; they also had the right to a V 
minimum of six weeks' notice, extending up to five months 
after twenty years' service, and to at least six weeks' 
absence on full pay if they were unable to work because 
42 
of sickness or an accident There was no such comp- 
rehensive code of leccýislation for mnnual worl<ers. The 
laws governing their basic conditions of employment made 
no mention of the statutory right to r,: ýceive full pay 
during sickness, nor, initially, diO they provide holi- 
eays with pay. The period of notice for most workers 
was fourteen days; participation in a strike was regarded 
as a breach of contract, and could lei-d to summary dis- 
missa, 
43. 
It was q matter of pride for the Czechoslovak 'Republic 
that the legal right to receive holidays with pay was 
actually extended to certain cate-, -ories of manual workers 
Curing the 1920s. In keepini7, with traOition miners 
were treqted separately from other wor'-. 7ers; an Act of 
10,21 , ý, ave those who hoe ccmpleted one -ec-7ir of service 
five days' paid leave, and this wes incroased to a m-ý, xi- 
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mum of twelve days after fifteen years of service44. 
In 1925 other manual workers 
(with the exception of 
seasonal workers, home workers anO day labourers in 
a, griculture) were given the right to six days J. leave Cý ID 
after one year of uninterrupted service for the same 
concern, which rose to seven days after ten years' ser- 
vice, and eight eays after fifteen years' service. The 
increase was more apparent than 
feast doys could be included in 
long-servinc, manual worker wasp CýI 
to less holiday than a recently 
worker. 
real, since Sundays and 
this leave45. zven a 
moreover, still entitlee 
employed white-collar 
'he debotes in the Chamber of Deputies which preceded 
the 1925 Act were very revealing of the social attitudes 
which influenced this leEislation. The superior treat- 
ment affordel to white-collar workers in their condit- 
ions of employment was trneitionally justifitt by refer- 
ence to the "higher", or "intellectual", nature of their 
work. In order to defend manual workers' right to holi- 
days with pay, physical exhaustion w!:? s not a sufficient 
excuse. Alois Tu6n. ý, the National Socialist trnýles 
union lea(ler who proposed the Act, suggested that many 
em. plo-vers Ci. -I not distinE; uish between the manual worker 
and inanimate merchandise; boti, were re, 3arded as purch- 
asable commodities. The worker was of interest to them 
only in so far ss his labour could be put to use in var- 
ious inOu--trial processes. Tu6n7 stresse(9 thqt the 
worker was also a human being, with his cý, m in, 7ivi('ual 
needs and, more important, that he too used his brain in 
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discharging his respohsibilities at work: 
If a brainworker needs a vacation, to protect 
him from premature paralysis of the nerves, 
then a manual worker needs protection on two 
accounts, for physical work is not possible, 
in this time of multi-faceted tecl., -vical ad- 
vance, without brain activity too... 46 
Given such qualitative differences in treatment in 
both social and employment legislation, it was obviously 
very important for the legislators to delimit precisely 
the division between manual work and mental work. The 
Austrian Act of 1906, which awarded comprehensive social 
insurance to white-collar workers, gave only an impre- 
cise definition of the category of employees for whom 
provisions were intended. This leO to the de facto 
exclusion of m----4nv lower-ranking employees incluCing, f6r I 
instance, shop assistants. An early ruling in the Czechc- 
slovsk High Court explained that pre-war practice was 
based on the assumption thet: 
a shop assistant cannot be conceded the status 
of an official, neither does his work consist 
primarily of mental tasks. His mRin octivity 
is to serve customers, and to sell goods at 
prices already marked by the owner of the shop. 
It is immaterial that he mi, -ht also prepere 
bills, or conduct minor correspondence, or in- 
form the factory of the state of the shop, and 
request stock... An activity which is primarily 
mental is one in which the greatest p, -rt of the 
activitv is undertaken by the brain, by thoughts, 
which aýe then expressed externally in written 
or oral form. This kind of activity is of only 
minor importr)nce for a shop assistant, because 
of the general character of his work. 47 
The Czechoslovak authorities, however, felt that the 
Austrinn definition of white-collar work tendeO to be 
too-narrow, and wished to confirm the status of lower- 
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ranking employees 
( 
zPizenci) as something more than 
manual workers. Dr Jan Gallasq director of the newly- 
formed General Pensions Institute, explained in 1919 
that the "democratic spirit of the new age" demanded 
that full pension riZhts should be extended to everyone 
except "workers engaged directly in manual labour, day- 
labourers and apprentices... servants and farm labour- 
ers . 
48. 
The initial parlip. mentary proposal, in 1920, for a revi- 
sion of the Austrian Pensions Act, suggested extending 
the provisions of the act to cover "skilled labour in 
inOustrial production, engaged in responsible, self- 
contained work, and not directly involved in the produc- 
tion of goods, for example pattern makers, or trpcers 
in the engineering in(ýustry,, 
49. "; 'hen the revised act 
was eventuall. - drafted, it vias phrased in more general 
terms than this, and was to apply to: 
... anyone in the Czechoslovak Republic over the -ge of sixteen, who is in a concl-ition of 
service, provided that he is not a workers 
or an apprentice, and that his work is not 
of a primarilý, subor0inste nature, like the 
(ýuties of a c'elea, a day labourer or t'rie like. 
(2)The followinZ, therefore, are sub-, lect to com- 
pulsr)ry insurp. nce: 
a/ err. plo.,., eps who primarily undertake mental 
work, or who re,, -ulprly oversee the work of 
others, such as foremen in a workshop, or a 
buil(ling site ... stewards, gamekeepers, etc. b/ employees in offices, typing pools, shops, 
stores, transport -2nd other concerns, who 
u. ndc-. rtqke sales Pnd other higher services in 
the meaning of the law of 16 january 1910 ... 
and ! -lso ' qll eMIDloyees of acvoc, -ates -ind not-, ries offices. 50 
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Amonf7st those workers expressly excluded from the 
provisions of the Act were the employees of itiner-; -nt 
( kocovnl) theatres and orchestra, even if they had 
permanent jobs. Presumably such work was considered 
to be of a subordinate or inferior nature, even if it 
was not manual. 
The wora'ing of the 1920 Pensions' Act proved, in pract- 
ice, to be open to interpretation, and there were many 
disputed cases. In 1924, for instance, the Czechoslovak 
Fligh Court considered the suit of one Josef Lestinslky', 
a chauffeur from Brno, whose errp"oyers claimecl that a 
n, _) chauffeur was not a "mcntp. 
lly , ýctiVe" dus-_evn,., 6inn-ý, 
worker. At the initial staEe of the enquiry, the prov- 
incial administrative board in Brno had ascertained that 
LestinskY not onl" washed and cleaned the car, but also 
drove it, an6 had to maintain it in Eood wor'kin, ý- order, 
undertaking the necessary repairs himself. They had 
therefore found that "because of the particular care, 
skill and presence of mind reQuired by this activity, 
it can be considered to be primarily mental in the mean- 
inr- of the Pensions' Act" -a chauffeur, after all, 
needed a certain amount of technical knowledge, and had 
to pass P (frivint- test. The O&Eement was reversed by 
the high Court, which declared that even the simplest 
task of a dp,,, labourer demanded "care, skill and pres- 
ence of mind". Driving a car, repairing it, and keepin7 Z> L; 
it in good workinE order were spýid to require no spec- 
ial mental powers, an6 Lestinský s work was likened to 
that of a coachmen in former times5l. Cbviously, in 
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the minds of the judges, the manual, and potentially 
dirty, nature of the job far outweighed any technical 
skill required in its execution. 
Judgements were not always consisten4t. In 1926, for 
example, an assistant in a stationer's shop was declared 
eligible for pension insurance. Her responsibilities 
for sales were claimed to require "knowledge, training 
and alacrity", even though the prices were already mark- 
ed on the goods which she sold. In the case of Lestin- 
ský, qualities not dissimilar to these were summarily 
dismissed as pertaining even to casual unskilled work. 
The deciding factor seems to have been that the assist- 
ant worked in a larse establishment, where other people 
were employed to undertake the strictly manual tasks 
of fetching and carrying52. In 1932, a ccrtain J. S., 
who worked in a shop which sole three kinds of smoked 
meat, four kinds of salami, and a variety of other smoked 
meat products, was found ineligible for pension insur- 
ance because "to master the prices and qualities of 
these kinds of Eoods ("oes not require any particular 
specialist knowledge or trainingt, 
53. The main c! iffer- 
ence between him and the lady stationer woul, ý appear 
to lie not in actual level of skill an6 training, but 
in the fact that employment in a stationer's shop was 
clean ane respecteble, and did not directly involve 
manual work. 
In 1920, the Pensions' Act was further revised, and it 
was found desirable to enumerate in very great iýetRil 
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the specific professions which were felt to be deserving 
of superior insurance benefits. 
(1) On the basis of a contract of service, the fol- 
lowing are subject to compulsary insurance$ and 
insured according to the provisions of this law: 
1 Officials (draftsmen, trade, judicial, office, 
workshop, in the free professions, private sec- 
retaries etc ), private teachers, tutors and the 
like, as Weli as persons employed by the church, 
or religious societies, or employees whose work 
'or such i. rofessions. is n preparation f 
2 An, y office employees, with the exception of 
persons employed as cleaners, jnnitors, to an- 
nounce visitors, as errand bo., rs (except in fin- 
ancial institutions where they carry vaiuables), 
or to duplicate documents by a chemical, mechan- 
ical, or some other such means, even if they 
undertake other categories of work, along with 
these main tnsks... 
3 Fnplo7, -ees in the editorial offices, aCminist- 
ration ýana- preparation of journals and other 
publications, emplo-ees of theatres, permpnent 
orchestras, permpnent entert? inments concerns, 
permenent sports tennms, firms or, --ýnising exhib- itions, and institutions conccrned :; ith eý_Iucation, 
the upbringin-- of children, or medical or charit- U able care, as 'Vell as doctors -. nd (lental technic- ians; but excluding nll persons emDlo. -, ed as clean- 
ers, ýanitors, to -nnounce visitors, as (rrand bo'ý., s, or in the duplication of Cocuments... 
even if they imdertake other such work alonE with týeir mair. tasks. 
4 Employees who uný, ertake work accor0ing to the 
d. efinition of the law on commercial ernploý, ees of 
16 J!? nunry 1910... 
5 Commercinl trctvellers, representatives Pnd 
a; _,, ents, even when emplo-e(II on cow-mission. 
6 Dr-ployees who are prim! Rrily, and, not ýýim-ply 
tempor-: -rily employed 
a/ to assign tPsks to workers, or as overseersy 
without tciking part in the ý,, 'ork themselves, 
except in so far as this is necessitated by their 
function, e. g. foremen... gamekeepers, stewards... 
b/ to mpke speciplist decisions -:! ý, bout receiving industrial or imported goods, or their stora. ge 
or distribution. 
c/ in artistic work or drawing, providinj that 
this is not merely mechRnical ... reproduction. 
2) Further subject to compulscýry insurqnce ... are 
pers. qns.... who are employed permanEntly ... to un(ýertake work of a primaril. - mental naturc,. ý4 
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From this it can be seen that the concept "higher serv- 
ice" was associated with certain kinds of profession - 
for example, with "officials" or "commercial assistants" 
in the broadest sense, and with certain kinds of work- 
place, notably offices, editorial offices, theatres, 
schools and hospitals. Workers in manufacturing indus- 
try were considered eligible for the higher form of 
social insurance if their work was of an artistic nature, 
or if it involved overseeing the work of others, rather 
than actually taking part in the manufacturing process 
themselves; a distinction somewhat reminiscent of halb- 
w-chs's definition of the middle classes as those oper- 
ating on "living people", rather than "inert material,, 
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The crucial distinction, in cases of dispute, was always 
whether the nob in question could reasonably be described 
as non-manual. 
The distinction made in law between manual work and 
mental work, with the latter identified as a hijher form 
of service (vi, 55f Elu2ba) was, in many ways, contrary 
to the spirit of IVIasaryk's tenchings. As lpter chapters 
will illustrate, V'qsaryk I- s ideology of class had g7reat 
influence on consciously articulnted perceptions of 
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class in inter-war Czechoslovakia Suffice it here to 
quote from his work of 1898, The Social Question: 
For the most pnrt, so-called brainwork is 
neither higher nor more vpluable th-n the 
tasks undertaken by a worker. 7ý.: uch intel- 
lectual work i-3 mechsnical, stereot77ped and 
does not require an-,, real thouLht, or at least 
no more than that exercised by an or(finary 
worker. 57 
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Passages such as this Oiscouraged the down-grading of 
manual work, and were readily paraphrased when people 
were intent on expressing what they ought to think580 
The evidence from social and employment leSislation, 
however, suggests that implicit prejuj. "Lces inherited 
from Habsburg times remained very strong in inter-war 
Czechoslovakia. 
As well as underpinning the distinction between the 
two basic kinds of labour, social and employment legis- 
lation also gave rise to a second, and far less clearly 
articulatedl social divide. Certain cate, -ories of work- C-) 
er3, like seasonal labourers in ag-riculture or servants, 
viere often excluded from the provisions of such le, -is- 
Lation. The scope of each measure was different, and 
some , -. ere more all-embracins than others, so it is ("zif- 
f Licult to piece together an unambiýZuous picture of an 
officially-perceived. "under class". Nonetheless, there 
is a certain suý-Sestion th2t some people were felt to 
be undeserving, for whatever reason, of the level of 
social protection affor6ed to the maoority of the popul- 
ation. 
Cne instance is the le! --islation for an eight-hoi)r Oay, 
often pictured as the high point of inter-war employment 
legislation. This did not apply to workers who lived 
in the household oL 0 ' their emplo-ers; servants, ýele6l, 
and other such employees, whose %-, rork traclitionallY iackeýf 
social prý--stige, were only Zuaranteed a maximum of tv., elve 
hours rest each day. It was explained thnt their employ- I 
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ment consisted of "being on the ready, rather than un- 
broken periods of work,, 
59. 
An even more striking example of welfare legislation 
which excluded large sections of the community is to be 
found in the provisions made for the unemployed. When 
unemployment assistance was first introduced in December 
1918, as a short-term response to demobilisation, it was 
a relatively all-embracinF, benefit. Nevertheless, agri- 
cultural labourers and servants were implicitly denied 
financial assistance, which was to be paid only to ex- 
servicemen and those members of the unemployed who had 
previously made contributions to a sickness insurance 
scheme. Just before sickness insurance was extended 
to all categories of emploýrees, in the spring of 1919, 
a revised Unerraployment Assistance Act cq. terrorically 
stnted that workers in agriculture -ýnd forestry and 
domestic servants were not to receive unemplo,,, ment pay 
60 
a 
The initial scheme, which provided assistance rather 
than insurance, was never seen as more than a temporary 
measure, end the '%ýea of stete support for the unemployed 
soon came under heavy attack. Even socialist deputies 
were .,,, illin- to F, ILD _, 
ive credence to the idea that unemploy- 
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ment pay encouraSed the work-shy The problem of 
providing some measure of unemployment relief at a 
low cost, whilst ensuring that bene4lits went only to the 
deserving unemployed, was eventually solved '-, making 
over the administration of unemployment insurance to 
the-traCes unions. Benefits, paid partly by the unions 
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and partly by the state, went only to union members of 
at least three months standingg who had made the neces- 
sary voluntary contributions62. Explicitly, this scheme 
excluded only seasonal workers, unless the government 
of the day made a special concession, and allowed them 
to pay through their unions. (Seasonal workers were not 
generally considered to be unemployed when they were not 
working, and there was a strong sentiment that they 
should save from their earnings, however meagre, to 
cover necessary periods of inactivity63. 
) r- I. owever, its 
provisions were limited to union members, which in pract- 
ise tended to mean skilled workers and white-collar 
employees, rather than unskilled or casual labour, 
There are further examples of 11iscrimination in social 
and emplo7, ment legislation. Accident insurance, for 
example, did not extend to agricultural labourers, even 
if they worked with ean--erous machinery, nne, the statut- 
ory provamon of holidays with pay did not -. pply to 
seasonal agricultural labourers or home workers. The 
Justification for excludinS some workers from these 
an(" other social ! ýenefits varied from act to actq and 
included cost to the emp-loý, er, "technical difficulties", 
PnO the desire to ensure that assistpnce --ent onl3, to 
people who "deserve and need it,, 
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. There was never an 
officially (Wined "under closs" of "undeserving., poor", 
althouZh there was a lonE tradition, enshrined in the C., 
trade code Hvnoý-týpnqk7ý L-4d cP rprar(finp cert-2in t,, ýpes 
,, 65 of Tt,, ork as "in-11"erior 
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According to Lev Winter, a leading Social Democrat, and 
an expert in this field, social policy in inter-war 
Czechoslovakia was intended to benefit the "weak in 
human society", and to help them cope with social crises. 
It was intended, moreover, to encourage the consciousness 
of human dignity, and of the value of labour, so that 
people received from society not charity, but benefits 
60 to which they had every right In practice, it is 
clear that superior social benefits were often paid to 
white-collar employees, whose salaries and conditions 
of employment make it difficult to imagine them as 
"socially v! eak*. Unskilled and casual labourers, or 
self-employed peasant farmers living at subsistence 
leve1q were excluded from many welfare benefits, thereby 
reinforcing their un0erprivileZed statUS67. 
IV The Hvnostenskj, -r-ad68 
Cne category of occupation was defined in some detail 
in law - that of the tradesman 
(1ivnostn1]E)- The code 
of Dractice for traee and industry, known as the Hyno- 
stensk. 1 Md, -.,, -hich hac! come into operation when the 
7uilds were abolished in 1859, continued to rez, -ulnte the 
workings of business concerns verýý closely. It was al- 
most as concerned to delizah those businesses which . -,, ere 
not governed by its provisions -is it was to lay (fc,. ý., n 
reclulations for thol-e which fell 1-: itl-in its le-iFintive 
sco-pe. Thus a f-ý?, rmer -,.. 7ho tcok, o-ver the i-rccessin7,, of 
his o%-., n ac-ricultural proOuce ('iC not require a licence Cý - 
to operate. Transport concerns, businesses c7emting in 
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the field of public entertainment, financial institutions 
of all kinds, independent educational establishments and 
medical clinics were all excluded from the provisions 
of the code. A dentist was not to be regarded as a 
tradesman, but a dental technologist was. 
Trade concerns within the meaning of the code were divid- 
ed into three main types, all of . -ihich recuireO to be 
license, ý_. Concessional trades ( Hvnosti koncesqvAnA, 
about forty five in number, needed special permission 
to operate, either because of the potentially dangerous 
nature of the vrork involved, for example businesses spec- 
ialisinS in the installation of gas equipment or because 
it was felt desirable to lim-it the numbers of such con- 
cerns oreratinZ in : ar, )r one district. In artis-nal con- 
cerns ( Hvnosti ýnemesiný), dociu"ientary proof was recuired 
fourr, -,. of the completion of a two- or -. eý-, r apprenticeship, 
as 'Vell as at least three ,, -ears of post-apprenticesIlip 
training, before someone could set up as an ineependent 
tradesman. Free traifes ( zivnosti svobodnd), on the other 
hand, Oid not require any documentary proof of aptitude, 
except that pecple workinr- in the grocery traýe needed 
at least five .,,? 'ears experience as an assistant before 
they could open a business in their own name. 
Trqclesm. en not only required a license, or concession, 
to operate 
(anc' this could be denied to them if they had 
a previous criminal record, or if thev .,., ere state emplol, - 
ees, and the proposed trade did not accord with "the 
seriousness and di; -nity of their office"), they -, -Ilere also 
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under obligation to join the trade organisation corres- 
ponding to their particular kind of business. The aims 
of these trade organisations, as laid down by the ý, ivno- 
stensk. 1 Md, included "the cultivation of a feeling of 
solidprity, the maintenance and promotion of the reput- 
ation of the estate (stav) , 
69. 
Such regulations were 
obviously intended to give tradesmen a sense of occup- 
ational pride, and solidarity as a social group* 
Conclusion 
This chapter has examined official perceptions of the 
main lines of social division in inter-war Czechoslovakia. 
Perhaps the most siý-, nificant factor to emerge is the 
imDort-pnce of the divide between manual and non-manual 
labour, and the ten0ency to reEard the latter as being 
"service of a higher nature", a term which itself encap- 
sulates the social prejudices of the time. It has also 
been noted that the census reco, -m ., 
ised a category of 
employees below the level of the worker (ýLelnfh)j andp 
moreover, that some types of emplo3, ment tended to be 
excluded from the full r, 7ýnee of social benefits. A 
tentative hypothesis can therefore be advanced that there 
was a kind of "under class" in inter-war Czechoslovak 
society. Finally, it has been noted that the regulations 
surro=diný- ý the running of certain kinds of business 
were such as to encourage in tradesmen a sense of group 
of 
ieentity. All/these points v., ill be developeO in further 
chapters. 
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Chapter 3 
Perceptions of class, estate and statua in the Prog- 
rammes of the main Czechoslovak political parties 
I Intro:! 4ction 
This chapter is based on an a"alysis of the political 
ideologies of the main Czechoslovak parties from the 
inter-war period. I have examined the official prog- 
rammes put out by the six parties which, at one time or 
another, made up the various coalition governments of 
the Czechoslovak First Republic (the Agrarian Party, the 
Small Tradesmen's Party, the National Democratic Party, 
the Populist Party, the National Socialist Party, and the 
Social Democratic Party), and major theoretical works 
such as Frankenberger's Agrarianism, and Va*ek's Intro- 
duction to Christian Sociology, where these help to dev- 
elop ideas found in the party programmes For the Com- 
munist Part. vq never a party of government, but neverthe- 
less an important force in the inter-war years, there was 
no explicit programme other than the tenets of Marx and 
Lening as interpreted by the Third International. I have, 
therefore, made reference to the proceedings of the var- 
ious party congresses, which are avail8tble in published 
2 form I have also made use Of such election manifestos 
as were reproduced in the two official surveys of the 
Czechoslovak National Assembly, The National 46sembly 
of the Czechoslovak Republic in the First Decade and The 
National Assembly of the Czechoslovak Republic in the 
Second Decade3. 
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The aim of this chapter is to highlight the political 
parties' perceptions of class, estate and status. Ideol- 
ogy tended to be relatively unchanging - there were on], v 
two major programme revisions in the inter-war period, 
undertaken by the Social Democrats in 1930, and the Nat- 
ional Socialists in 1931. Despite their move towards 
fascism in the 1930s, the National Democrats never rev- 
ised their original programme of 1919. Indeed, some party 
programmes had changed little since pre-war times4. What- 
ever the various parties' day-to-day response to changing 
political and economic circumstances, their perceptions 
of broad social divisions, and the social steretypes which 
they used were somewhat static. The picture which emerges 
is couched in general terms and, like the official percep- 
tions analysed in the previous chanter, reveals little 
that was specific to either Czech or Slovak societies 
I have made brief mention of the Slovak Populist Party, 
but this party did not really develop a cohesive social 
ideology until after the independent Slovak state was 
6 
founded in 1939 Like the Communists, the party had no 
official published programme in the inter-war period. 
The source I have used, Jozef Tiso's lecture on "The 
Ideology of the Slovak Populist Party" to the Central 
Association of Czechoslovak Students in 1930, made only 
the most general of references to socio-economic issues. 
Tiso's main concern was to prove that the Slovaks were 
a nation in their own right, with their own distinct lang- 
age7e This pre-occupation with the definition of nation- 
ality is a further reminder that there were other dimen- 
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sions of stratification in inter-war Czechoslovakia than 
8 the purely social 
II A class society? 
A common characteristic of the major Czechoslovak polit- 
ical parties under consideration here was their preoccup- 
ation with Marxist theories of class. Of course, the 
Social Democratic Party and the Communist Party worked 
out their programmes from avowedly Marxist tenets. How- 
ever, all the other parties, without exception, felt comp- 
elled to take up a stance towards Marxia. m. The Marxist 
conception of class war, in particular, was seen as a very 
real threat to social stability, and as such to be either 
modified or denied in each of the non-Marxist parties' 
schematic accounts of how society functioned. No party. 
really questioned the issue of whether classes could be 
ýaid to exist, although some parties stated very cle-: ýrly 
that classes ought not to exist, appealing to a hiq her, 
unifying, factor, be it religion or nation or, in the 
case of the Slovak Populist Party, "God and Nation" . 
which they felt should override such narrow sectional 
interests9o 
The clearest picture of Czechoslovak society as a class 
society, as might be expected, is to be found in the 
programmes of the two Marxist parties. The Social Demo- 
crats worked until 1930 on the theoretical basis of the 
old Austrian Social Democratic Party's programme, last 
reviýed in 1901. From the inception of the republic there 
was much discussion on the need to revise this proo_, ramme, 
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but in the early years the party was preoccupied first 
with internal dissension, and then with rebuilding after 
the Communists had broken away in 1920-1921. It took 
more than a decade before the Social Democrats actually 
produced a programme which reflected the changed circum- 
stance of an independent Czechoslovak Republic in which 
they were a party of government. Even then they did not 
abandon their original class theories, Thus we learn that 
Czechoslovak society in 1930, like Cisleithanian society 
in 1901 (or for that matter in 1878, when the original 
party programme was first drafted), was being polarised 
increa8ingly into two cla8sea; that the economic insec- 
urity of the working class was growing; that small-scale 
producers and shopkeepers were being proletarianised; and 
that class antagonisms and class war were as real as they 
10 had been fifty years before This did not reveal very 
much about the particular nature of Czechoslovak, as opp- 
osed to arxv other industrial society, when seen through 
Marxist eyes. Nevertheless, the party proclaimed in 1930 
that the truth of its ýiescription of "present societv" 
could be confirmed by "every honest working man", and it 
is true that some people found the Social Democrats' anal- 
ysis of societv to be in complete accord with their own 
11 
experiences of the Czechoslovak social order 
The Social Democrats' basic ideolog: v of class did undergo 
some. modification in 1910, and the party was particularly 
anxious, in its new pro", amme, to give the widest poss- 
ible definition of the term 'proletariat'. In the orip, - 
inal nineteenth century programme, the party mentioned 
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"organising the proletariat" (proletaridt) and "defending 
the standard of living of the employed classes" (pracu. -Ifc: ( 
VýIdXj, i. e. all those who work, a term comparable to the 
French travailleurs , but these expressions were never 
explained. The only specific social group to which the 
programme referred was the working class (d6lnickd t: Hda 
Great emphasis was laid on the party .a full title, the 
Social Democratic Workers' Party (socidln4-demokratickd 
112 strana d6lnick , 
When the pre-war programme was re- 
issued in 1919, it was felt necessary to stress in the 
preamble that an appeal was being made to "both workers 
of the fist (d6lnfei rukou) and workers engaged in mental 
labour (d6lnfei Pr&ce du5evnf)". The programme claimed 
that although many of the 
iatter had consciously served 
capitalism, the war had brought them to the realisation 
of their true class position13. Certainlv the immediate 
post-war period saw the considerable politicisation and 
unionisation of white-c6llar employees14. 
In 1930, the Social Democrats, now a respectable estab- 
Tishment party, wished to broaden their basis of support 
to "white-collar employees in both the public and the 
private sectors, small farmers and small businessmen"; 
these groups were Pll said to share a common interest 
with the working class in its struggle with the capital- 
ists, owners of the means of production15 . The terms 
Dracujfciltrfda, or pracujfcf lid, referring to all those 
who work, were used throuahout the programme. However, 
despite the implication that the manual working class 
(061nickg tlýlda) did not stand alone, it is noticeable 
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that the party's action programme was aimed overwhelm- 
ingl. v at the needs of manual workers. 
A major innovation of the 1930 programme was the open 
espousal of the need for the Social Democratic Party to 
participate in government. Josef Stivin, the part. v's 
chief theorist, explained that historical developments 
had reached a point where the bourgeoisie was too weak 
to rule without the proletariat, and the proletariat was 
not strong enough to seize outright power. Cooperation 
16 
between the two Was, therefore, necessary There was 
no real attempt to analyse just how such cooperation fit- 
ted with the militant ideologv of class war and class 
polarisation which the party still accepted in theory. 
In the first years of its existence, the Communist Party 
was also hopeful of leading "manual workers, low-ranking 
non-manual employees (zPlzenci), officials and small 
farmers" in a systematic struggle against "big business, 
the owners of large estates and the banks". It sought 
to recruit these groups into a common "proletarian front" 
with the working class. There was even a suggestion of 
the possibility Of a parliamentarv road to power, though 
not of forming a coalition with the bourgeois parties. 
The Communists' first congress in 1923 claimed that: 
the tacticq of a united front and the slogan 
"a workers government" are, because of the 
prevailing social, political and national cond- 
itions in Czechoslovakia, particularly suited 
to the furthering of the class struggle of the 
prolet, ýriat. 17 
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After 1923, the influence of Moscow's conception of the 
character and role of a bolshevik party was increasingly 
felt, and this affected the 'Communist Party's depiction 
of the class nature of Czechsolovak society. At the 
Second Party Congress in 1924, the Communists were al- 
ready retreating from the idea of seeking a broad basis 
of support. It was stressed that the party "is and 
must remain a workers , party", and it wns now su, -gested 
that "the proletarianised midfle strata" should simply 
be "neutralised" in the class struggle18. Throu! ýhout 
the rest of the 1920s, the Communist Partýr cultivp-ted 
the impression of an increasingly bitter class struagle 
- even where ideology manifestly contr9dicted factual 
evidence. Thus in 1927, , ý, rhen unemploý)rnent stood at 
al., out 50,000 (2-4 per cent of the workforce), and real 
wa7es reached their hi: -7hest point since 
1918, the Fourth 
Party ConTress claimed that Czechoslovakia wan, =Oerr-oin:: 7 
I "chronic economic crisis", a as a result of which "class 
conflicts between workprs an(4 small farmers on the one 
hand, qnO cppitalists and ac-rarians on the other hand, 
are deepenin, 71119. At the Fifth Farty, Con7, ress in Feb- 
ruary 1929, at which the T. oscow-backed left win., finally g 
seized control, it was stated that the p9rty, under its 
prrvious "opportunistic leaeershir", haO laaged i-, ehind 
the revolutionpry consciousness" of the worl, 7ing mnsses20. 
The stpte of consciousness of the -,.,., orkin7 m-sses expres- 
sed itself in a fall of twenty per cent in the Communist 
21 
vote in the elections that autumn 
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The slump of the early 19308 offered the Communists rather 
more convincing evidence of economic and social deterior- 
ation in the situation of the proletariat. They were able 
to point to the existence of three quarters of a million 
unemployed in January 1931, of whom only a small propor- 
tion received unemployment benefit under the Ghent sys- 
22 tea The party now saw its role as "leading the strug- 
gle of unemployed workers... whose pauperisation has inc- 
reased their embitterment and radicalisation" 23. It found 
in the unemployed a possible revolutionary vanguard of the 
24 
proletariat The Communists admitted to not having the 
same degree of success with employed workers, acknowledg- 
ing by implication that there existed a certain conflict 
25 
of interests between the two groups 
The Communist Party's insistence on class polarisation 
and class war grew more strident throughout the First 
Republic, until 1936, when the threat from Hitler was at 
26; last given priority over all considerations By cont 
rast, the National Socialist Party developed away from its 
original basis of modified Marxism during the inter-war 
years. For the first thirteen years of independence it 
worked from a programme formulated in April 1918, six mon- 
ths before the Czechoslovak Republic came into being. 
This programme acknowledged the existence of two classes 
of exploiters and exploited, based on relationship to the 
means of production. It allowed, nonetheless, for the 
importance of subjective perceptions of class adherence 
amongst certain sections of societ. v. It was sugaested 
that some people who did not own capital as such neverthe- 
less belonged to the "capitalist" class, because of their 
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high salaries or high social position; others, with low 
incomes, had social prejudices which attracted them to 
the capitalist class, even if in terms of earning they 
did not9strictly speaking, belong to it. This was said 
to be the case, in the Czech Lands, of salaried employees 
(galist6), who, although impoverished to the level of the 
proletariat by wartime inflation, nevertheless often kept 
27 
their old social lo. valties 
By the time the National Socialists produced their new v 
programme in 1931 they had lost their most left-wing mem- 
bers, and received an influx of intellectuals from the 
National Party of Labour, a splinter group from the Nat- 
28 ional Democrats Their tone in describing society was 
no longer quasi-Marxist; they now rejected their former 
division of society into two basic classes. Their new 
theory claimed that social progress had led to the crea- 
tion of a whole series of new Classes, in some ways clos- 
ely bound together and dependent on each other, though 
they were at times in conflict. The National Socialists 
did not explain the specific nature of these new classes, 
although they did deny the universal validity of economic 
determinism. Social friction was seen as a matter as much 
of moral* as of economic conflict of interest. The mere 
possession of wealth did not of itself lead to class 
conflict - this depended on the spirit in which capital 
was deployed. The Marxist idea of class war was condem- 
ned as unscientific, as was the pcssibility of a totally 
29 
classless society The 1931 programme claimed that its 
socialism was empirical, and there was some suggestion 
that changea ih society had been brought about by the 
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First World War and the fact of independence30. However, 
the influence of Masaryk's The Social Question, which 
described society at the end of the nineteenth century, 
is apparent, and it would be a mistake to interpret the 
National Socialists' evolving theories of class as nec- 
essarily reflecting social developments since 191831. 
The ideoloeical statements of the non-Marxist, or so- 
called "bourgeois" parties often reveal a paradoxical 
fascination with Marxist class theor. vq if only in their 
desire to refute it. The Agrarian Party's election man- 
ifesto of April 1920 spoke of the "senseless division of 
the nation" into two classes, capitRlists and proletariat; 
they as a party refused to accept this, since it over- 
looked the rural population, the majority of the nation. 
They described the latter as "neither capitalist, nor 
bourgeois, nor proletarian, but rather a separate and 
distinct group, characterised by its relationship to the 
land"32. The idea that Marxist ideology could reasonably 
be applied to urban, but not rural, society occurs again 
in the Agrarian Party's programme of 1922. The programme 
suggested that industry "disturbs the social balance of 
the population", leading to the "demise of independent 
entrepreneurs" and the "concentration of concerns". This 
was contrasted to the situation in agriculture, where it 
was claimed that land reform had actually led to an in- 
crease in the numbers of "small and medium-sized entre- 
preneurs, ': ' 
33. 
The party claimed, moreover, that the priv- 
ate ownership of land, unlike that of industry, did not 
lead. to the exploitation of man by man, but merely to the 
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"34 "intensive cultivation of the land 
The Tradesmen's Party, like the Agrarians, acknowledged 
that Marxist class doctrine had some basis in fact. It 
saw small businessmen and shopkeepers as the buffer bet- 
ween big business and the proletariat. The party's daily 
newspaperg Reforma, explained in 1922 that if there were 
no "middle estate" (Wýedni stav), "the interests of cap- 
ital snd the proletariat would be ranged against each oth- 
er in implacable battle ranks. The gulf between the two 
would be insurmountable. " If society would only agree 
to support the middle estate, Marx's projected polaris- 
ation of classes and the resulting confrontation could 
yet be avoided 
35 
0 
The two Catholic Parties and the National Democratic Party 
were eager to substitute a higher ideal for the existing 
social divisions. The Czech Populists, in the partv 
programme drawn up in 1920, decl,? red themselves in favour 
of "class love, not class war". They appealed for a spi- 
rit of Christian solidarity, which would override sect- 
36 ional interests A similar idea was taken up by Tiso, 
one of the foremost figures in the Slovek Populist Party, 
and in a discussion of party ideologý, from 1930 he spoke 
of the need to "preserve the interests of the whole unit, 
and not the interests of individuRl clpsses", ane claimed 
., 
hest task was "the equali. that the stnte's hig sation of 
the interests of individual classes,, 
37. The National 
Democrats stressed their own role as a national pprt. v, 
which rose above one-sided class interests in favour of 
9R 
"a higher interest, the interest of the whole". The. v 
claimed that their party united "the educated man, the 
member of the liberal professionsl the worker and the 
factom-owner, the tradesman and the shopkeeper, the far- 
mer 1: 4nd the small-holder* The more varied the interests, 
the more easily they can be mutually reconciled and sub- 
sumed within the ideal of the common good of the nation 
and the state"38. 
It is obvious from this that even a party which wished to 
minimise the existence of class divisions had to acknow- 
ledge that Czechoslovak society was, in reality, divided. 
Indeed, the socio-economic programme of the National Dem- 
ocrats redognised the following basic social groups: agri- 
culturalists; tradesmen; workers; and lower-ranking white- 
collar employees (zPfzenci), officisis, tescher8 and the 
intelligentsia39. The Populist Party, basing its prog- 
ramme on Christian sociology snd the papal encyclical, 
Rerum Novarum, made the idea of a corporate state one of 
the main features of its political ideology. It too rec- 
o9mised four "estates", based on the division of labourp 
which were virtuslly the same as the groups identified 
40 
by the National Democrats Reference to these four 
professional groupings can also be found in other party 
programmes, though in a less systematic way. Indeed, to 
certain of the political parties, three of these four 
groups represented a kind of redeeming force for the 
whole of society. The Agrarian Party, or to give it its 
full title, the Republican Party of Agricultural Rnd Small- 
fqrming People, saw the agricultural population fillfilling 
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such a role in Czechoslovakia. The "Tradesmen's and 
Shopkeepers J. Party of the Middle Estate" and the "Social 
Democratic Workers' Party" each stressed the crucial im-, 
poratance of the social groups out of whi*ch they had ari- 
sen. The Communists' idealisation of the "revolutionervot 
working class - albeit ever more narrowly defined - was 
a similar case. 
The pictures of these specific professional groups in the 
party programmes under consideration here give a far more 
actual impression of divisions within Czechoslovak societ. v 
than the parties' broader philosophical remarks on class 
per se. The evidence from the various party programmes 
about each of these groups will, therefore, now be exam- 
ined separately. 
III The Agricul. tural Community 
In so far as the various parties did put forward policies 
relating to the agricultural Population, they were agreed 
in treating those people who worked on the land as a sep- 
41 
arate community Both the Populists and the National 
Democrats, for example, recognised the existence of an 
agricultural "estate", by implin-; tion including all farm 
owners. The former classed agricultural workers as a Cý 
separate branch of labour, and the latter made their onl. v 
reference to this group of workers in the section of their 
42 programme devoted to agriculture Although the official 
ideologies of the three sociplist parties stressed the 
common interests of the lower strata of both rural and 
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urban society, their pronouncements, however unwitting3y, 
do suggest that the agricultural population had to be 
treated as a distinct entity. The Communist Party, for 
instance, was perennially preoccupied with "The Agrarian 
Question"t or "The Party's Tasks in the Countrvside"43 0 
Tha Agrarians, self-styled representatives of "agricult- 
ural and small-farming people", made the slogan"the vill- 
age is one family" a salient feature of their political 
44 ideology They attempted to appeal to the whole rural 
community, elaiming at their twenty-fifth jubilee congress 
in 1925 to have transformed what had initiallv been a 
peasant farmers' pArty into a movement which embraced "all 
those people who worked on the soil, without exception, 
whether farmer or dwarf-holder, estate owner or small- 
holder, agricultural labourer or rural tradesmen, or the 
ap, rarian intelligentsia45. According to Agrarian theorv, 
a mystical "law of the land" united "all who live on the 
land... by a bond far stronger than divisions of property, 
religion or profession , 
46 
. Even more crucial to the 
party's ideology was the sugrc, 7estion thqt there were no 
serious social or economic divisions amongst the farming 
population as such. Agrinrian democracy was sqid to ack- 
nowle(Ige: 
no differences according to cut of coat or size 
of landholding'; it recognises only equal members 
of a pprty who must 2ive together, work together, 
and Rre united by the same estate interests, 
but also býr culturql and social interests and 
the ancient tradition of the Czech countr7iside. 47 
The part, - was always careful to stress that the 9,9ricult- 
ural laboureýr and the 6eleý were "ecual constituents of 
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our rural grouptoO. 
Such claims bear the merk of rhetoric. Even in Agrarian 
literature there were occasional intimations that the 
farming population was, in practice, rather less than uni- 
ted. Otakar Frankenberger, the main exponent of Agrarian. 
ideologv in inter-war Czechoslov-. kia, admitted, for exam- 
ple, thqt there were sometimes clashe3 of interest between 
the individual branches of awriculture. He claimed that 
such conflicts were, however, more apparent than real, 
putting forward the ingenuous explanation that aaricult- 
ural prices were actually inter-dependent since, if the 
price of corn went up, the arable farmer would be in a 
49 
position to pay a higher price for cattle Fundamental 
divisions of a different kind were sug ested in a report 
on the activities of the Rgrarian Union of Czechoslovak 
Estate Cwners and Tenants (Svaz 6eskoslovenskIch statkA-M 
a n6jemcd) to the party congress held in 1928. '37reat 
emphasis was laid oia the role of the owner of the medium- 
sized estate (stlWnf statk6Y) as a mediator, who was to: 
co-exist in a friendly wa " ith his fellow cit- izens, especially with sWJ411 farmers, to lead 
them on the road to propress,, and to be an ad-. 
visor to them, so that life in the countryside 
will be peaceful and more joyous. A very imp- 
ortant future role will be to gain the coopern- 
tion of the agricultural labourer... and to try 
to disengage the latter from orgqni8ations which 
are hostile to agriculture- 50 
As will be seen in later chapters, farmers were very con- 
cerned about the influence of socialist doctrine on their 
hired labourers5l. However, there is also a suggestion 
here-that the relationship between estate owners and 
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and small farmers did not always fit the desired Agrarian 
model of neighbourly cooperation. 
No other party's ideology attempted to suggest such a 
fundamental degree of unity amongst the farming popul- 
ation as Agrarianism. Indeed, the socinlist parties 
sought rather to stress socio-economic divisions within 
rural society and to highlight, in particular, the dis- 
advantages experienced by small farmers and agricultural 
labourers. The Communists, for example, produced detailed 
anaýyses of rural stratification at both their Fourth Con- 
gress, in 1927, and their Sixth Congress, in 1931. The 
party poured scorn on the Agrariens' claim that "every- 
one from the agricultural labourer and the dwarf-holder 
to Mr. Schwarzenberg, and SonntAg, President of the 
Anglobanka rcould be described as, 7 one family. 
52 
* The 
Communists themselves preferred rather to divide the agric- 
ultural population between the "exploited" and the "oppres- 
sed" - ag-ricultural labourers, dwarf-holders, who relied 
in part on their earnings as labourers in either agricul- 
ture or industry, small subsistsnce farmers, and middliný_7 
farmers who worked on the land - and the "exploiters of 
labour" - rich peasants and estate ownersý' 
3. Fspecial 
mention was made of the latter's wives who, it was claimed, 
did not work, and looked "as if they were made of butter", 
in contrast to small farmers' wives, who were worn out by 
work and worries. and led "thpnkless" lives54. 
The National Socialists and the Social Democrats both 
emphasised, in their party programmes, the lack of social 
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and economic rights amongst small farmers and egricult- 
ural labourers. The Social Democrats' action programme 
of 1930 was particularly concerned to demand thst the 
working conditions of farm labourers should be put on the 
same level as those of workers in industry, that full wel- 
fare protection should be extended to them, and that the 
6eledni f6d should be abolished. Agricultural workers, 
as has been explained in the previous chapter, were still 
a very underprivileged group in the social and employment 
legislation of the inter-war years 
55. 
Both the Social 
Pemocrats and the National Socialists Plso looked to the 
needs of the small farmeri they stressed that a new land 
reform was required to help small owners. The National 
Socialists went so far as to suggest that the land re- 
distribut"'ion#which had followed the original land reform 
of 1919, had mainly served the interests of a "restricted 
caste of richer farmers" and had, in effect, created a 
new z. emanstvo, a new landed gentry 
56. The two parties 
also sought to encourage independent cooperatives for 
small farmers, presumnbly in order to win the latter 
from the existing, Agrarian-dominated, cooperptive sys- 
teM57. 
In an antion programme for a. -c,,, riculture from 1935, the 
National Socialist Pnrty stressed its own support for the 
119mall and medium agriculturalist", and contrasted this 
with Agrarian policies which "defend the interests of 
strong individuals: large estpte owners, residual estate 
owners, large peasant farmers, agricultural industry and, 
in particular, agricultural cooperativest, 
58. Notwith- 
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standing such suggestions of on internally divided farming 
community, the party's 1931 programme had admitted that 
the small farmer and the agricultural worker often supp- 
orted the Agrariens for "reasons of estate consciousness", 
even though that mov, ý,, ment did not meet their suci&j 
needs5ge 
The Agrarian Party certainly had a very powerful polit- 
ical weapon in its idealisation of the peasant, and its 
appeal to peasant consciousness, which fed on pre-judices V 
shared by many sectors of the agricultural community, 
60 
irrespective of arLv social or economic hierarchy- The 
peasant was praised as the upholder of national culture. 
In the 1920 elections, country people were urged to go 
to the polls "filled with the pride and glory thRt you 
are of the same blood as those to whom most credit for 
our independence is due. Country people upheld the Czecho- 
slovp. k language. and nationality even during 
times when all others were estranged.... There would be no 
republic if you had not guarded and defended... the sacred 
-Czechoslovak soil, #-61 Moreover, the Agrarian Party 0s 
programme of 1922 encouraged the agricultural community, 
"living... in constant contact with the laws of nature", 
to think of themselves as "the most creative element in 
the stpte... a source of regeneration for the nation, a 
virgin snring of physical and moral strength,, 
62 
* 
Underl. ving these attitudes was a certnin tension between 
town and countm. The Agrariens felt that the peasantrv 
were not receiving an economic reward commensurate with 
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their contribktion to the national well-being. Franken- 
berger, in his treatise on Agrarianism, stressed the need 
to ensure thpt the farming population got a just return 
for its work, and demanded that the national income should 
be more fairl-v divided. He admittod to "considerable con- 
flicts of interest" between the towns and the country- 
aide 
63. Resentment of the towns was expressed in the 
party s programme of 1922, when the "decay and degener- 
ation" of urban society was compared to the land "which 
64 sustains and upholds all that is good and healthy" An 
awareness that town-country relationships were less than 
ideal was also expressed in the National Socialists'prog- 
ramme of 1931. The party was concerned to improve the 
economic well-being of the "small countrv person" in order 
to stem the flight from the land, and encoureqe harmoMy 
between the urban and the rural populations, which it saw 
65 
as bagic to a healthy social structure 
Overall, the political parties saw the Pgricultural pop- 
ulation of Czechoslovakia as occupying an ambivalent pos- 
ition. In some ways it was internally dividedi and yet 
it had a clear sense of separate identity, which was often 
expressed in terms of hostility to industry and the towns, 
IV Small businessmen 
The second social group distinguished in the party prog- 
rnmmes comprised the various cateýgories of small business- 
men, for whom the Tradesmen's and Shopkeepers' Party was 
the self-styled representative. None of the parties 
found it necessary to define this group, perhaps becRuse 
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the Eivnostensk-I fAdj the trade codeq described the var- 
jous kinds of trade concern in some detail 
66 
. The Trades- 
men J. s Party itself certainly never delimited its elect- 
oral constituency precisely. This is sn important point, 
for although the Agrarians claimed that the village was 
"one family", it was crucial to the Tradesmen's Party 10 a 
ideology that the interests of large and small business 
were diametrically opposed. The party described the 
boundary between the virtuous small businessman and the 
rapacious capitalist in the most general of terms, explain- 
ing that. it acknowledged "capital accumulated by honest 
work and thrift, as long as it operates in a moral and 
social manner', 
67 
- Its use of the phrase "middle estate" 
in its full official title suggested that its programme 
was intended to appeal primarily to the respectable small 
businessman; this, however, was never stated explicitly. 
The Tradesmen s Party did not paint such a detailed pict- 
ure of its members 0 virtuea as the Agrarians. The common 
need for better credit facilities, or lower taxation, was 
much less evocative of close social, as opposed to econ- 
omic, bonds than the Agrarians' "law of the land". None- 
theless, the Tradesmen's Party was in no doubt about the 
si, p, mificance of small businesses for society. It ident- 
ified their owners with a larger "middle estate", comp- 
rising farmers and salaried emplovees, as well as trades- 
men end shopkeepers, which was said to form the "basis of 
economic independence for both the individual and the nat- 
ion. It fulfills a fundamental human need for independ- 
ence and self-expression and, un)ike big business, does 
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not present a social threat to the communlty,, 
66. The 
party claimed that the very existence of small businesses 
defused social conflictj by providing the proletariat 
with a model to which they could aspire, and the hope of 
69 being independent themselves one day 
Sentiments such as these were expressed in the programmes 
of all the non-socialist parties. Their recognised small 
businessmen as a separate social group, albeit linked to 
the wider concept of a middle estate, which deserved help 
to face competition from big business and avoid proletar- 
ianisation. The National Democrats proclaimed small and 
medium entrepreneurs to be the bastion of a "social order 
based on personal responsibility and the freedom of the 
individual" 
70 
* Populist ideologv expressed sentimental 
attachment to the ideal of the small businessman who was 
"neither too rich, nor too poor", and whose independence 
71 
saved him from the "psychosis of the mob" However, 
unlike the tradesmen's own party, which wes unequivocal 
in its praise, both the Populists and the Yetional Democ- 
rats recognised a certain conservatism and economic back- 
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werdness in the small business sector 
It wns this aspect of small businesses which the National 
Sociplist Party stressed. In its 1931 programme it was 
openly sceptical of the virtues of shoring up obsolescent 
trades in the fnce of technical progress 
73. For the Marx- 
ist pnrties, too, the concentration of capital and the 
decline of the small business was part of the natural pror- 
ression of history. Like the National Socialists, both 
1 OA 
the Social Democrats and the Communists hoped to enlist 
s-pall businessmen as allies of, rather than as models 
for, the working class in the struggle for a more just 
society74 0 
The action programmes of the various parties reveal some- 
thing of the economic standing of shopkeepers and trades- 
men. There was, for example, a general demand to extend 
pension legislation to the self-emplo. vedv which underlined 
the vulnerability of the small businessman, who was not 
covered by such welfarebenefitB 
75. The non-socialist 
parties were very concerned, in theory at least, to bol- 
ster up the somewhat precarious financial position of many 
small businesses. The Agrarians and the National Democ- 
rats aOvocated as practical solutions to this problem only 
the encouragement of cooperstives, and improvements in 
technical education for tradesmen7ý. The Populists and 
the Tradesmen s Party itself, however, wanted to mount a 
full-scale attack on capitalism. They suo-Fested policies 
ranging from a ban on bank involvement in trade and ind- 
ustry to the abolition of repair shops and retail outlets 
owned by manufacturers77. There is a strong sense of 
nostalgia here for pre-industrial society, and the prot- 
ection once afforded to small pro; 4ucers by the guild sys- 
tem. 
Althou,., h the non-socialist parties scught to emphasise ag 
the crucial role of the small businessman in society, the 
Trndesmen's Party was nonetheless very defensive about 
the actual social standing of its constituents. It found 
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it necessary to call for schoolchildren to be "inculcated 
with a desire for economic independence and a love of 
craft work", which suggests that, in real life, the sta- 
tus of trade was not particularly high78. In fact, the 
overell impression of small businessmen given by the Trade-. 
smen s Party was of P group beleaguered on all sides by 
economic insecurity and lack-of social esteem, 
Salaried employees 
The third social group, comprising officials, teachers and 
lower-ranking white-collar workers was perhaps the most 
amorphous of all the divisions of Czechoslovak society 
described in the party programmes. The disparate nature 
of this group is illustrated by the fact that, in a coun- 
try where peasants, tradesmen and workers each had their 
own political representatives, it had no specific party 
of its own. Only the sketchiest of information can act- 
ually be pieced together from the various party programmes 
under consideration here, most of which made no more than 
passing reference to these categories of salaried employ- 
ees. 
Only the National Democrats and the Populists devoted 
separate sections of their programmes to what they both 
saw as one of the four "estates" in Czechoslovak society. 
The definition given in each programme was almost identi- 
Cal: 
Officials, teachers and lower-rpnking white- 
collar workers in both the public and the 
private sphere live from wage labour like 
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workers. They can be distinguished from 
workers by their training, the character of 
their work, their greater job security and 
their higher pay. 79 
In other words, great emphasis was placed on the distinc- 
tion between manual work and non-manual work, which in 
turn was said to decide the socio-economic position of 
the individual. In stressingthat zPfzencý (lower-ranking 
white-collar workers), too, were to be considered as non- 
manual employees and, therefore, as a distinct social cat- 
egory from workers, the two parties followed a precedent 
set in employment legislation since 1910 
80 
. 
No other pRrty grouped together these three categories of 
employees in such a way as to highlight the non-manual 
nature of their work as the main bond between them. The 
socialist parties were, indeed, far more concerned to 
emphasise their dependent position as wage labour, and to 
appeal to supposed common interests with the rest of the 
81 
proletariat in their struggle against capital The Nat- 
ional Socialists in their programme of April 1918, and 
the Social Democrats in a 1919 reprint of their pre-war 
programme, both pointed to the hardship suffered by sala- 
ried employees during the First World !, Var, and sua. "ested 
that they had been radicalised and proletarianised by 
82 
their experiences 
The programmes of the National Democrats and the Populists 
also acknowledged that salaried employees had been baely 
hit financially by the war 
83. Both parties proposed sal- 
ary increpses of a kind which would re-emphasise the Oist- 
ill 
inction between ment9l and manual work, claiming "the 
reward for mental work should reflect a just evaluation 
of the meaning of such work for society, especially in 
comparison to manual work"84 e The Populists added, sign- 
-hat even the "lowest-placed officials" should ificantly, t 
receive a decent living wage85. Complaints about finan- 
cial hardship from this social group were common, espec- 
ially in the early years of the republic (the two party 
programmes date from 1919 and 1920 respectively), before 
the major salary reform for state employees in 1926 
86 
0 
Beyond discussion of such specific practical issues as 
salary levels, it is difficult to separate the parties' 
perceptions of salaried employees from their views on the 
nature of the intelligentsia. The National Democrats even 
grouped together "lower-ranking white-collar workers, . 
officials, teachers and the intelli,, -entsiall in their prog- 
ramme. They did not explain whether the intelligentsia, 
whom the. v claimed as the "brain of societ. v", wps to be 
understood as a completel. v separate group from the first 
three, or was in some way coincident with them 
87. 
It is difficult to imagine that zf1ze_r. ci, most of whom 
had little more than basic education, could be subsumed 
under the heading "intelligentsia". However, this term 
was often applied somewhat indiscriminately to all people 
with high-school diplomas. The practice was condemned by 
_, 
rarian Party and the Tradesmen s Party. The both the As7 
Agrarian programme of 1922 stated that the party refused 
to acknowledge the claim to "social privilege and ascend- 
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ancy" by any exclusive groupt or the notion of a "distinct 
class of intelligentsia"; it registered a moral protest: 
We, in contrast with others, understand by this 
word rintelligentsia, 7 not a formal certificate 
of educationj but a combination of learning, spi- 
rit and diligence... (which. 7 is not the exclusive 
province of any one estate or class. 88 
The Tradesmen, too, were OPP08ed to the "exaggerated elev- 
ation of mental workers to the status of an intelligentsia" 
and claimed that the formal absolution of school education 
"does not always enoble the spirit"89. It was, of course, 
unusual for either small farmers or small businessmen to 
complete the maturita (school-leaving certificate), which 
was the basic qualification for both grammar-school teach- 
ers and many officials. Hence these two parties' concern 
thqt tradle and agriculture were being underestimated soc- 
ially in comparison to those professions which did require 
a certain educational standard. 
VI Manual workers 
As with their treatment of other Occupetional categories, 
such as "officials", or "tradesmen", the parties made lit- 
tle attempt to define precisely the social group which 
they identified variously as workers, d6lnfci, or the work- 
force, d6lnictyo, or, in the case of the Social Democrats 
and occasionally the Communist Party, as the working class, 
d6lnickd Výfda. A partial exception was the National Dem- 
ocratic Party, which described "the workforce" in its 
prog, pramme of 1919 as "that class of people who, not con- 
trolling the means of production, have to esrn their liv- 
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ing by working for wages" -a very imprecise definition, 
which might equally have been applied to white-collar 
emplo. vees, although from the context it is clear that 
go 
the reference was to manuerl workers alone The other 
parties evidently regarded artv specific explanation of 
what they meant by "worker" as superfluous. 
it is clear from the party programmes that they did not 
regard labour as monolithic. There is some suggestion 
of a divide between agricultural labourers and the indust- 
rial proletariat, based as much on attitudes as material 
intereSt891. The Populists even suggested a third div- 
ision, distinguishing between workers emploved in industry 
and those working for small businesses and trade concerns, 
but they did not elaboratega. However, the parties' pol- 
icies for labour were often expressed in the most general 
terms, making it difficult to tell whether they were speak- 
ing of all manual workers, or simply those engaFed in non- 
agricultural occupations. The only suagestion of horiz- 
ontal divisions within labour came from the various proto- 
cols of Communist Party congresses. The Communists dist- 
inguished an "aristocracy" of well-paid workers, "a for- 
eim body in the working class", identified as Social 
Democratic supporters, who were said to be encouraged by 
the bourgeoisie to undermine solidarity 
93. The party also 
sou! c, rht to identify that section of the working class which 
was militantlv class-conscious. It snoke first of recr- 
uiting young unskilled workers in large concerns, espec- 
ially those who had been recently enlisted in the prod- 
uction process, and later identified with the unemployed, 
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who were claimed to have been radicalised by psuperis- 
ation94. 
Rather than offering P clear definition of labour, the 
parties tended to concentrate their attention on socio- 
economic problems of particular concern to manual workers. 
Both straightforward descriptions of existing conditions, 
and prescriptions for their improvement, can be pieced 
together to form a picture of working-class life. 
The Populists were particularly concerned to encourage 
family life. Their programme drew attention to the need 
to ensure that poor children got a balanced diet, if nec- 
essary by the distribution of free food. They suggested 
the need to ensure that "country girls and working-c ass 
girls" should receive adequate training in home economics 
and cookery, indicating a rather patronising attitude 
which was not unique in Czechoslovakia95. Medical care 
96 
should be improved, especially for mothers -nd babies 
(The infant mortality rate in Czechoslovakia was amongst 
the highest in Furope 97 ). The Populists declared their 
encouragement of "the desire for one ,s own hearth". They 
wished for more government support for workers housing 
cooperatives, and drew attention to the unsstisfsctor. y 
condition of much existing housing; they stated that sub- 
standard housing should be condemned, that there should 
be a ban on cellar and basement dwellings, and that adequ- 
ate drainage, healthy water supplies and proper refuse 
98 
disposal should be provided 
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The Social Democrats wished to remove those discriminatory 
features of social and employment legislation which helped 
to create different working conditions for agricultural 
and industrial labour, and also perpetuate distinctions 
between mental and manual work. Thus they sought the 
abolition of the 6eledni Mdq the extension of accident 
insurance to a3ricultural work, and of holidays with pay 
to seasonal workers". They also wished employment leg- 
islation for manual workers to be codified, and specified 
that there should be compensation for wrongful dismissal. 
They desired improvements to the social benefits received 
by manual workers and their families, for instance by 
making widows' pensions mandatory. and easing conditions 
under which invalidity pensions were granted. Their part- 
icular concern was thqt manual workers who were unable to 
work should no longer suffer material deprivation, or be 
offered simply a "superior form of poor relief"100. 
The parties agreed that the working class, more than any 
other section of society, was subject to fluctuations in 
the economy which could lead to sudden unemployment. 2he 
Populists observed that the workers' "dependenc-e on the 
lnbour market is greater than that of officials", and 
the National Democrats spoke of the "varying need for wor- 
kers" which could lead to "unemployment through no fault 
101 
of their own" Othel-. qise the party programmes referred 
to this problem only in terms of palliatives. It is 
noticenble that neither the Social Democrats nor the 
National Socialists, whose programmes were revised at 
the-height of the depression, placed particular aLmphqsis 
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on the plight of the unemployed. The Communists, in 
contrastp were eager to organise the unemployed whom, 
as already stated, they viewed as a potentially revolut- 
ionary force in Czechoslovak society. 
The overall impression given of working-class life was 
of considerable insecurity and material hardship. As 
the Populists acknowledged at their congress of 1927t 
",. Yor? ers live in conditions of particularly great pov- 
erty"' 
02 
. There was some suggestion of improvement 
since independence; the National Socialists spoke, in 
1931, of the pod"itive effects of those social benefits 
already introduced for manual workers, and noted a P-row- 
inF, and beneficial tendency for ,, raFes ,:, ind conO. itions of 
, York to be negotiRted by trades unions, rather than the 
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- -7iviOual worker - -iever, most parties saw far- n o,. 
reachinE measures as necessary to bring Rbout substontive 
change in the manual worl<er's lot. They ý-., ere less wil- 
104 linz to take concrete action to replise these intentions C-" 
VII An upper stratum? 
It is -. noticepble feature of the various Partv nro-a,, ram- ., I- 
mes that they were concerned almost exclusively with the 
interests of what the Nlational Socialists calleO "small 
and midOling people"' 
05.1 
Euch attention was concentrated 
on the position of the small businessman, or the badly- 
paiO mino: t official, or the peasant farmer. Their pros- 
rercus counterparts, the director of a lar7, e comrnny, the 
private secretary to a Idnister, or the o-iner of a la-rý-e 
estate, were virtually iEnored. The most preqtip-ious 
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group of self-employed, the liberal or "free" professions, 
were not mentioned by any party. 
This is not to say that the partieq totally ovprlooked 
the existence of a social stratum higher then the "middle 
estate". The. v were almost united in their treatment of 
capital as an abstract and threatening force. The Comm- 
unists, of course, sought to unite "working people" in the 
broadest-sense in the struggle against "big business" 
(velkokapit6l) 106 9 The letter was painted in the blackest 
of colours, as being responsible for unemployment, emig- 
ration, falling wages, high taxation and generally "build- r; - 
ing itself up at the expense of the working strata"107. 
The Tradesmen s Party, too, eescribed big business in 
lurid terms: "We condemn the ravishing lusts of big cap- 
ital, which builds its greatness and wealth on the graves 
108 
of thousands of annihilated 8MP11 livelihoods" Even 
the National Democrats, the party of urban business int- 
erests, which was closely associated with the 'Zivnostenskd 
banka, found it necessary to mount ritual attacks on cap- 
ital, speaking of the need to "defend small-seple prod- 
uction against the voracity of big business"109. Such 
attitudes suggested a society which had not ,, et come to 
terms with the reality of extensive industrialisation. 
The one party to suggest openl. v that the development of 
large-scale entreprises might be beneficial for societv 
was the National Socinlist Party, in its programme of 
1931. It saw the Pgrowth of the share company as one of 
the signs of "automatic socialisation", claiming, that the 
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ownership of financial capital was passing to the "widest 
strata". The party was particularly enthusiastic about 
the increasing prevalence of managerial control: 
The emplayee makes decisions Rbout a concern 
now, not the owner. People do not achieve 
manaprial positions because they were born 
of rich fathers, or because they are heirs to 
a large fortune, but rather because they are 
the most competent people. 110 
The implication was that all managers had achieved their 
position by merit Plone, rather than acknowledging that 
many were still helped in their careers by family conn- 
ections"'* 
Just as most of the parties failed to develop the idea of 
a weqlthv business stratum, so little mention was made of 
a stratum of landed wealth. The Agrarians stressed that 
the (, zechoslovnks, unlike nei,! 7hbouring nations, had no 
aristocracy and formed "a nation of exclusively democrRtic 
social and economic character"112. Both they and the 
National Democrats spoke of the land reform in terms of 
the repossession of land from a foreign aristocracy by 
small and middling Czechoslovak farmers'13. On the other 
hand, both the Communists and the National Socialists 
pointed out that in the process of this redistribution 
of land a new landed gentry (zemanstv2) had come into 
114 
- being . However, only the former elaborated on this 
point; it wns stated that "estate owners and lRrge estate 
owners are linked with industrial and. financial capital, 
sitting on the boards of sugar refineries, distilleries 
and starch works and other industrial concerns". Partic- 
ular mentiop was made of '. Frenti5ek Udrýal, then A, ý. Trarian 
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Prime Minister, who, as well as being a landowner, was 
115 
alleged to have close links with the gkoda works 
None of the partiem made specific-reference to the more- 
prestigious intellectual professions. Thus the overall 
evidence in party ideology of the existe"ce of an upper 
upper 
stratum or/strata is minimal, especiall. v in the programmes 
of the non-socialist parties. Of course, in the age of 
mass politics, it was necessary to concentrate on the 
needs of the ordinary voter, but the desire to picture 
Czechoslovak society as the society of the "little man" 
is, nonetheless, striking. 
VIII Conclusion 
The party programmes and pronouncements examined in this 
chapter make it clear that the Czechoslovak parties were 
preoccupied with the extent and nature of social divi- 
sions 
116 
* Their descriptions of society were often vague, 
uncertain in definition and terminology, ard extre: rely 
simplistic. They were frequently evasive, or apparentlv 
naive; sections of society were barely mentioned, others 
were referred to in almost lyrical terms. The Agrarians 
and the Tradesmen were little concerned with any social 
group other than their own constituents. The two Marxist 
parties, ofcourse, had a coherent ideology upon which to 
base their pronouncements; their conclusions about the 
underlving nature of social divilLions were-different from 
those of the "bourgeois" parties, or of the National 
Socialists in their revised programme of 1931. Neverthe- 
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less, allowing for ideological pronouncements, the parties 
did offer broadly similar opinions about the significant 
divisions in Czechoslovak society. 
When dealing with fundamental professional groupa, such 
as "peasants", or "tradesmen"l or "officials". or "work- 
ers" the parties seemed confident enough, and offered lit- 
tle explicit definition of terminology. They were rather 
less sure of the concept of a middle estate. The fact 
that it was usually found hecessary to spell out the soc- 
ial composition of this group suggests that the term was 
preseriptive, rather than descriptive. Despite the desire 
of the non-socialist parties to suggest a certain social 
unity between peasants, small businessmen and salaried 
employees, it is noticeable that they dealt with each cate- 
gory separately 
in their programmes. 
The overall picture of societ. v produced from analysis of 
party ideology lacks a clear vision of an upper stratum, 
apart from the almost ritualised attacks on caDital. The 
two traeitional occupational groups, the peasantry and 
small tradesmeng were obviously regarded with much senti- 
mental attachment, although in practice they seem to have 
been awarded a fairly low social status. The importance 
of the division between manual and non-manual labour is 
clear; in the party programmes, as in social legislation, 
zrfzenci were usually distinguished from d6infcil even 
sc, netimes by the socialist parties, who regarded both as 
part of the proletRriat 
117 
. Finally there is a sup-gestion 
of a-fundamental division between rural and urban society. 
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Academic perceptions of claas, 
_estate 
and status 
I Introduction 
The material analysed in this chanter comprises a range 
of scholarly writings on the nature of class; the strue- 
ture of society; and the character of individual social 
groups. Most of the works consulted could be described 
as sociological, although some were of a more rigorous 
analytical nature than others The qualification *acad- 
emicl has been used to exclude purely journalistic ac- 
counts of society (which are cited rather as % informal 
perceptions' in a later chapter), and also those politi- 
cal polemics which can be seen simply as an extension of 
party ideology 
2a 
Most of the works analysed here were the works of Czech 
(or Moravian) authors. The Sociological Seminar of the 
Masaryk University in Brno was particular3, v noted for its 
interest in empirical sociology, and many of the surveys 
quoted were based on social research undertaken in Mor- 
avia. The Slovaks had only one sociologist of any note 
in the inter-war period, Anton §tefdnek, who became Prof- 
essor of Applied Sociology at Bratislava University in 
1937. Although both the Slovak student organisation in 
Prague, Detvan, and the Communist journal DAV, produced 
extensive village suirreys, these were factual chronicles 
of rural poverty, intended to inform and shock, rather 
then works of social analysis as such. Their findingo 
have been used in the final chapter on the 'realityl of 
C188830 
Il A class jýý 
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Citiss Per se we3 never a min, ior preoccupation o.:; ' 
war scholarly writers, The word itself was perhaps too 
emotives too closelv associated with Marxist doctrine, to 
encourage non-polemical debates. Indeed, two of the 
encyclopaedic dictionaries published during this period, 
ChalupO 'a Economic, Political and Social Dictionar. V and 
the Slovak Encyclopaedia, had no entry for Iclass'l but 
onl. v for 'class war'4. Moreover, in Czechoslovakia sonio- 
logy was a comparatively new discipline, and academic 
sociologists were often more concerned to define the aims 
and methodology of their subject than to tackle such a 
complex, and potentiall. v sensitive, issue as class5. Con- 
tributions to the stratification debate were, therefore, 
limited to a few articles and published lectures. There 
was no attempt to emulate Theodor Geiger's thorough anal- 
ysis of German societyl Die Soziale Schichtunug des Deut- 
achen Volkes, let alone the American socio-anthropological 
approach to community stratification6 * The first such 
work waa produced by an American Czech in the 19509, and 
7 such retrospective analysis does not concern us here 
Inter-war sociologists and other scholarlv writers did 
not really question the issue of whether classes could be 
said to exist. In the tradition of European political 
sociology9 this presupposition was taken for granted , 
However, none of the major sociological theorists was a 
Marxist, and each, in his different way, sought to 
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deny the idea of the ultimate Polarisation of society 
between capital and lahour. 
The theories with the widest Popular currency were those 
of Masar. vk. He had taught and irifluenced leading figures 
of inter-war sociology such as Professor Arnobt Bldha from 
Brno, and his writings formed part of the civic studies 
syllabus in schools throughout the Czechoslovak republic 
In The Social Question, first published in 18989 Masaryk 
denied that society was divided into "two great classes". 
He claimed that Marx's "bourceoisie" and "proletariat" 
were both divided into a "whole hierarchy of interests, 
classes and subclasses", and that the "so-called middle 
estate" had failed to disappear as the socialists pred- 
icted. Masaryk also refused to accept the absolute sup- 
remacy of economic factors in social relations, pointing 
to the additional influence of nationality, of voluntary 
associations, and of the divide between town and country. 
All added to the complexity of social divisions, and Mas- 
aryk claimedg too, to see "more love and solidarity in 
society than Marx would allow". He did not totally dis- 
count the idea of class war, but perceived it as a frag- 
mented struggles which was often counter-balanced by com- 
mon interests 
90 
Inter-war sociologists followed Masaryk in denying that 
class was totally determined by relationship to the means 
of production. The first to address himself to the anal- 
ysis of class was Jan Mertl, a leading member of the 
10 
Prague School of Sociology He claimed that classes 
existed in-the-human consciousness, in the judký7ients 
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which "everyone makes many times every day about hie owng 
or others', class status", on the basis of the "specifie 
objective criteria" of material standard of living, educ- 
ation, and social contacts 
11 
e The conclusion which Mertl 
drew could hardly-be described as innovatory; he distiný 
guished three classes, the "bourgeoisie", the "middle 
class", and the "proletariat". He acknowledged his debt 
to Leopold von Wiese's Einffthrugg in die Sozialpolitik, 
although he had substituted "bourgeoisie" for von Wiese's 
"aristocracy", as being more appropriate for contemporary, 
republicang society 
12 
. 
Mertl did produce an alternative terminology for his three 
classes: "super-normal", "normal". and "sub-normal". He 
must have felt these labels to be somewhat artificial as, 
in practicel he hardly used them himself. They did, how- 
evers permit him to explain that his three-fold division 
of society was based on a certain norm of income, educ- 
ation, and social level. A proletarian was, therefore, 
to be understood as someone who lived permanently below 
the "normal" level of his society, and a member of the 
bourgeoisie as someone who lived above it13, 
Mertl was not particularly precise about the social, or 
occupational, groups included in his three classes. Of 
the "proletariat", he explained that it should not be tot- 
ally equated with the working class, since an 
increasing 
number of skilled workers, with specialist training, be- 
lmged rather to the middle class in their attitudes and 
way of life. The middle class 
he described as a hetero- 
geneous group of 
individuals from many different profes- 
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sions, eventually identifying it primarily with the 
bureaucracy and the artisanate (the Czech wordl femeal- 
nictv0q implied self-employed artisanal who might perhaps 
have several employees working for them). The "bourg- 
eoisie" was hardly discussed at all 
14 
0 
Mertl's analysis was somewhat banal, but it does, never- 
thelesag reveal certain assumptions about the nature of 
society which correspond to a basic pattern established 
in previous chapters. Political party programmes, for 
instance$ had tended to gloss over the existence of an 
upper stratung or strata, in society. The claim that a 
working-class aristocracy was no longer an integral part 
of the proletariat was a salient feature of Communist 
ideology in the inter-war period; it was also given a 
certain credence by the official practice of classing 
foremen as non-manual employees in social insurance legis- 
lation. It is, moreover, significant that Mertl identi- 
fied small businessmen, officials and some highly-skilled 
workers as the "normal" class; these are the occupa- 
tional groups which the National Socialist Party epito- 
mised as the "little man" 
15. Although in Weimar Germany 
the "little man" was regarded with less than admiration, 
it is clear thats for the Czechs, he was if anything a 
%social hero' - the representative of the social norm 
16 
Jan Mertl's work on class elicited a response from a fel- 
low sociologist of the Prague Schoolq Karel Galla. Galla 
took a more critical stance towards theoretical studies 
of class then Mertl, condemning attempts to force the 
"rich reality of society" into schemes. He suggested that 
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sociologists ought to undertake extensive empirical 
research before producing any new attempts to define 
the nature of social stratification17 * Galla's under- 
standing of what was meant by class - as distinct from 
social stratus - was peculiarly narrow. He recogziiaed 
as a class only a social group which was aware of its 
inferior po8itionq and was making collective efforts to 
improve its lot. In contemporary society this meant the 
working clasag and other groups were to be regarded as 
"strntaftj rather than as classes "in the true sense of 
the word W18 * Galla's interpretation agreed with contem- 
porary usageg for only workers were habitually described 
as a class (01nickA tfida)in colloquial speech 
19 
0 
ijnlike Mertll Galla did not beliý-ve in the existence of 
"middle class" in contemporary society. 
The middle class is a fiction created by 
certain political parties. They wish to 
unite individuals of a higher living stan- 
dard: small businessmen, shopkeepers, trade 
pqrsonnel, lower and hi, ýher officials, indust- 
riali8tS and 80 on, against the lower strata 
of the proletariat, who are mainly organised 
by the socialist parties. However, there are 
differences in education, profession and trad- 
ition between these strata... which prevent 
their sharing a common class feeling. 20 
Ledislav Neuman, who summarised Mertl a and Galls s 
views for the Social Democrat's political journal, 
Akademi , agreed with 
Galls-on this point. He pointed 
to the great economic differences between a successful 
businessman and a poorly-paid emplovee, and concluded 
"The "middle' stratum is a Political concept, not a sociol- 
ogical concept 1,21 . Examination of the party programmes 
supports this conclusion, 
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Even those parties which wished to stress the idea of 
there being a 4middle estate', in practice dealt with 
the interests of officialog businessmen and peasant far- 
mers separatel. v. or concentrated on one group at the exp- 
L> 
ense of the rest 
In contrast to Mertl, whose theories showed a distinct 
urban bia99 Galla also sought to emphasise that the div- 
ision between town and country added a further dimension 
to social stratification. He explained that the agricult- 
ural worker felt more class solidarity with the higher 
strata of the agricultural population then with the urban 
workerg or the badly-paid state official 
23. His 
Agrarian 8. VMpathies were obvious in the claim that: 
A tenant farmer who grew up in an urban 
environment has town habits. Even if his 
profession is the same as that of a peas- 
ant farmer with a largish farm, he is not 
P member of the peasant stratum in the true 
sense of the word. He is neither a peasant, 
a man of the land, homo ruralis, nor a country- 
man. Similarly, a te-a-cKer living in the 
village is not a countryman if heý7rew up in 
a town. But a smallholder I"born in the coun- 
tr3r, 7 employed as R public9n, _9 greengrocer, 
or an artisan, is a countryman... 24 
Although their views of what actually constituted 'class' 
varied, both Mertl and Galla acknowledged its importance 
in contemporary social relationships. They were willing 
to admit, too, to the existence of 'Class war'. which they 
viewed as a struggle by the proletariat for social and 
economic justice 
25. Neither, however, accepted the idea 
of an economically-determined fight to the death between 
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. They believed that 
social diviifiofis were becoming less, rather than more, 
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sharply defined. Mertl spoke of the "continual growth 
of the middle class", and suggested that rising educ- 
ational and economic standards for the working class and 
failing standardm for the upper class were leading to a 
26 
certain equalisation in society Galla claimed that: 
In modern times there is a certain standard- 
isation in clothing, foodl entertainments and 
reading matter... just as a certain norm of 
elementary education is being established. 
This normalisation has removed some of the ex- 
ternal differences which used to be so strik- 
ing. 27 
He added that those who "stood on the lowest step of the 
social ladder" were now allowed free time to spend with 
their families, or to devote to sport, or the furthering 
of their education, if they should so wish - an obvious 
reference to the legislation for an eight-hour day, and 
28 for holidays with pay for workers 
The most thorough exposition of the theory that the social 
classes were growing closer together was given in Zden6k 
Ullrich's study of "Social Structure Today", published in 
29 the journal of the Prague School of Sociolo&V in 1934 
Ullrich's main concern was to mount an attack on Marx"a 
theories of class. Using arguments reminiscent of Weber 
and Geiger, he pointed in evidende to the rise of the tert- 
iary sector, the growing number of white-collar employees, 
an increase in the total number of employees as compared 
to self-emplo. ved personal Political equality for all, the 
growth of the mass culture of cinema, newspapers, novels, 
radio and gramophonev and the growing penetration of mass 
organisationsg cooperatives and political parties into 
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everydem life. He concluded that: 
On the whole, the situation here suggests that 
there is a continual rapprochement on many 
fronts between the various strata of the popul- 
ation, and that all the factors which define 
society into unified, clearly delimitedt. and 
at least partlv homogeneous strata are dis- 
appearing. 30 
Like Gallat Ullrich drew attention to advances in social 
and employment legislation since independence, especiallv 
the eight-hour dav, and suggested that factory workers 
"are no longer a social stratum whose way of life is 
clearl. V separated from that of the rest of societv"31. 
Although he admitted that this judgement applied only to 
skilled workers, he glossed over the low standard of 
living of unskilled workers, and did not mention the 
unemployed at all. 
Ullrich's article came under attack from the political 
left at the time of publication. An article in ýin sug- 
gested that social differentiation was a particularly 
delicate practical question, and hinted that "the stand- 
point of our history, philosophy and sociology Z"to it, 7 is 
determined by politics, rather than by science"32 0 Ull- 
rich was quick to deny that political motivation had led 
him to "shift attention" from the "facts of social diff- 
erentiation"33o Nevertheless, the idea that social divi- 
8ions were becoming "equalised" (nivelisace) was a theory 
much favoured by the political e8tabliahment; in 1936, 
the Czechoslovak National Council produced an exposition 
of The Idea of the Czechoslovak State, and the chapter on 
the 9, Social Coapc)sition of Our State" ended with the 
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claim: "There is a transformation of our social structure 
whereby once diverse social strata are becoming increas.; - 
ingly united". Ullrich's article was cited in the biblio- 
graph, V340 
Despite the widespread agreement amongst non-Marxist soc- 
iologists that Czechoslovak society was developing tow- 
ards greater social homogeneity, their writing8 suggest 
that social divisions were still quite clearly recognis- 
able. Karel Galls, took as a commonplace the idea that: 
We sit in a train, and introduce ourselves to 
our neighbour. We exchange a few words, and 
we soon know what kind of a person he is. We 
place him in a certain social category on the 
basis of his speech, the words he uses, his 
expressions, his clothes, the newspaper he is 
reading... 35 
Otakar Machotka, another sociologist of the Prague School, 
developed this theme even further by suggesting that the 
Czechs had a strong sense of hierarchy: 
Something of a need for differentiation has rein- 
ained... not only 2amxxngst. 7 the descendants of 
the former nobility... even the lower strata... 
wish to be distinguished from those still lower. 
The official does not wish to look like a minor 
clerk (zr-lzenec), nor the latter like a worker, 
nor the foreman like a day-labourer. A very 
rich person here ought not to carry a heavy par- 
cel, an official must not walk along the street 
with a heavy case, even a worker would not wish 
to carry certain ugly or disgusting objects. 36 
Machotka's statement implies a society where social div- 
isions still had a real significance. (Unwittingly it 
also suggests that when the Czechs turned from theory to 
empirical observationg they tended to lapse into the voc- 
abulary of the census, or for that matter of the polit- 
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ical parties37. ) 
Amongst the criteria generally accepted in defining such 
social divisions, three were often singled out for anal- 
ysis, - wealth, way of life, and education. Of these, 
Mertl claimed that wealth was easily the most significant. 
He stressed that he, unlike Marx, was less concerned with 
the actual source of income than with its size and regul- 
arity. Size of income had a direct impact on the qualitv 
of life, affecting such factors as diet, clothing, hous--! 
ing and the birth and death rates38. Regularity of income, 
according to Mertl, was often the real distinguishing 
feature between the material situation of an official and 
a worker. Certainly the political party programmes had 
emphasised that manual workers were far more subject to 
fluctuations in the labour market thRn white-collar empl- 
o. veesq Similarl. v they claimed that white-collar emplo. vees 
were often badly paid39. 
The idea that size of income did not, in itself, explain 
the social differences between a worker and an, official 
led Mertl into a discussion of consumption patterns. He 
was greatly influenced by Maurice Halbwachs's work La 
classe ouvriere et les niveaux de la vie, and the theorv 
that clqss differences were revealed most clearl. v not in 
the workplacep but in the way that people spent the monev 
they had earned 
40. Mertl took his evidence from an invest- 
igntion into family budgets undertaken by the State Office 
of Statistics in 1921/1922. Apparently officials'families 
spent R-. far greater percentage of their income on clothes, 
shoes and linen thnn workers'families, and Mertl saw this 
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as an indication of their greater need for "personal 
representation". Officials also spent far more than 
workers on books and newspapers, which Mertl explained 
by reference to their higher level of education. Workers, 
on the other hand, spent rather more than officials on 
organisations and clubs, and this was said to illustrate 
the "organisational unity, typical of the working class, 
in comparison to the fragmentation of the individualistic 
middle class" 
41. The idea that "organisational unity" 
was one feature which distinguished the working class 
from the other social strata was also basic to Karel 
Galla's theory of class 
42. 
Amongst the other distinguishing : ýeatures noted by Mertl 
were the very different leisure pursuits of the various 
classes. "Football, swimming and cycling" were said to 
be directed at the "widest strata" of the population. 
The lower class apparently favoured the hospoda, or pub, 
as a venue for entertainment, whilst the middle class 
preferred the kavArna, or coffee house. In perhaps his 
only specifin reference to the upper class of his trich- 
otomous division of society, Mertl mentioned their sports 
as "tennis, huntingg horse-riding and motoring", pointing 
out that "a small car is a luxury here", and their social 
meeting-place as the gentlemen's club 
43* The entries 
for leRding businessmen, politicians and intellectuals 
in the various collected biographies of the inter-war 
period certainly bear out Mertl's claims 
44. 
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Education was readilv acknowlddged as a crucial status 
factor in Czechoslovakia. Mertl believed that it had a 
particularly powerful influence on social awareness: 
... the educated individual can no longer, even if he so wished, feel himself to be the equal 
of members of the lower class from which he rose. 
They no longer share his joys and sorrows as 
once they did. Even if the cost of his educa- 
tion has meant that his economic situation has 
actually worsened, the educated individual can A5 no longer feel class solidarity with his friends 
This observation was applied somewhat mechanically by 
Mertl to his three-class scheme, and he claimed that educ- 
ation was a factor of great importance in the division 
between the "proletariat" and the "middle class", but 
played virtually no role in marking off the "middle class" 
from the "bourgeoisie"46. Karel Galla's handling of the 
same issue showed a far greater awareness of the subttet. v 
of social divisions within. Czechoslovakia. Galla noted 
that waitersq shop-assistants, valetes foremen and porters 
were probabl. v no better educated than ordinary servants, 
or shoe-shinerB, or sewer-cleaners, but would certain], V 
consider themselves to belong to a higher social stratum 
than the latter. Similarly, a short-hand typist would 
not feel that she belonged to the same social class as 
a female worker in a tobacco factorv, even if she had 
received the same basic education47. Galla's social 
judgments would normally be confirmed by law; work in 
a shop or an office was habitually regarded as "higher 
service", and thereby deserving of superior employment 
conditions and social benefits then mere manual labour48, 
Although education may have pleyed a negligible role in 
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social stratification at the lower end of the social 
spectrum, Galls did not deny the importance of a second- 
ary school diploma or a university degree 88 status fac- 
tors amongst thosemore highly placed, He pointed out 
that the state, for example, graded its employees rig--; -d3, v 
according to their formal educational qualifications. In 
keeping with his Agrarian 8Ympathieeg Galls felt that for- 
mal educational qualifications were often overvalued by 
Czechoslovak society: 
The official who works for the railways, the 
engineer in the factory the peasant who farms 
scientifically... may ail acquire a consider- 
able general and specialist education which, 
in its depth and range of knowledge, corres- 
ponds to a secondary school or university educ- 
ation. However, if they have not actually com- 
pleted secondary school or universitistudies, 
they receive less esteem. Their lack of offic- 
ial education is felt both socially and mater- 
ially. 49 
Such complaints were voiced by the political programmes 
of both the Agrarian and the Tradesmen's Parties 
500 
The importance which Sociologists themselves often attach- 
ed to education, and to a certain social polish, as marks 
of superiority, emerges clearly from their discussions 
of the parvenu. Jan Mertl, for instance, explained that 
in abnormal circumstances such as wartime, social mobility 
could be unusually rapid. As a result, people moved up 
the social scale without losing the characteristics of 
their previous social Class- Mertl seems to have felt 
considerable scorn for many of the Czechs who had come 
to prominence as a result of the war, or of independence 
in 1918. Wartime profiteers were blamed for a general 
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decline in taste: "We only have to remember the... cabar- 
etal bareq revues and dance-halls which were opened (ifter 
the war. 7 for those who had risen from the middle and lower 
classes to the level of the bourgeoisie"51. Mertl also 
included some ministers in his descriptions of the post- 
war parvenu; he spoke of political leaders who had risen 
to high positions without the "necesser7" education, and 
sometimes even without natural intelligence52 *A similar 
phenomenon was noted in Slovakia by Anton hefdnek, alth- 
ough in keeping with the more agricultural nature of 
Slovak societyq §tefdnek wrote of the rural Parvenu, the 
"gentrified peasant" (popanSteni sedliak), who abandoned 
his national costume, bought up a residual estate from the 
Land Office, and entered politics 
53. Such scorn for the 
arriviste was echoed in less formal sources than the 
pages of academic journals and monogaphs, and seems char- 
acteristic of the response of the intelligentsia to the 
54 
new elites 
Mertl was similarly concerned about the parven who had 
risen from the lower to the middle class, the "suburban 
beau" (periferni frajer)who was characterised as: "a 
passionate follower of football matches and sensational 
cinema performances"q who indulged in "conceited talk" 
and "flashy clothes", copied from the latest bourgeois 
fashions. He professed an anxiety that such workers 
should be educated to use their free time and higher 
wages "profitably" - an acknowledgement, however reluctant, 
that the war and the setting-up of the republic had 
brought new economic and political power to certain sec- 
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tors of the working class55. 
The overall impression is of a society in which the trad- 
itional social hierarchy Was under attack; mass politics, 
as exemplified by the Agrarian and Socialist Parties, had 
come into its own, and the intelligentsia, amongst whom 
can be numbered the authors of these academic treatises, 
could no longer claim to be the representatives of the 
nation, as they had in the nineteenth centurY56 . "liatever 
changes had occurred since 1918, sociological writings 
leave no doubt about the continuing reality of divisions 
within society. In the words of one of the authors cited 
above: "much of the former feudal and bureaucrRtic trad- 
ition. has survived, maintaining differences between the 
Social 8trata"57. Rýnk consciousness was still strong, 
and it sometimes cDnflicted with the sociologists' desire 
to appear egalitarian, and to welcome the "levelling-out" 
of social differences . 
Discussion of Class could never escape completely from the 
influence of Marxist tenets, and as a result was somewhat 
abstract and artificial. Sociologists quickly fell into 
the habit of using colloquial stereotypes such as "offi- 
cial". even when engaged in very general expositins of 
social theory. r-11heir writings on specific social and 
occupational groups reveal a far more intimate picture 
of inter-war Czechoslovak societv than schematic accounts 
of stratification. Three such groups preoccupied them: 
the agricultural community, workers and the intelligentsia. 
These will now be discussed. 
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III The aaricultural communit 
The agricultural community was a major preoccupation of 
inter-war Czechoslovak sociologists and socio-political 
writers. Rural sociology occupied pride of place in the 
main sociological journal of this period, the Brno 
School's Sociologickd revue, and research into village 
life was actively encouraged by both the Ministry of 
Agriculture and the Czech Academy of Agriculture 
58. To 
some extent tbegreat interest in rural problems shown in 
Czechoslovakia was a reflection of the influence of the 
Agrarian Party, the largest party in the state. However, 
irrespective of political motivation, there can be no 
doubt that the peasantry was perceived as a class apart, 
with its own specific significance for the nation, and as 
such worthy of investigation by academic writers. 
The definition of peasant, sedl6k, or sedliak in Slovak, 
was uncontroversial, and most writings used the term with- 
out further comment. Even BlAha, who produced the main 
theor"'etical study of the peasantry, limited himself to 
a brief explaneýýtion that the peasant was someone who: 
"farms the land and produces from the land... the land is 
"59 the focus of his work and interests . Discussion foc- 
used rather on the issue of whether the peasantry coulO 
be seen as a monolithic social group. 
The political ideology of the Agrarian Party stressed 
the idea that "the village is one family. 60. Sociol_ 
ogists were willing to allow a certain "social closeness" 
as a featurý6 o*f village life: 
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In the village, social differences are not 
striking, that is to say in the average vill- 
age where farms are small or medium-sized ... 
There is a comparatively narrow circle of 
acquaintances, and relationships are multi- 
faceted and long-lasting... village people 
do not know each other only by sight... but 
from frequent direct cortl-r-t. 60 
Faven the Slovak Communist intellectual, Vladimir Clemen- 
tis, suggested that class barriers were less distinct in 
rural than in industrial society, and that class conscious- 
ness in the village was often submerged by the forces of 
61 
"tradition and the whole environment" Writers more 
sympathetic to the Agrarian cause were fulsome in their 
descriptions of the harmony of rural life. Karel Oalla, 
for example, wrote of Dolnf Roveýi: 
Individuals have their own ideas about how the 
relationships between members of the various 
groups of village inhabitants should be formed 
... nine tenths I-suggest that they should beý friendly, comrsdely. The rest say: brotherly, 
harmonious, tolerant, "as in a family". 62 
Even the most enthusiastic proponents of village unity 
often testified unwittingly to the existence of P hier- 
archy based on land ownership. The Agrarian novelist, 
Josef Hole6ek, in his treatise The Peasantry, set out 
the full colloquial hierarchy of rank, in a claim that 
Pifferences in economic standing were unimportant in 
comparison to the bond of belonging to the agricultural 
community: 
The dwarf-holder (domkd ), the small-holder 
"che uDnfk), the small peasant farmer (mal-I 
3edlAk), the lnrge peasant fsrmer (velkV-sed- 
, the estate owner statkdf, ), and the LEkT- 'Fe-s id ual-e state , all are far 
mers (roinfe ) and the peasentrY (qelstvi) 
must unite them. 63 
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Karel Galla openly admitted that the villagers of Dolni 
v Roven: 
know very well where to place one or the other 
individual or family in relationship to the 
other inhabitants and to other femilies... Peo- 
ple from various sociRl groups and strata are 
closer to each other then in a town environment, 
but still the social differences between the str- 
ata are visible. 64 
Although everyday relationships in the village might be 
perceived Ps comradely, academic observers did not doubt 
that social differentiation was a crucial factor in the 
choice of marriage partners. Most studies of village 
life noted that it was virtually unthinkable for the far- 
mer J. s son to marry the familyos serving-maid, or his daugh- 
65. w ter the 6ele. din In Dolni Roven, for instance, "the 
peasant farmer marries the peasant's daughter, tLe small- 
holder a girl from a smell-holding... marriages between 
people who ere not economically equal are considered to 
be m4salliances". Physical and emotional attraction were 
considered to be of secondary importance in comparison to 
economic consideration 
66 
. 
r. ipcussions about the npture of social relptionships in 
the village invariably touched on the quality of the ties 
between master end man. The fact that the farmer and his 
delea often ate at the same table was cited as an examply 
of the closeness of the agricultural community, fostered 
by mutual service to the land. In the words of Arno6t 
F14ha: 
rveryone, the farmer, his wife, the 6eledin, the 
maie, -aervant, Rre somehow on the same-Tevel, prov- 
ided that the3r have - good relationship to the 
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land and to their work... Neither in way of 
life, nor dress, nor living conditions is 
there much difference between them. 67 
However, some writers felt that the old patriarchal "fam- 
ily relationship" wan under attack. Josef Hole6ek pRini. ed 
a very romantic view of the friekship and trust of pre- 
war times, and claimed that, in the independent republic: 
The 6eledfn no longer turns to his master as to 
a fatheF-? igure for advice about his affairs; 
he does not waste an unnecessary word on him; 
he steps out of the way if they should chance to 
meet. His adviser in minor affairs is the near- 
est party official, in more important things, he 
turns to the socialist advocate in Prague. 68 
Since 1918, the deleý had been freed from the constrict- 
ion of a semi-feudal work contract, granted a vote and, 
for the first time, given certain rights to social insur- 
ance benefits. His position was no longer one of almost 
complete dependence on his employer. That this militated 
against the old deferential attitudes is clear from Hole- 
6ek s outburst. 
sociologists were agreed that social 
agricultural community Was very low. 
through education was not common, in 
choice of schools in rural areas wa 
As Antonfn Obrdlfk pointed out, in a 
mobility: 
mobility amongst the 
Upward mobility 
part, because the 
s often very limited. 
study of rural social 
How many times does the less-talented son of an 
artisan get to secondary school, and even to 
university, simply because his father lives in 
the town where these schools are situated, where- 
as the most talented son of a villager All, at 
the very M08tj leprn a trade. 69 
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The peasantry was also said to mistrust education as 
somehow irrelevant to the realities of their everyday 
life. A studv of the Moravian village of Neslovice 
suggested that the secondary school's aims of giving its 
pupils a wide basic education, and preparing them for 
studv at a universit,. v, were: "too distant, and too foreign 
for the mentality of a country person"70. According to 
B16ha, the narrow range of experiences provided by village 
life tended to result, arxvway, in an almost religious 
sense of determinism. "He who is born in a peasant far- 
mer 0s household, and stays therej becomes a peasant far- 
mer; the child of a day labourer becomes a day labourer 
71. 
Descriptions of the peasant's physical and psychological 
charpcteristics showed a distinct tendency to condes- 
cension and clich6. Bldhe explained that the typical 
peasant had a robust, massive, solidl. v-built bod. v, and 
that the nature of his work left him with certain muscles 
in his calves, thighs and shoulders over-developed. His 
speech was 11trulv rustic, the words seem to be hard clods, 
which he turns over in his mouth carefull. v and speringlv"72. 
Both BlAha and ýtef6nek noted a tendency towards inbreed- 
ing: "The peasantry can be called an endogamous social 
stratum... marriage comparativel. v rarelv brings in non- 
peasant elements... and B16ha suggested that peasants, 
73 
as a resultq sometimes exhibited inferior mental powers 
Bldha further observed that the peasant's heavy diet meant 
that he was more then usually susceptible to stomach troub- 
les, and that peasant children often suffered from the 
physical effects of poor hvgiene and bad housing condit- 
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ions, despite their otherwise health: v environment74. 
Of the peasant's psychological characteristics, the most 
often stressed was what Bldha called zemitost,, or close- 
ness to the earth; to hold on to inherited land at all 
costs, and to increase his landholdings, were claimed 
as the main aims of the peasant's life. His relation- 
ship to his land was central to his wh6le existence75 0 
The pace of life was dictated by the agricultural calandar, 
and the peasant was largely isolated from the outside 
world by the nature of his work. 6tefdnek described the 
peasant's main desires thus: 
to live, to work, to be happy and to be sad in 
one place, in one home, on one farm, in one 
community... It is true that the peasant does 
not have sufficient understanding for the state, 
for the homeland in the wider sense... He Ls interested in everything connected with his nat- 
ive village... What is geographicallv distant, 
is unknown to him psychologically, politically, 
and socially, and far from his hesrt. 76 
The peasant's relationship with the outside world reflec- 
ted many underlying contradictions and tensions. The 
Czech writerl Antonin Pale6ek, a self-proclaimed disciple 
of ruralism, blamed the negative influence of the feudal 
past, claiming that: 
Feudal society did not recognise the peasant., # 
as a political and cultural being, and assigned 
to him simply the social function of work and 
production... He was felt to be incapable of 
higher ta8ke. 77 
The peasant was said to be inward-looking, and to be 
deeply suspicious of his Masters, of bureaucracy, of the 
towns and of ttie intelliiýentsia78. Bldha noted that a 
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growing '. estate consciousness I. carefully fostered by the 
Agrarian press and party organi8ations, frequently took 
on unsympathetic forms ("We feed you all") and that towns- 
people were viewed as "parasites and.. * exploiters... of 
79 
the life-giving peasant organism" . On the other hand, 
the town could be regarded as a kind of Mecca, especially 
for ynung people from Peasant backgrounds. BlAha spoke 
of girls who went into service in the towns quickly learn- 
ing to view village life as "low, imperfect and distaste- 
ful"80. It was acknowlidged that urban areas offered 
higher wages, shorter working hours, better living cond- 
81 
itions and greater cultural opportunities This led 
to a certain resentment amongst villagers, because they 
felt that they, too, deserved "their share of the afflu- 
82 
ence which they believe to be abundant in the towns" 
In Slovakia, where the peasant had remained subordinate, 
uneducated and without political rights far longer than 
his Czech counterpart, descriptions of the peasentrv stres- 
sed not resentment and pride, but rather a tendency to 
self-denigration. Anton ý, tefAnek noted that "our people 
have a touching reý-pect for 'gentlemen'", and blamed 
this on the traditions of Hungarian socie tY83. The polit- 
ician, Vavro §robdr, spoke of Slovak "submissiveness", and 
claims about the "dove-like temperament" of the Slovak 
84 
peasant abound in studies of national charanter 
If the peesantry's attitude to the rest of society was 
somewhat ambivalent, so, apparently, was that of the non- 
agricultural population to the peasant. hefdnek made a 
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the perceptive observation that: 
The peasant, and the countryman in general, is 
to a certain extent to be pitied. Either the 
townsperson and the gentleman look down on 
him as a stupid peasant or they praise him to 
the skies with a spurious and roiaantic love, as 
a hardworking, honourable, religious, witty, mod- 
est and decent type. 85 
Agrarian sympathiseral like Josef Holedek, certainly gave 
lyrical accounts of the peasant's good qualities, whereas 
a far less sympathetic observer, like Mojmfr HAjeIr. could 
note that his contact with the peasants of Neslovice in 
Moravia awoke in him an instinctive antipat1xv to their 
pride, vanity and greed 
86. The overall picture of peas- 
ant temperament which emerges from academic writings is, 
if anvthingg unattractive, stressing the narrowness and 
conservat%S. m of the peasant s outlook on life, his egoism 
and his acquisitivenes 887. Yet both Czech and Slovak 
intellectuals were keenly aware of the role played by the 
peasantry in keeping their respective languages and nation- 
al cultures alive. As one apologist claimed: 
The pe-asantry is hallowed by its antiquity. It 
is the founder of the nation, the nucleus and 
creator of national society. It is the founder 
of the motherland and her bravest defender. 88 
The peasantry might sometimes be seen as a problem , but 
sociologists claimed that the worst features of peasant 
character and rural life were being alleviated by socio- 
economic and technological change. ArnoSt Bldha concluded 
his mongraphic study of the peasantry with a chapter entit- 
led "the new situation in the village", in which he spoke 
of vast improvements in living conditions, higher stand- 
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ards in clothing and furniture and, in particular, of the 
infinitely better communications with the outside world 
in comparison with the 1880s, when a peasant "rarely left 
89 his village" Karel Galls, describing, in his study 
of Dolni Roven", a village which was both affluent and in 
the forefront of change, stressed the new degree of tech- 
nical maturity encouraged by specialist agricultural train- 
ing and the beneficial effects of cooperatives. He claimed 
that the peasant's tendency to irrationality and supersti- 
tion was being overcome, and that the old egocentricity of 
peasant life was breaking down, 
90. Certainly the picture 
of an isolated, inbred, backward and superstitious peas- 
antry was, in the inter-mar years, more likely to be true 
of Slovakia than of the rich agricultural lands of Central 
and East Bohemia, or the Hand region of Moravia, 
Fundamental to the various analyses of the peasantry was 
an awareness that the divide between town and country was 
an importsnt feature of social stratification in both 
Czech and Slovak societies. Within the peasant commun- 
ity, basic divisions according to land ownership were ack- 
nowledgedl as was a certain difference in interests between 
the landowner and his hired labourer. However, the sense 
of belonging to a rural community was seen as being, on 
the whole, stronger than awareness of internal divisions - 
a viewpoint which tallied with the impression given by 
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party programmes This sense of separateness may have 
been weakening under the impact of modernisation, but non- 
Agrarian observerssuch as Bldha, were nonetheless still 
troubled by ite 
IV Manual workers 
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Karel Gall&, in Classes in Society and the Class War, 
claimed that the best researched group in contemporary 
92 
society was the working class This was not, perhaps, 
an accurate assessment of the priorities of Czechoslovak 
sociology, since rural studies tended to predominate in 
the inter-war years. Yet there was undoubtedly consid- 
erable interest in the industrial working class amongst 
sociologists and socio-political writers of the period. 
To some extent this was the result of a preoccupation with 
radical politics, andfrequent refererences were made, nor- 
mally critical, to Marxist doctrine 
93. The positivist 
spirit which underlay the work of the Brno School of Soc- 
jologyj in particular, prompted studies of working-class 
life as a means to promote social cohesion. As Professor 
Arno5t BlAha explained, in a lecture to the Masaryk Soc- 
iological Society in 1930: 
the welfare of the whole zl'bf society7 is dep- 
endent on the welfare of the individual parts 
... One of the most powerful sources of class conflict is the fact that the two sides do not kno%! each other. To know one another, Zto know7 
one s function and position within the frame- 
work of general utility. *. this is the advant- a, c, e that scientific knowledge can bring to the 
solution of social conflicts. 94 
There was little debate about the definition of 'worker' 
(d6lnfk, or robotnfk in Slovak). Like the authors of the 
political party programmes, most sociologists took the 
meaning of this term as self-evident95. The exception 
here was B16ha. In an article on workers'psychology. 
published in Na5e Doba in 1923, Bldha claimed that two 
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crucial distinctions were involved in the satisfactory 
explanation of the word 'worker'. The first was the 
divide between mental and manual work, although BlAha, 
like his mentor Masaryk, acknowledged that this could 
never be absolute; no occupation was tctally manual, 
demanding no thought what8oevers or totally mental, requi- 
ring- no physical effort 
? 6. The second was the differ- 
entiation between those people engaged in work of a prim- 
arily manual nature, who owned the means of production 
(farmers, tradesmen, artisans and shopkeepers, for exam- 
ple), and manual workers, who owned only their labour. 
Bldha arrived at the following definition of a "worker": 
a person engaged in physical labour who, al- 
though not formally tied by his labour, is in 
practice dependent and unfree beepuse of the 
conditions of labour. A person who does not 
own the means of production and, therefore, is 
not an organiser, but is himsýzlf organised. 97 
There W88 general affreement amongst Sociologists that the 
working Class was not a monolithic social group. The 
existence of both an "ari8tOCraCY cf labour", which could 
potentially be subject to embourgeoisement,, and of a kind 
of underclass, or Lumpenproletariet,, was widely accepted, 
although the exact boundaries of these categories were 
the cause Of some disnute. Jan Mertl, for example, in an 
article on "Workers as a Social Class", claimed a three- 
fold division of the working class. At the bottom came 
"tramps, beggarsq prostitutest unskilled and seasonal 
workers", who were said, at a time of revolutioner. v tur- 
moil, to be capable of the most brutish force, of pillag- 
ing and massacres. In more normal times, according to 
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Mertlq they were an embarrassment to the working class 
movement, lacking in class consciousnes8q parasites fit 
98 
only to be the object of social care Above them were 
workers with a higher standard of living, who had gained 
class consciousness as a result of socialist ideology. 
Finally, Mertl distinguished a stratum of skilled workers, 
whose standard of living approached that of the middle 
class, and who therefore tended to lose interest in revol. - 
utionary politicsq abandoning politically-motivated Trades 
Unions for professional interest groups 
99 
. 
Arno5t, B16ha'a picture of divisions within the working 
class was rather more complex. At the lowest level, he 
claimed, were those workers who had retained something of 
the old "serf mentalitv". Their poverty was greater than 
that of the rest of the working-class, they were untouched 
by class consciousne889 and often inferior by heredit. v. 
They worked only occasionally, if at all, because they 
100 loathed labourg preferring vagrancy, theft and crime 
Like Mertl, Bldha saw this stratum as the most likely to 
form an uncontrolled mob: 
During workers' demonstrations, it is they who 
see with their plundering and pillaging lusts, 
their eccentricities and lack of discipline, 
besmirch the pure shield of the working class. 101 
Bldha saw this lowest stratum as a collection of somewhat 
degenerate individuals; he placed unskilled workers, day 
labourers in agriculture and industrv, and servants above 
them in the social scale. Then came educated, skilled 
workers, who were fully conscious of their class adher- 
ence. BlAha claimed that this class-conscious stratum 
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was itself divided by an internal hierarchyq with cer- 
tain occupations, such as mining, or metal-working, 
being pre-eminent. At the highest level of all were 
foremen, who often identified with their employers, 
102 
rather than with their fellow workers 
Otaker Machotka, who undertook an empirical survey of 
needy families in Prague in 1931, was also concerned to 
explore the nature of divisions within the woricing class. 
He discerned a hard core of people amongst the Prague 
poor, who lacked intelligence and moral and social fibre, 
and for whom poverty was a hereditRry condition103. 
Machotka, like Mertl, identified this lowest stratum of 
the poor with unnkilled worker8104. Day labourers, 
domestic servants, and members of other occupations 
which required little or no specialist trnining were 
said to be much less able to organise their lives than 
skilled workers. They were less likely, for example, 
to clean their flats, or to maintain basic standards of 
hygiene, or to undertake simple repairs themselves. The 
level of infant mortality was higher amongst the un, -kil- 
led then the skilled, family bonds wenker, and "concub- 
inage" much more common105. Skilled workers might have 
been forced into extreme poverty by the economic crisis, 
but, Machotka claimed, they gave the impression that 
their situation might improve under better economic 
conditions. They retained their "work morale, discipline 
of character and ... higher social ideals", whereas 
unskilled workers were "used to their bad economic con- 
1o6 ditions" 
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The sociologists' classification of manual workers into 
various social strata hadq of course, its parallels in 
both official sources and in the party ideologies, The 
notion of there being an underclass of undeserving poor 
was present in the provisions of social legislation, al- 
though it was notidentified quite so uncompromising1v 
with unskilled workers as in the writings of Mertl and 
107 
Machotka Social legislation also recognised foremen 
as being distinct from the rest of manual workers, whil8t 
communist doctrine included certain categories of well- 
paid skilled workers, too, amongst those whom it consid- 
108 
ered to be a separate social group 
Despite the divisions which sociologists claimed to per- 
ceive within the working class, both Jan Mertl and Arno5t 
Bldha postulated the thesis thst there was a working-class 
psychological and physiological type. Social Darwinist 
ideas were often quoted by Czech sociologists, the fav--. 
oured source be-ing a work by Alfredo Niceforo, which was 
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cited by both Mertl and Bldha Mertl suggested that 
the appalling social conditions suffered by the working 
class in the nineteenth century had given rise to a large 
stratum of proletarians which was physically and mentslly 
inferior by heredity. He quoted Niceforo's claim that 
children born to the proletariat in large towns were Oeg- 
enerate in comparison to those of the "better-off" strata 
110 
of the population Mertl made political capital of 
this suggestion: 
The observations of contemporary social sci- 
ence overturn those romantic notions about 
the proletariat as a national reservoir of 
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I culturally unspoiled, healthy strata'. who 
could themselves create a new and higher cul- 
ture, which have hitherto ruled the thoughts 
of so many radical socialists. 111 
BlAha, toog suggested that the working class suffered 
from physical, "phySiO-p8ychic", and social inferiority. 
He placed particular blame for this on the dreadful hous- 
ing conditions suffered by many workers, preferring to 
emphasis environment rather than heredity, as the "root 
of the physical and moral evil which is affecting a con- 
112 
siderable part of national society" 
B14ha explained in some detail what he meant by a working- 
class a type ?A. The description given relied heavily on 
clich4j and contrived to be both naive and condescending. 
The worker Was said to be pale and thin, with shprp feet- 
ure8q which looked as if they had been forcibly carved by 
the "hard hand of necessity". His hand was deformed by 
work, and his grip was described as a "speech without 
words". His movements, gestures, dress and speech were 
"natural, distinctive rather than artificial, a reflect- 
ion of the obligations of lifeg rather than the pressure- 
of social conventions". This "distinctive, somewhat 
repellent lack of affection" meant that a worker was in- 
stantly recognisable, even if dressed in his "Sunday best". 
According to B16ha, the worker also had a distinct "psy- 
chic profile". He was sýký, d to feel cast out and isolated 
from society. His family ties were weaker than those of 
the other social strata, His relationship with his empl- 
oyer was a relationship betAuen the powerless and the power- 
ful,. lacking in warmth,. humanity and ethical value8l which 
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eventually led him and his fellow workers to the kind of 
collective hatred for the state and the higher classes 
that could easily be exploited by demagogues'13. 
The gloomy picture of the working class painted by both 
Mertl and Bldha was mitigated by their belief that the 
worker's situation was gradually improving. They pointed 
to the growing power of the Trades Unions and working- 
class political parties, and to social legislation such 
as the eight-hour day, as indications that the worker's 
economic and social position was being transformed114. 
Both drew attention to changes in working-class lifestyles, 
as did a pupil of Bldha's, Jaroslav Handdek, who undertook 
an empirical survey of "working-class self-consciousness" 
in the late 1930s'15. In each case the intention was to 
show that "the upright worker no longer feels that he is 
banished &rom society, 7, but rather that he is an import- 
ant factor in economic life"116. 
Hana6ek claimedq for example, that workers J. growing con- 
fidence in their own value to society was marked by a 
changing style of dress. Before the war, class-conscious 
workers had tried to achive a style - dark clothes, wide 
hats - which marked them out from the other social strata. 
The modern worker, however, followed the same fashions as 
the "bourgeois" strata. Hand6ek made the not uncommon 
assertion that it was often impossible to distinguish bet- 
ween the clothes of a working-class womang and those of an 
official If s or a tradesman's wife117. Arno5t B16ha had, of 
course, suggested that it was not so much clothes, as the 
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manner of wearing them, and general behaviour, which dist- 
ingui8hed the worker from the higher social strata. How- 
ever, even he commented on the worker s new: 
sense of taste and elegance, which helps both 
to remove the external differences b9tween the 
classes, and to influence the worker s beha- 
viour, for he who is well-dressed also tries 
to be weel-behaved. 118 
Both Bldha and Hand6ek observed improvements in working- 
class speech. BlAha suggested that workers used to seem 
rough, and even repulsive, in theirlbirectness and unaf- 
fected use of expressions and forms", but that they were 
becoming more refined in their speech. He saw in this 
development the "considerable influence" of an increasing 
interest in "newspapers, books, music, lectures, special- 
ist courses and public libraries" 
119" Hand6ek, in his 
turn, noted that workers' speech was getting closer to 
the standard of the higher strata. If they spoke coll- 
oquiallyq they eschewed vulgarity, unlike, he claimed, 
120 
many of the "so-called better strata" 
Workers were also said to show much more sympathy for 
the traditional ideals of home and family than had been 
the case before the war. Bldha subscribed to Halbwachs'8 
theory that the working Class had different consumption 
patterns and priorities from the higher classes. He cl- 
aimed that workers still felt less need for a tasteful, 
well-appointed flat than officials, even if their income 
rose. Nonethelessl he suggested that the standard of 
housing was improving 
121 
e Hand6ek acknowledged that the 
working class was still much worse housed that the other 
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Social strata; few could afford to own their own homes, 
and the majority had extremely small flats. He claimed, 
though, to find increasing evidence that working-class 
families were houseproud, painting and decorating, main- 
taining high standards of c"'Aeanline8s, especially in the 
kitdhen, and often keeping flowers and houseplants, thoixgh 
12 42 not pictures 
Improvements in living conditions were one asl)uct of the 
greater emphasis on family life which the sociologists 
found amongst the wor1ring class. Handdek noted that 
skilled workers, in particular, were very family- 
orientated, spending most of their free time in the fam- 
ily home, and far less money on smoking, or personal amuse- 
ments, than they did on their homes and families. Their 
children were well-fed and well-dressed, and encouraged 
to continue their education, at least to the level of 
trade schoolq or commercial acadeakv 
123 
. BlAha noted that 
the leaislation foran eight-hour day, in particular, had 
"freed the worker's spirit", and improved his 11familv 
morality", and claimed that a tradition of working-class 
family life was gradually being built uP124 0 
Fundamental to all these remprks about the working class 
was the desire to show that the worker was a fully- 
integrated part of the community, and that he no longer 
subscribed to the doctrines of class war. This claim was 
most striking in Hand6ek's work, which was undertaken in 
the late 1930s, a time of considerable threat from Ger- 
many, Hand6ek explained that the Marxist orientation of 
theý workingý'class before the First World War had been 
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considerably undermined during the years of independence. 
In the small Moravian town of PTýerov, he found very few 
people who subscribed regularly to Prdvo Lidu, the Social 
Democrats . daily newspaper, and most of them reported that 
they did not read the ideological and theoretical articles. 
Hand6ek went on to report that political meetings were 
underattended, and that workers reacted in a hostile way 
to speeches which stressed class injustice, preferring 
125 
to hear about working-class achievements Jan Ylertl 
was equally emphatic about the decline in sympathy for 
Marxist ideology: 
The image of the proletarian with the clenched 
fist, who thinks of nothing but revolution, 
today belongs only to the columns of Rud6 Prdvo 
not tq reality... The real average member of 
today s proletsriat finds much more satisfaction 
in the cinema, where he is shown, with romantic 
sentimentality, the luxurious life of the bourg- 
eoisie, or at a football match, than in broch- 
ures of Marxist literature. 126 
What is perhaps most telling about the various studies I 
of the worker cited above is the spirit in which thev 
were written. Observations sometimes had the tone of an 
anthropological enquir. v into the exotic unknown. The 
social distance between the academic and the worker is 
obvious from the rather condescending way in which the 
working class was described and 'improvements' in their 
life-style noted. It is important, too, to note that the 
'new' working man of, for example, Handdek's study belong- 
ed to the ranks of skilled workers and tradesunion --em- 
127 1 bers . ffhatever the improvements in social legislation 
and housing since independence, research amongst the un- 
skilled and the unemployed, like Machotka's survey of 
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socially-deprived families in Prague, suggest that the 
living conditions and family relationships of certain 
sectors of the working class were very far removed 
128 
fro& the sociologists' ideal of eabourgeoisement 
However, sociologists were very much aware that "society 
must not be divided internally if it is to put on an 
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outward show of power and productivity" So there 
was considerable incentive to picture the wnrker as 
"no longer the pariah in national society, but an equal 
amongst equals ... conscious of his meaning for, and duty 
towards, the whole nation"130 
The intelligentsia 
F. X. §a1da, the best-known literar. v critic of the inter- 
war period, claimed of the intelligentsia, "They are 
written aboutt they are lectured about, wherever you 
turn, you cannot fail to coKe across them"131. No ser- 
ious cultural or political journal was complete without 
a regular feature on the "crisis of the intelligentsia", 
often cnuched in purel. v abstract terms, although some- 
times attempting rather to redefine the political role 
of the intelligentsia, who could no longer, as in the 
nineteenth century, expect to lead the nation as of 
rightI32. The works of Karl Mannheim and Julien Benda 
were much discussed, and the Czech sociologistj ArnoAt 
B14ha, himself contributed to the wider European debate 
on the role of the intelligentsia through the pages of 
Revue internationale desociologie133. 
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In common with many other countries in Continental 
Europeq there was a distinct sense amongst both the 
Czechs and the Slovaks that people with a certain level 
of education had a cultural identity which, in some way, 
marked then off from the rest of the population., How- 
ever, in the Czech Lands, the educated strata had expand- 
ed considerab3, v since the Imperial School Act of 1869, 
whilat in Slovakia post-1918 educational reforms had 
a similar result, and this led to their gradual lose 
of cohesiveness as a social group134 * Anton 
ttefAnek, 
writing during the Second World War, commented that "the 
Alovak7 intelligentsia used to be an elite, today they 
are becoming a mass Asocial stratu%7"135* The inter-war 
period was marked by considerable debate about the pre- 
cise meaning of the terms "intelligentsia" and "intel- 
lectuals", which in part reflected the influence of this 
growing social diversity. 
Even before the First World War, Ma8aryk had suggested 
that there W88 a considerable distinction to be made 
between work of a "higher", "creative" kind and ordinary 
mental work. "In science, in philosophv, in art, in 
politics, in technology, everywhere the true thinker 
and artist is to be distinguished from the mere 'labour- 
er, 
136 
.A supplement to the pre-war edition of Otto's 
Encyclopaedic Dictionary, published in 1933, claimed: 
A distinction is gradually developing in the 
living language between the intelektudl, the 
person who is genuinely active culturally, and 
the inteligent, someone who is merelv a member 
of the educare-a strata* 137 
Masaryk had also deploree, the division so often made 
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between mental and manual work. In the §ocial Contract, 
he described as "eccentric" the idea that a manual work- 
er only worked in a machine-like wavq and did not need 
to think138. Inter-war theorists echoed this complaint; 
§alds, for example, wrote: 
Intelligence is a quality which is spread 
throughout mankind, a quality which every 
so-called manual worker must share, If a 
ploughman is to plough the land, he often 
has to exhibit considerable sagacity and 
ingenuity I as does a cobbler 
if he is to 
make a decent pair of shoes to measure.., 
In contrast, there are very many so-called 
intellectual professions which, in reality, 
involve no more than... performing a rout7 
ine... How much true intellect does a police 
, official need 
to put his papers in order... 
Por the7 schoolmaster who thrashes out the 
Latin perfective with his pupils? 139 
Yonethele8s, the tendency to equate the term "intel- 
ligentsia" with those whom the philosopher Emanuel Rddl 
described as "a class of people who earn their living 
by virtue of their school diplomas" persisted through- 
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out the inter-war period Arno6t Bldha, for example, 
insisted that "for me, an intellectual is not someone 
who has gone through a series of schools, and assured 
himsillf of a certain social Position, but rather some- 
one who gives spiritual and moral values precedence over 
spiritual values" 
141 
. He spoke of the intelligentsia 
as being fo-und in "all income brackets, and all types 
of occupation"q but when he came to discus8 their psyche 
and their way of life in his monographic study A Socio- 
lo" of the Intelligentsia, he tended to identify then 
as people in white-collar professions, who had achieved 
a certain basic standard of education142 e Similarly, 
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Anton §tefAnek claimed that the intelligentsia were 
people with "a higher intellectual ability" but went 
on to explain, "we also understand by this tera... all 
educated peopleeeo"143* There was an obvious desire to 
picture the intelligentsia as a social group which, "eat 
an dehors des classes, at au-dessus d'elles... Ella 
reprdsente donc le facteur unifiant de la societd"144, 
However, even sociologists did not escape from the habits 
of colloquial speech, and easily slipped back into the 
popular usage of the term "intelligentsia" as a synonym 
for "Officials, teachers, priests, doctors, advocates 
etc"145 0 
There was no attempt to describe a "physical type" for 
the intelligentsia, as there had been for both the peas- 
antry and the working class146 e BlAha did discuss brief- 
ly their material life-style, drawing on the results of 
the State Office of Statistics' family budget enquiries 
to illustrate his points. Thus we learn that "officials" 
had a superior standard of housing to "workers", a point 
which Bldha felt reflected not only their higher incomes, 
but also their social function and the need for "repres- 
entation"147. Officials also had a far healthier diet - 
"not Just the result of more favourable economic cond- 
itions. *. but also the result of a higher level of educ- 
ation... the influence of scientific knowledge, which 
triumphs over custom"148. 
BlAha placed far more emphasis on the "socio- psychic" 
characteristics of the intelligentsia, of which a sense 
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of social superiorit. v was obviously felt to be one of 
the most important. They were said to be very conscious 
of their "better" education and their "better" work, to 
say nothing of their "better" housing, their "better" 
clothes and their "better" manners* Moreover, this 
sense of superiority was conveyed too, albeit unwittingly, 
by Bldha's own claim that although books, flowers, pic- 
tures and musical instruments might be found in the homes 
of workers and peasants, "this is probabl. v the result of 
copying the d6cor of the intelligentsia, rather than 
arising from their own spiritual needa"149. In a simi- 
lar spirit, he suggested that although clothes had be- 
come an "important agent of social equalisation... the 
intelligent observer does not fail to realise that what 
matters is not so such what is worn, but how it is 
worne, 
150. 
BlAha discussed in some detail the social origins of 
the intelligentaiag here identifying then as people who 
had completed either secondary or higher education. He 
distinguished a noticeable tendency for the educated to 
come from intellectual backgrounds themselves, "even 
though the modern democratic order allows the 'widest 
social strata' the formal possibility of aspiring to the 
intellectual professions". He concluded, "It is, of 
coursel understandable that someone who has come from 
the socio-paychic milieu of the intelligentsia, land 
knowru7 their style of life, can more easily adapt to 
their psychology and /sense of, 7 ethics"151* Nlda noted, 
in a more critical vein: 
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If you want to become an intellectual, you 
must pass through certain schools. In order 
to graduate successfully, you must first have 
a basic talent for school study, a good men- 
or. vl diligenceg etc., and further you must 
have some basic economic means, so that you 
are able to study... Should you take credit 
for the fact that ynu were born intelligent, 
and also not completely poverty-stricken? Is 
it your fault if vou were not born with educ- 
ational talent, or perhaps with the necessary 
economic means? 152 
Although grammar-school fees could be waived for the 
children of poor familleis, it was still a considerable 
financial burden to put a child through a complete 
secondary education. As will be shown in a later chap- 
ter, social mobility through education was less common 
153 in inter-war Czechoslovakia than is sometimes suggested . 
The majority of inter-war intellectuals did not share 
Nlda's basic scepticism about the social merit accruing 
to the educated individual. Indeed, Bldha claimed that 
the intelligentsia had considerable faith in the power 
of education to provide a solution for every conceivable 
problem and life situation. He believed that each 
intellectual had a certain "nucleus of faith that the 
world can be saved by education" and that, in an exag- 
gerated form, this could lead to "Messianism and elitism". 
The bitter criticisma of the intelligentsia voiced in 
the programmes of the Tradesmen's and the Agrarian Par.; - 
ties adda emphasis to Bldha's assertion1549 Moreover, 
his own writings betray a very clear sense that the 
intelligentsia were the natural leaders of society 
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niscussion of the intelligentsia's soemal. or political 
role tended to presume a fundamental distinction between 
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thea and the "common people" 
(Lid), Bldha did allow for 
the existence of a peasant and a working-class intel- 
ligentsia, but he considered that most people whose work 
was of a primarily manual nature,. and who had not been 
educated beyond the level of higher elementary school, 
belonged to this second social category. In contrast 
with the intelligentsia, the "common people" were said 
to be "like a small child": 
a social stratum which is passive... those 
who are led, rather than those who lead, 
those who listen, rather than those who 
instruct, the pupils rather than the educ- 
ators, the employees rather than the employ- 
ers... 156 
The intelligentsia had, therefore, a responsibility and 
a duty to guide the rest of society and, according to 
Bldha, must stand "not with the people, but in front 
of the people and above the people" 
157 
VI Conclusion 
The importance of the social divide between the educ- 
ated and the non-educated is perhaps the most signifi- 
cant factor to emerge from academic writings about Czech 
and Slovak societies. This distinction did not coincide 
exactlýv with the division between manual and non-manual 
labour which dominated the formulation of social policy; 
not all those whose work was considered to be of a "high- 
er nature" would have possessed the necessary educational 
qualifications'to be counted amongst the "intelligentsia". 
Nonetheless, it is clear that Most white-collar profes- 
sionala were felt to be intellectually and socially super- 
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ior to the "common people". 
The latter were subject to intense scrutiny, partIv 
because of their new political power in an age of mass 
politics and universal suffrage; both the agrarian and 
the socialist movements were clearlv seen as threats to 
the intelligentsia's traditional role as leaders of the 
nation158 - Workers were said to be a divided social 
group, including a lower stratua of the feckless and 
undeserving, who were associated with disorder. The 
peasantryj too, were pictured as an internal3-v divided 
group, but it was stressed that their sense of belonging 
to a rural communit. v was, nonetheless, strong. Although 
the division between town and countrv may have been 
weakening under the impact of modernisationg sociologists 
such as Bldha were still troubled by it. Business and 
finance were ignored completelv, an omission which onlv 
serves to strengthen the impression that the intelligent- 
sia (and not least thcja of their number whose writings 
are anal. 7sed here) had vet to come to terms with the 
realities of a modern industrial and democratic state. 
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Chapter 5 
Informal perceptions of class. estate and status 
I Introduction 
The most fascinating material for any historical study 
of this kind is often the unwitting testimony of private 
ineiviOuils, whose informal perceptions of their world 
sometimes reveal far more than any self-conscious sociol- 
ogical analysis of society, or political polemic about 
the naturs of "class"'. In this chapter, the social 
models presented by the bureaucrats, politicians and 
sociologists of inter-war Czechoslovakia will, therefore, 
be qiven more substance, and sometimes indeed offset, bv 
informal testimoav from various groups throughout Czech 
and Slovak societies. First there will be a discussion 
of the most common colloquial division of society, which 
acknowledged two social categories, "gentlemen" and CD 
"people". This will endeRvour to bring out those status 
factors which were particularlv important in social atrati- 
fication during this period. Then the four social categ- 
ories which emerged from the analysis of party political 
pror, rammes - -. --riculturalists, small 
businessmen, offi- 
cials and ý-orkers - will be examined in the light of evid- 
ence of an unofficial and informal kind. Finallv, an 
attempt will be made to build up a picture of Societ. v 
with a capital S, the somewhat elusive upper stratum or 
perheps strata of inter-war Czechoslcvakia. 
iso 
The sources used in this chapter are diverse and somewhat 
fragmentary: memoirsl reports of the testimony of private 
individuals in sociological surveys, newspaper articles 
and letters, etiquette manuals and, verv occasionally, 
archive material. An attempt to u. 3e a "sample method" 
in examination of the press - picking out days at regular 
intervals in order to search a variety of newspapers for 
any indication of changes in social perceptions over 
time - proved to be unrewarding. Some of the archives 
which might have yielded useful material, such as the 
Ustav marxizmu-leninizmu in Bratislava, which has coll- 
ections of unpublished workers reminiscences, were closed 
to me as a Western scholar. However, I fotmd little of 
relevance in the archives which I was able to visit, even 
the National Technical Museum in PIague, which has a large 
collection of autobiogranhies collected in the earlv 1950-. 
The Czechs and the Slovaks, like the French, diO not 
make a frequent habit of recording self-conscious impres- 
2 
sions of the social hierarcliv Published bioFraphies 
and autobiographies are lacking for manv sectors of the 
community, i4art because of the ideological direction 
which publishing has taken in Czechoslovakia since 10,48. 
Because of these provisos, this chspter cannot hope to 
give equal treatment to all social groups. It provides, 
of necessit. y, a fragmentary and impressionistic record of 
inter-war society. About its authenticity, no more can 
be said that that the materials chosen seem to me to exemp. 
lify widelv-held views. 
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11 "Gentlemen" and "people" 
The stratification model which was most commonly used 
in colloquial speech by both Czechs and Slovaks acknow- 
ledged two main soc-Aal categories, pdni (gentlemen) . and 
lid (common people). The distinction had its roots in 
the feudal estate system, when Pdn was the titla given to 
a member of the nobility. By the twentieth century, how- 
ever, the concept p6n had broadened, and tended to reflect 
a niunber of status factors other thsn birth, although 
birth was not totally without importance. To belong to 
the people, lid, implied the lack of one or more of these 
attributes of status. The similarity between this dich- 
otomous division of society and the social differentiation 
between the "intelligentsia" and the "people", so common 
in academic writings, is obvious3. However, whilst the 
latter tended to focus on presumed mental attributes, the 
former was far more suggestive of social qualities. 
In the inter-war years, the factors most indicative of 
whether someone belonged to the "people", or was, rather, 
a "gentleman", were his level of education and the posses- 
sion of a non-manual job, itself often directly dependent 
on academic qualifications. At this point colloquial 
usage of the terms "intelligentsia" and "gentlemen" 
coincide. Replies to a questionnaire issued amongst 
at 
students at the lectures of the philosopherg J. L. Fische; / 
the V. Y'51 lidOv6 5kOla in Erno 
(a rough equivalent would 
be the W. E. A. ) show that the "intelligentsia 
% 
were felt 
to include: 
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***those with a certificate - probably the 
maturita or higher - for example, primary- 
school teachers, officials, secondary-school 
teachers, members of the free professions, off 
officers, priests, etc. 
or, in another version: "those who have graduated from 
secondary school, at least, and who have a superior 
material position, 14. The term "gentleman" could be 
used in a similar context; references were often made to 
someone studying to become a "gentleman", for instsnce. 
Thus an elderly Slovak man interviewed in 1979, in an 
ethnographical survey of village educationrecalled that 
his parents had insisted on his leaving school early, 
because "we have two children, and if we send you both 
to be gentlemen, who will do the work at home? ', 
5 Which 
ever term was preferred, the implication was clear - 
secondary education and a white-collpr job bestowed soc- 
ial superiority. It is hardly surprising that the Agrar- 
ion Party and the Tradesmen's Party, most of . vhose members 
did not fulfil these criteria, were so critical of the 
automatic esteem awarded to the diploma-holding intellig- 
entsia 
Fspecially in Slovakia, manual labour was felt to be 
socially degrading; a would-be "gentleman" avoided it 
at all costs, even in his private life. This was one of 
the many causes of misunderstanding between the Slovaks 
and those Czechs sent to work in the province after 1918, 
since the latter did not always share the same scruples. 
Cne Slovak historian recplled, in conversation, a story 
which he claimed to have come across whilst sturl, -ing inter- 
ws; r administrative records. Apparently, a Czech hý-W, teen 
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sent to fulfil an important post in East Slovakia, and 
reports got back to his superiors that he was not behav- 
ing as a "gentleman" should. Someone was immediately 
sent to hold an enquiry - sexual misconduct was suspected. 
in fact, the man's "crime" was to have washed his own car! 
This story may be apocryphal, but similar reports do 
appepr in contemporary accrunts of Czechs in Slovakia7. 
Life style and social behaviour were important indicators 
of a person s status, although, as in the case above, 
s7reater demands were often made of a "gentleman" in Slov- 
akia than in the Czech Lands. The Slovaks were still 
influenced by the mores of the Ma,, ýyar gentry, and, in 
their concsiousness of the need for social "presentation" 
and style, far closer than the Czechs to the aristocratic 
notion of gentility which was prevalent in Brit3in at 
this time 
8. There were, for example, shocked encounters 
when high-ranking Czechs were found to be drinking in 
dirty , smokv ale-houses, rather than a first-class hotel 
like the Carlton in Fratislnva9. Complaints about the 
Czechs' bad table manners were frequent, and probablv 
,, ustified; the Czechs themselves acknowledged that this 
was a common social failing, even amonEst the hi, c,, hlv 
placed However, although the Czechs'perceptions of 
gentlemanl. v behaviour mav often have been less discerning 
than those of their Slovak cnunterparts, crude social 
habits were certainl. v condemned. A surveýr undertaken in 
! 'oravia in the late 1930s to document those qua7ities 
which were popularlv perceived as distinFuishing, a "centle- 
man", noted the great disapprobation felt towards one 
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sociall, v-aspiring man who "blows his nose into his 
hand" 11. 
Birth and wealth were the final attributes which marked 
out a "gentleman". The Czechs tended to picture them- 
selves as a democratic and egelitarian nation. The 
importRnee of birth could be dismissed in a ývehla-like 
claim: "We have no nobilitv, we have always been common 
12 
people" The "badly-paid official", or the "impover- 
ished intellectual" were common social stereotypes, and 
the Czechs took a certain pride in the idea that they 
were a poor people13. However, the Moravian slirvey 
auoted above suggested that both material standing and 
family background were, nonetheless, amongst the criteria 
used by its respondents to place someone sociallv, and 
conluded: 
It is difficult for a person from a poor back- 
ground to rise into the 'higher strata', and if he does get there either because he has found- 
ed an independent business, or has earned a 
certain wealth, he is often persistent1v placed 
amongst the 'people", simply because of his 
origins. 14 
The Czechs were more ready to admit to a certain social 
snobbery in Slovakia, than to acknowledge it at home. 
A series in P: Htomnost, entitled "Letters from a small 
Slovak village", explained to its largel. v Czech reader- 
ship: 
Birth and wealth are the two stars in the Slo- 
vak firmament... Poverty here is a curse. A 
poor girl does not belong to Society, because 
she is not from a 'good'- family... A badly-off 
official is not a*pentlemay; - you often hear 
"that kind of gentleman, who h, -. s nothing in his 
purse'i is a nobody. 15 
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However, the expansion of education in Slovakia after 
1918 greatly increased the opportunities of social 
mobility for those who were neither weslthv nor well- 
born. At the same time, the Slovaks were exposed to the 
Czechs' loudly-vaunted democratic ideals. The following 
extract from the 'problem page' of the Slovak illustrated 
weekl. v, Nov. -f svet, from the summer of 1937, reveals the 
impact of new ideas and circumstances, and the fact that 
old hqbits died hard: 
To love a-, ýpoor man is not at all humili- 
ating - not even gor a rich girl from a so- 
called "gentleman s familv" (pAnske diev6a%. 
Or are you suggesting that mii_t-u-a1_1o_v_e7i'sfo 
be the prerogative only of people on the same 
material level? Spiritual characteristics 
are more important than weplth. If you are 
convinced that ynur 7rounz. man loves 77ou, and if he is really the person of character whom 
Ynu describe, there should be no social bar- 
rier. It Ooes not matter that he is not your 
social equal. Today the conventional social 
barriers which divide people according to 
their estate no longer exist. Today eOucation 
is an estate. 'We recognise the educated and 
the un-educated, the good-for-nothiný-s and 
Oecent people. If %, ou are a sensible -, voung 
woman, act accordin,, T to the advice of your 
heart. 16 
The concepts 11ý7entlemenll and "people" will arise again 
several times in this chapter. -It is important to real- 
ise that these social cateta,, ories were fpr from rigid. 
Not only were there differences in usage between the 
Czech Lands and Slovakia, there were also further dist- 
inctions between villages and small towns, and large 
urban centreso- In-a small eommunity, a successful 
shopkeeper, or a primar. v-school teacher, mi, -ht take on 
the role of the local "gentleman" - the same was true of 
17 Ho,., ever, the Bratislava ", rentle- England at thi. s time 
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man 4- s daughter", whose romantic plight elicited the 
advice quoted above, obviousl. v came from a much higher 
social stratum than this; the city "gentleman" was a 
more exclusive breed than his country counterpart. 
Perhaps because the terms lacked rigour, the sense uf 
group identity which they conveyed seems to have helped 
to militate against the formation of a more specific 
class consciousness. 
III The agricultural communit 
The various categories of source material analysed in 
previous chapters give a clear indication that the agri- 
cultural population should be regarded as a separate com- 
munity. The census, for instance, grouped togetLer all 
those who worked on the land as a distinct W classt, 
18. 
'Vhilst some of the political parties preferred the term 
"estate", they, too, acknowledged that the agricultural 
population was a group with its own diptinct social ethos; 
even the Communist Party, however reluctantly, admitted 
to there being an "ATrarian Question"19. Sociological 
writings add to the picture of a group which, despite 
some internal divisions, had a strong sense of common 
20 identity Informal evidence confirms the impression 
of separateness; as in France, "not only did the rest 
of society see the peasants as a class apart, so did the 
21 
peasants" 
survey in Lidovd noviny, in 1924, which asked readers 
to explain "Why I like my job", brought a number of 
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replies from farmers. Pride in profession, and a sense 
of corporate identityq were expressed in no uncertain 
terms. One correspondent remarked that "our profession 
is the first, the oldest and the most fundamental". 
Another claimed, "We peasants do not learn our trame, we 
are born to it" 
22 
* Family tradition was obviously an 
important factor in the peasant's self-image, as was 
work on the land, rather than mere ownership of land, 
Responses to the Lidovd noviny, survey stressed both of 
these points: 
I am an agriculturalist (zem6d6lesi). '., Thy do 
I like my job? Because my forebears worked on 
our soil for more than three hundred years, and 
cultivated the land which I cultivate today, &orking, 7 from morning to night in the eternal 
struggle with nature and the gravelly land, just 
as I strqggle today. 23 
I am a small farmer (maloroln1k. ). 
grandfather and father worked on 
soil, Rnd they passed it on to me I work for my own child, and I ý; Odouble the holding for him, so 
ory will live on. 24 
Ajýr ancestors, 
the inherited 
as a lef3acy. 
should like 
that my mem- 
Relationship to the land was clearly the central feature 
in a peasant's life, the driving force in his whole psycho- 
logy. The autobiography of the actor Karel 2elenský 
quoted the following diatribe from a peasant, who felt that 
village life had been misrepresented in a feuilleton writ- 
ten by the director of the Czech ', ý. ational Theatre: 
You can say of a peasant that he cheats, that he is miserly, that he does not _Pive 
the domestic 
servants and the cattle enouFh to eat... he will 
forgive you all this. Sut he will not, and can- 
not forgive you the outrageous claim that he neg- 
lects the land. "-'ell, you are of peasant hlood 
7ourselfj and you know what the land mes; ns to us. 
It is our life, our task, our comfort, and we peas- 
ants pray... to the land. 25 
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The literary style may have been the result of editing, 
but the strength of the sentiments was clear. 
Tha land dominated the peasant's way of life, and it also 
defined his social status. The poet Nezval, in his 
memoirs of a childhood spent in a small Moravian village 
before the First World War, recalled a village hiersrchv 
in which farm owners (sedlAci) were always called "p6n", 
even if they did not look like gentlemen, and in which 
26 
the lowest place was occupied by landless farm labourers 
The continuing use of such occupational titles as chalup- 
nik (small-holder), malorolnik (small farmer), or statk&ý 
(estate owner) suggests thnt there was still a keen sense 
of rank, based on the amount of land owned, in the inter- 
27 
war years 
Agrarian ieeology, with its empl, asis on the "sacred soil" 
and its idealisation of the peasant as "the most crea- 
tive element in the state" undoubtedly mirrored the 
2P 
prenudices of many sectors of the agricultural community 
The peasants of DolnI Roven told Karel Galla that the 
land was "the economic foundation of ev(, rything, ", and 
that their work was "the basis of life". A survey under- 
taken to determine the imnortpnce attached to various 
occupptions ) elicited similar responses 
from members of 
the fqrmin7 community. The peasant was described as "the 
oriý7inal producer" because "food must be provided IP-fore 
the other estates can carr. y out their occupation" 
29 
40 
There was, howeverg a stron,, 7 conviction that ný7ricult- 
uralists were not receiving a reward commensurate with 
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their contribution to the national well-being. Both 
farmers and agricultural labourers often expressed a 
sense of grievance because of what thev saw as the 
undeserved advantages of urban life. Karel Galla quoted 
claims that industrial workers "have big incomes" and 
"live better than us. They have a strong weapon in the 
strike and public opinion favours them. They shrink 
from agricultural work, their own is better paid. " 
There was general agreement that "the townswoman has 
paradise on earth in comparison to the countrywomarý. Cne 
agricultural labourer even made the sweeping statement 
that people in towns "go for walks and amuse themselves. 
They don t work much, and they live in affluence and 
luxury,, 30. There was a certain sense of ambiguity in 
the peasant's self-image, and pride in occupation was 
offset by a general sense of social disadvantage. 
The attitudes of the rest of society to the pessRntrv 
were equally complex. 1ý,! any Czechs in high social posit- 
ions were proad to boast of their peasant ori. 7ins, like 
Josef Lexa, a leading lawýrer in the Land Cffice, who 
noted: 
I come from a small village in South Pohemia, 
from a fadililv which this year celebrates 300 
years of ownership of the family estate... We 
have been free peasants for at least R. 20 yeRrs- 31 
Poz'ena N6mcovd .s novel of pegsant life, B bi6ka (Grannv) 
actually compulser. v readinp ., 
for German army officers, 
as part of their inculcation in Czech culture32. Yet 
there can be little doubt that white-collar professions 
stood much higher on the social scale than farming, and 
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that peasants were sometimes viewed with a certain 
exasperated disdain. A journalist on PYItomnost, for 
example, claimed: "The peasantr. v'8 immediate concerns 
end at the village backyard8q and it is difficult for 
their souls to flv beyond this frontier"33 0 
In Slovakia, the social and economic gulf between the 
peasantry and the town-based intelligentsia was far 
greater than in the Czech Lands. The farming community 
tended to be approached by outsiders as something of an 
unknown quentity. The result could be a terse, shocked 
description of rural miseryq like the following report 
on the Pohrnice listrict by Slovak students who were 
stuOying in Prague: 
Fad livino, conditions and insufficient and un- 
balanced diets (potstoes and bread made from 
barley flour) are the cause of various illnesses 
ne of the most prevalent diseases is rickets ::: 
noo less common in that district is T. B. Alco- 
holism is the shadow side of life. 34 
Cn the other hand, the peasantrýv might be portreyed as 
romantic, colourful ethnographical specimens. An article 
in the Slovak women's magazine, ý, ivena, from 1937 sug- 
gested: 
Cn a short visit to the village, durinp, 
., 
an 
excursion, we only see the beautiful national 
costumes, which are worn on Sundays, and the 
people themselves are mistrustful, and often 
even hide themselves from... photographers... 
If ýrou can only have a little tact and since- 
rity, not only the painted doors of the cot- 
tages, but also the pure hearts of the inhab- 
itants will be opened for you... ZT*he old 
, -randfather, 
7 will talk of brigands and ma7ic- 
ians... and vnu will be carried to times long 
past. 35 
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Despite the fragmentary nature of such evidence, informal 
testimony does suggest that the agricultural population 
was seen as a distinct entity, and, moreover, that the 
division between town and countrv sometimes cut across 
the class lines envisaged in socialist ideology36. The 
agricultural labourer might vote for a socialist party 
(an article in BrAzda spoke of farmers having to con- 
tend with "politically-whipped-up demands"37); this did 
not preclude jealousy of the industrial proletariat. 
Overall, the impression is of ambivalence, both in the 
peasant's perceptions of their own place in society, and 
in the reactions of the rest of society to the peasantry. 
Traditionally they were regarded as the bearers of Czech 
and Slovak culture, but their social and economic posi- 
tion often belied the proad boa7ts made on their behalf. 
IV Small businessmen 
The picture of small entrepreneurs, artisans and shop- 
keepers, which can be pieced together from the source 
materials analysed in previous chapters, is far from 
comprehensive. They were ignored by sociologists, and 
for the Ministry of Social Welfare, they were simply 
part of the much wider category of "self-emploved,, 38. 
The Hynostensk-I iýAd' did, however, enumerate in some 
detail those occupations which were to be considered as 
"trades", and attempted to foster feelings of professional 
soldarity through the various trade org-anisations39. The 
existence of an indepedent Tradesmen's and Shopkeepers' 
Party sug ggests, moreover, that small bujinessmen had 
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certain clearly perceived common interests. Yet concern 
over taxation and fear of competition from big business, 
which feature large in that party's programme, create no 
more than the impression of an economically beleaguered 
40 
group Informal evidence, sparse though it is, is a 
little more revealing of the character and status of this 
social category. 
Although the concept of a unified "middle estate", embrac- 
ing salaried employees and peasant farmers, as well as 
small businessmen, seems to have been a political creat- 
ion, the latter were readily identified as a middle group 
41 in society Thus the Olonely hearts' page of the women s 
journal List panf a dfvek reveals such notices as : 
I would like to introduce ky relative, aged 24, 
to a man of true chqrseter, with a secure posit- 
ion, aged up to 38. She is a very modest Firl, 
from the middle social strata, and understands 
both housekeeping and trade. 42 
For a manual worker to become a tradesman of some kind 
was normally seen as a social advance. Although Ilja 
Marko, who undertook a survey of the Bratislava shanty- 
town of Dornkappel, himself believed that the local shop- 
keepers "only appear to belong to the higher strata", bec- 
ause most of their property belonged to the bank, the 
appearance of being self-employed gave them a certain 
social prestige amongst the rest of the community. Cne 
man explained of an acquaintance who had just opened a 
shop: 
I would change places with him at once. I swýar C-1 
to God I 
if I had R shop like N. has, I wouldn t 
ýYive it up for anything. And he was only an ord- 
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inary tailor, and lo9k at him now, how he has 
got onI Why shouldn tI open a ghop for brick- 
laying equipment? Then I wouldn t have to run 
to anyone for work. We would live like gentle- 
men. 43 
The social position of small businessmen Was not, however, 
necessarily secure. The shoe magnate, Tom65 Batva, recal- 
ling his youth in the 1890s, explained: 
When I became apprenticed to my father after 
primary school, it was clear to me that soc- 
iety was divided into two kinds, - into gentle- 
men and non-gentlemen. Those who went on to 
study at secondary school were young gentle- 
men, whil8t those who became apprentices were 
condemned to be non-gentlemen for ever. 44 
Forty years later, a survey investigating social pres- 
tige in a small Moravian town revealed surprisingly 
similar attitudes. Small businessmen who aspired to be 
regarded as "gentlemen" exaggerqted their level of educ- 
ation; they also disassociated themselves from the sti- 
gma of manual work* Thus a tailor claimed that his assis- 
tant did the actual sewing, and any menial tasks such as 
mending old clothes, whilst he himself only drsfted pat- 
terns. Apparently, at a certain point in the social 
hiergrch. Vl the title mistr, which implied a mnster- 
crsftsman, cessed. to be a compliment, and became, if any- 
thing, an insult45, 
, --, mall tradesmen were often financially insecure, espec- 
jally in the Depression of the early 1930s. A Slovak 
wheelwright wrote to the Communist zournal DAV in 1931: 
As s small craftsman, I have worked for the 
whole year in the hope that my work... would 
be rewarded humpnely by my fellow citizens at 
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the fair at Brezno. The dreadful economic 
crisis meant that we did noý sell our prod- 
ucts... The small craftsmen s estate in Slov- 
akia, and I think elsewhere, t? o, is not 
allowed either to live or to die. We can only 
exist, and think about our poverty and debts 
by day and night. 46 
It was not until 1935 that self-employed entrepreneurs 
who went out of business were allowed to receive eiren 
the most minimal unemployment paY47. Snall businessmen 
were not covered by old-age and invalidity insurance, 
either. '. ýrhen it was first proposed that manual workers 
should be granted pension insurance, the Chamber of 
Commerce in Nsk6 Bud6jovice had protested: 
Why should home-workers be granted the advant- 
ages of insurance... and why should other 
tradesmen... who often do not earn as much as 
their own skilled workers, be excluded? 
... tradesmen face oust the same dangers as labour... There shoule be insurance for trades- 
men, and all the weaker strata of the nation. 48 
This compleint of poverty was perhaps exag7erated, but 
it did convey a sense of the hardship faced by some Fmall 
businessmen. 
-conomic discontent amongst businessmen sometimes tended 
to become ritualised. Karel Pola6ek, an author noted 
for his ironic portrayal of small-town life, remarked 
somewhat cynically: "Cf course a business cannot flourish, 
for the politicelly-aware businessman is o-roening under 
,, 49 the , ý, eight of unbearable taxes Nee0less to say, many 
ý-uqinessps eid prosper, and their owners were accepted 
as pillprs of the local community, members of the m4stskd 
honorpce (lit. town notables). The Lidcv4 noviny survey 
"Why I like rky job" found several willing contributors 
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amongst the ranks of small businessmen, and responses 
gave the impression of pride in solid family concerns: 
, profession, 
indedd, it is only I honour my 
natural, since my fpther, my gradfather and 
Ry ancestors even fizrther back were all mil- 
iars... God grant that my descendAnts will be millers too... I am proud of ky miller s 
estate. 50 
Cvý, rall, the suggestion is, however, -of a group who, like 
the peasqntry, were often dissatisfied with their social 
position. At the end of the 1930s, Jan Antonin Patia 
criticised the Czechoslovak educational s7-stem for prep- 
aring students "for service in the savings banks and the 
administration. This was necessary (ýuring the past 
development of our nation... but an independent nation 
needs entrepreneurso, 
51. Small businessmen mirht be port- 
ra,,,., ed as the "bnckbone of the nation", but in practice 
social rre-sti-e was more reý: idily arqnted to people who 
had successfully completed their formal educaticn ond 
won a salaried post. 
Salaried_ emplovees 
The social category "officialsq teachers and lower-renkinp, 
ncn-mnnual employees' zMenci ", recognised in the pcli- 
tical proSremmes of the National Democratic Party and 
the Populist Party, was particularly heterogeneous 
52. Its 
members were to be distinguished primpril, b7 the non- 
manual nature of their work - in the terminrloý of social 
insurance le7islation, they were employed in "higher Fer- 
vine"53o Yet the census Vistinjuished ver, clpý, rly 1,. et- 
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ween z-Plzenci (clerkag technicians, shop assistants end 
foremen) and dr-ednfci (under which heading were grouped 
teachersl priests and army officers as well as officials)II 
Sociologists were more concerned to define the character- 
istics of an "intelligentsia", than to analyse the white- 
collar professions as such. Although they sought to pict- 
ure this "intelligentsia" : "s a group which stood above 
class and profession, they did acknowledge that the term 
was applied colloquially to people in jobs which required 
at least a secondary education - in other words, to offi- 
cials and those of a similar standing, but not necess- 
arily to zr-fzenci55. Cn the other hand, the socialist 
parties considered that most salaried employees, whatever 
their rank, belonged economically to a wider rroleteriat'ý 
This picture of overlapping group loynlties is mirrored 
by informal evidence; there was a cePtain rhetorical 
sense of belonging to the same social stratum, yet in 
practice salaried employees were very aware of their spec- 
ific occupational group. 
The social importnnee of the division between manual and 
non-manual labour should not be underestimated. The pro- 
posal that manual workers should be granted old-ape and 
invalidity pensions, and that there zhould be a unified 
system of social insurance, brought much hostile reac- 
tion from white-collar Pmplo. vees. The latter obviouslv 
felt that any blurring of the distinction between them- 
selves and manual workers was 9 threat to their social 
prestige. The committee set up to implement the prop- 
osed reforms was inundated with letterq and petitions 
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benefits for sickness, therefore, than in 
excellent medical care*** and convalescence 
in sanatoria, spas and health resorts. 58 
It is clear from the above documents oust how readily 
the distinction between manual and non-manual labour 
made in social and employment legislation was accepted as 
natural and fitting by those who benefited from it. 
Within the ranks of non-manual workers there were many 
internal divisions. Their main non-political trades union 
federation Odborovd dstr'edl "Ceskoslovensky' svaz ilfed- 
nick: ých a zr'izeneck. Ich organisace" was perennially 
concerneM about the eegree of disunity amongst its mem- 
bers. Tn 1922, for example, nn official history of the 
org-nisation noted: 
A typical charocteristic of Czech officials and 
zýýIzenci is their Separatism, and the particul- 
arism which arises from. it. Cur problem is to 
banish separatism from our or7anisations, to 
convince the indiviýýual components that it is 
necessary to subordinate their narrow and purely 
occupstional einterrsta7 to t1le interests of 
our whole estate. 59 
Fifteen : %7ears later, in the autumn of 1937, the federa- 
tion's working programme repenteo this complaint: 
It is well-known how complicated divisions amcn- 
ý-qt officials are... We have separate ý-. roups... 
accor0ing to whether we are in the public, or 
the nri,. rr. te, sector... We have further a ,, roups 
accordina to our level of education and our 
own pprtylcular professional specialisation... 
There are far too marw sroups! 60 
Ferhnps the most fundpmental Oivision was between offic- 
ials and ziýfzenci. ahe social position of the latter was 
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somewhat anomalous. The Social Insurance Acts of 1924 
and 1929 had given an institutional basis to their sense 
of superioritý, over manual workers, and during prepar- 
ations for the 1930 census various of their orgRnisations 
had successfully petitioned the State Office of Statistics 
for them to be granted a separate census category 
61 
How- 
ever, in the ubiquitous division between pdni and lid, 
they would normally be considered to belong to the "common 
peopleP, either because of their lack of secondarv educ- 
ation, or some other social shortcoming 
62 
. There was 
also considerable professional particularism amongst 
higher-ranking salaried employees. The universal use of 
professional titles such as "Mr engineer" or "Mr draughts- 
man" wqs indicative of the close connection between some- 
one's specific occupation and his social standing. 7ven 
within one profession, the minutiae of rank were carefull-v 
observed. In 1932, it was reported that officials at the 
Zivnostenskd banka had petitioned the mana,,? ement to allow 
those who had reached the seventeenth wage graee to call 
themselves "chief official" - apparently this would "fac- 
ilitate their social life ', 
63. Such rank consciousness 
iright be expected to weaken the sense of belon,! ýin! tý to 
one class or "est, -nte". 
Amongst the characteristics commonly -scribed to salaried 
emplovees, the most often repeated was the claim of pov- 
erty. In 1930, for example, the National Socialist Oaily 
newspaper, ý_eskd slovo, published a letter from a low- 
pl. ac-d clerk in the state finance depqrtment. In it he 
det-iled his family's monthly budget, which left him with 
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fifteen crowns, out of a monthly salary of 875 crowns, 
with which to meet any unplanned expenses. The news- 
paper commented: 
It is amazing how 'these people live when they 
have no opportunity to supplement their earn- 
ingp, and when, indeed, other part-time emplo. v- 
ment is forbidden to them. It is indeed true 
that the working masses do not live Pny better, 
the earnings of most working-class breadwinners 
do not even reach the level of this salaried 
emp2o. vee. Can we allow the widest strata of the 
nation to be proletarianised to hopelessness? 64 
Cutside the pages of the Marxist press, interest was 
almost invpriably focused on the impecunious official. 
Fefore the melor salar. v revision for state employees of 
10,26 it was often claimed that officials "Tive below 
the level of, menual workers, to say nothing of shop- 
,, 65 keepers and artisans . It fell to 17ommunist -, journals, 
like Tvorba, to point out how great was the Oifference 
in earnings and standard of living between a hi7h-rarkinp, 
state employee and a manual worker 
66 
. 
At the congress of the Social Democratic trades union 
federation, one month before Czechoslovak ineepen0ence 
was declared, a spokesman for the officiols' Icurnal 
0 TT-ýeftick6 Rozhledy claimed: 
The war... hes levelled out the social diff- 
erences between officials and workers, and 
today these differences are so small that they 
c9nnot be taken into consideration, and for 
the most part h--! ýve disappeared alto. 7ether. 67 
.. e ! ýu7-estion of social 
levellin. -, -, -as, however, never Th 
really born out in the inter-war ý, cars. The liqtinction 
between mrýnuai anO non-manual labour remained a crucial 
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social divide. There might be a degree of political 
identification between some salaried employees and man- 
ual workers, and certainly the group was internally div- 
ided by a strong sense of hiernrchy and occupational 
identity. Yet the constant preoccupation with earning 
and official status showed how jealous non-manual employ- 
ees were of their social standing. It could almost be 
said that the only real cohesive feature of this group 
wps its collective determination to maintain the super- 
ior position of non-manual over manual work. This is 
one of the essential aspects of social attitudes in inter- 
war Czechoslovakia. 
VI Manual workers 
Manual workers appear as a distinct social category in 
all the various types of source material analysed in 
previous chnpters. As this evidence is pieced together, 
it becomes clear that labour waq not perceived as a mono- 
lithic whole. The notion that there existed both a higher 
stratum of skilled workers, who had risen above the gen- 
eral social and economic level of the working class, and 
a Lumpenproletariat of some kind, which had fallen below 
68 this level, was a common feature of sociological studies C> 
Tt WqS given a certain substance, too, by the provisions 
of social legislation. Not only were foremen afforded 
the status of employees "in higher service", and superior 
social benefital but also unskilled and seasonal workers 
sometimes received less extensive protection than the rest 
of the working clsss69. Political parties, in their 
ideological-stimtements, were often more concerned to 
? 02 
suggest a distinction between agricultural labourers and 
the industrial proletariat then to discuss horizontal 
divisions within the working class70. Nonetheless, what- 
ever the putative divisions and distinctions within lab- 
our, it is evidenf that manual workers were felt to share 
a certain common social identity, and even non-Marxist 
theorists sometimes spoke of them as a cless7l. 
Informal evidence adds to the complexity of this picture. 
The word(ý61nfk) manual worker was often used by all 
sectors of society to conjure up a social stereotype. 
However, the "worker" might be a politicnl activist or, 
on the other hand, apathetic and even fatalistic about 
his situation. He could be a highly-skilled employee 
of ýkoda in Plzen'o, or a first generation Bratislay6an - 
an ex-fArm lAbourer who now worked intermittently as a 
navvy. ". 1orpover, cutting scross explicit class barriers 
were the more nebulous categories of "gentlemen" and 
"people", which did not necessarily correspond exactly 
to any one occupational group. 
Tn so far as inter-war Czechoslovakia had an official 
stance towards social stratification, this was to stress 
the equality, moral if not economic, of all t. ypes of occ- 
upation. In the 131zech L9nds, in particular, consciously- 
articulated comments nbout the manual worker's role in 
society often reflected such Masarykian philosophy. A 
survey wss undertaken in the mid-1930s to ascertain 
popular sttitudes to the social importanci 6f various 
occupations- amongst them m8nual worker, without distinc- 
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tion of trade. This elicited such replies as the follow- 
ing, from a judge: 
I agree with what our great President said in 
his address to schoolchildren of 28 October 
1928: We are all called upon to work, each in 
his own place and according to his own talents. 
Society needs all kinds of workers - there must 
be a sensible division of labour - but all who 
work diligently are equal in their work. A good 
manual Vorker is no less worthy than a good pres- 
ident. 72 
Many workers responded to the survey in a similar way. 
However, the following quotationg from a locksmith's 
assistantg shows an underlying awareness that certain 
occupational even though crucial for society, were in prac- 
tice regarded as menial and degrading: 
Every occupation has its own importance, and is 
necessary for the welfsre of society. If you 
say, of a street-sweeper, or a sewer-cleaner, "We 
don t need this man", and the town is not swept 
or cleaned, you will quickly appreciate the impor- 
tance even of such a person. The streets will be 
full of dirt and rubbish, infectious diseases will 
be rife, and no science, no doctor on Farth, will 
be Rble to overcome them. And eventually you will 
call again for the sweeper Pnd the cleaner. os So 
even such people arp necessary for society. 73 
Whntever the value for society of manual labour, it was 
certainly not accorded equal treatment with non-mAnual 
work in social and employment legislation. The salaried 
employees whose petitions to the Ministry of Social Wel- 
far were quoted earlier in this chapter were very sure 
that the 'creative" nature of their jobs entitled them to 
superior status, "even allowing for the utmost democracy, 
7ý 
It is clear from the proceedings of inter-war Social Dem- 
ocratic trades union congresses, for example, that the 
manual workers, amongst the delegates resented what they 
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saw as an automatic and unjustified assumption of super- 
iority on the part of salaried employees. They accused 
officials of being "apathetic and often downright host- 
ile to the cause of organised labour", and complained 
"you have to have something extra in comparison to us; 
why should you have different lawa? "75 
There are suggestions that some salaried employees and 
professional people held on jealously to any status attri- 
butes which distinguished them from labour. The following 
quoation is taken from a letter to the Agrarian journal, 
Brdzda, in which a certain Yx Jarý complained about people 
who sought to live above their station: 
Our Zservantj Marie, for example, will only peel 
potatoes wearing gloves, so as not to spoil her 
hands. When she goes shopping she has to wear a 
hat, and she only has stockings from good silk. 
At the same time, her poor parents in Slovakia 
beg pathetically for help every week. And the 
, girl, apart from a fine blouse, and a spare one 
in her case, has no othc. r linen. However, if she 
goes to the cinema on Sunday, she wears a cost 
with a fur collar, expensive pigskin gloves, a 
wristwatch and extravagEvnt shoes. Moreover, she 
tells her mistress, herself a fashion-conscious 
young lady, that she would not Wear Bata shoes. 
Yes, and her Vdna, a chauffeur of the kind who 
earns 150 crowns a week, will only bqy cinema tic- 
kets at 12 crowns or more. When they sit in ches- 
per seats, they claim that the picture is blurred. 
Even if we have a lot of social feeling, something 
must be wrong here, for we know what these people s 
incomes are. And this is one of the thousands of 
cases from what we might call the naive stratum of 
serving maids and workers, who wish to feel, once 
a week, that they are gentlemen. 76 
Apsrt from its overwhelming sense of snobbery and offended 
social pride, the letter highlights some of the fectons 
which might normally be expected to distinguish a "lady" 
from a serving girl - the wearing of a hat and silk stock- 
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ings, for example, and hand-made shoesp rather than mass- 
produced batovXy. Its defensive tone, in referring to 
the writer's"Isocial feeling"q was typical of a state 
where official ideology stressed that "a good worker is 
no less worthy than a good president. 
77. insti-ne-tive 
rank consciousness often clashed with the egalitarian 
philosophy which educated Czechs felt that they ought to 
profess* 
Workers' consciousness of their place in society was 
often expressed in terms of "gentlemen" and "people" - 
categories which were usually somewhat nebulously defined. 
The wife of a skilled worker in Moravia, for example, knew 
that "gentlemen do not eat the left-overs from lunch at 
dinner-time , 78 Underlying such comments, one can det- 
ect a note of social and economic inferiority. However, 
mention of "class", or of the "proletariat", or of "capit- 
alists" was limited to the politically aware. Revolut- 
ionary statements were sometimes voiced, and the Commun- 
ists seem to have been correct in their assessment that 
the most fertile field for recruitment was amongst the 
unskilled and the unemployed79. Members of the Brno 
unemployed, questionned At the height of the Depression 
in 1933, blamed their plight 6n "capitalist anerchy in 
production" and "the private-ownership capitalist order", 
whilst an unemployed man in Prague wrote of his life in 
the doss-house in terms of the retribution to come: 
In the morning I got up, tired and broken, as 
if I had not slept at all. Immediately I 
opened my eyes in the morning, I heard com- 
msnds.. Someone shouted "To the kitchen for 
soup", someone else "Coffeel" The coffee, 
with some bread, cost one crown. There was 
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enough, but even a dog wouldn't have wanted it. 
But for us, the unemployed, who had not eaten 
for a long time, it was good enough.., 
This was the way we began our mornings - yea, 
we are, only proletarians. Other people get up 
at 9o clock, bathe and go for a walk. They 
get a tasty breakfastiwhatever they went... 
But one day all this W 11 end. 80 
In Slovakia, levels of political consciousness were 
particularly low. Neither a proper party system, nor 
universal suffrage, had existed until after independence, 
and even then politics were still tinged with the cor- 
81 
ruption of Magyar times An apparent political commit- 
ment might disguise simply a frantic search for food and 
a job. A worker questioned in a survey of the Bratislava 
shanty-town of Dornkappel gave the following rambling 
account of his political fortunes: 
I came to the town in 1930. When I was at 4ome, I was a Communist. Fowever, I saw I couldn t 
get very far with that. I thought, "I will join the Agrarians". But then, devil take it, I had 
to move here. I lived here for a whole year, but had no luck with wor4. Then a friend said to me "Hey Janko, why don t you join the Democrats? " I asked him which Democrats. The National Pemoc- 
rats, he said. So I did, I worked for a week, The foreman was a chap from Moravia, he spoke to 
me ax)d told me to push lime in a wheelbarrow. I 
didn t understand him, so on Saturday I wss out. And then I got another job through the National 
Democrats. Then I looked for work for myself. A foreman on a building site in Krizova Street 
ask . pd me 
"Which party do you belong to? ". "I 
dbnt"I replied. So he said "Go up there and join the Christian Socialists". He gavI me the address 
and I joined. I paid three months me4bership, 
and worked for two months. But I didn t pt any 
more work from the Christians. Then a friend came 
and told me that some rotten democrat was organ- ising a fascist party. He said thst some rich man 
w, --s giving money for it, and there would be work. 
I joined, but there was no work. Then I took nW 
carcase off to the Czech National Socialists, but 
on the way I met a friend and told him where I was 
going. He took me to the Social Democrats, but 
because I was Hungarian, the Slovaks sent me to 
the Hungarians. There were a lot of people thpre, 
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and less work. I thought about it, and when 
I knew the town better, I went to the Czech 
Socialists. Today I am organised with them, 
and I get work. 82 
The story was doubtless exaggerated, but it does show 
the limitations of seeking to interpret class in terms 
of political allegiance. This worker was conscious, 
above all else, of his own precarious economic situ 
ation, and political commitment was a luxury which he 
could not afford. Similarly, there was an acute sense 
of class grievance when a Slovak worker, hearing his 
fellows in a political demonstration shout "Down with 
the capitalists"(I? ole s kapitalistami), and not knowing 
what capitalist meant, resorted to "Down with cabbage 
leaves" (Dole s kapusti lisliami), because he knew that, 
in the paradise to come, he too would eat meat 
83 
9 
In the Czech Lands there was a far greater level of 
political consciousness and, indeed, of articulate 
class awareness. However, the sentiments of self-. 
respect, pride in work well done, and quiet nationalism, 
which were often expressed, tended to promote political 
and social stability. The 1924 survey "Why I like my 
job" obviously encouraged respondents to express posi- 
tive emotions towards their particular occupation. How- 
ever, it is clear from workers' contributions thst many 
identified whole-heartedly with the j-mage of the "little 
Czech man" who was the backbone of the nation. 
I love my job ... because an engine driver in an 
express train can reducl ýnormous distances to 
a matter of aý few hours Journey, whilst in a 
goods train he can import commodities which 
everyone needs... The lives of hundreds of peo- 
ple and goods worth millions of crowns are ent- 
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rustel to his care. Without engine driversq 
today s world would not exist. Without eng- 
ine drivers, perhaps even our President and 
his colleagues could not have crossed those 
enormous distances and persuaded the Allied 
statesmen that our independence was both 
necessary and just. 84 
A stoker even claimed, in terms reminiscent of Masaryk- 
ian philosophy: 
When I was younger, I longed to rise in the 
world;, now I understand things differently. 
It isn t necessary to be great and famous, 
but simply to work well so that everyone will 
be satisfied with me. I am able to look any- 
one in the eye, because I know that I am a 
usefuly member of society. 85 
Within the ranks of labour, it is clear that many divis- 
ions and distinctions were perceived. Some workers had 
more privileges thnn the rest of labour; social and 
employment legislation had, for instqnce, marked out 
86 
miners for special treatment . The following responses 
to the Lidov4 noviny survey suggest that miners did have 
a pnrticulRrly strong sense of seperste identity, based 
on historic guild traditions: 
I work in the P: Hbram mines, where employment 
is passed on from father to son... Yýy grand7 
father and my uncles lost their lives here in 
the struggle for their daily breed, Pnd I was 
taken into employment during my father's life- 
time. I feel a great sense of estste pride in 
Pvowing ky membership of that grept Prmy of 
bl:: ýck people... Iho sacrifice their lives for 
their daily bread, and for the good of society. 
We form an army which is engpged every day in 
a life or death struggle. 87 
From mý; youth, T have been a member of the 
miners estate. My job pleases me because it 
, 4emends courpge, dsuntlesnness and res6lve... 
A miner must have a strong and firm character... 
I! -Te have our ancient emblem of estate, a pick and 
a hammer on a black and gold background. The 
first colour simifies derknesq, end the second 
thst'we shall return to the surface safely. 88 
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Other categories of worker seem to have felt themselves 
to be particulRrly underprivileged; domestic servants 
are one example. Amongst the replies to the Lidovd 
. ýy survey was one 
from a servant who, whilst comment- noyl. n 
ing "I consider housework to be the healthiest and most 
suitable employment for a girl", asked somewhat plaint- 
ively "But why is it not possible for our employers to 
treat us a bit more like human beings? " 
89 
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A letter to the women's journaliList pani a divek, written 
in 1927, described the old insecurities of working-class 
life before the Social Insurance Act came into operation: 
What were the prospects for a serving-maid 
who was getting old? The poorhouse, or beg- 
ging. That is why we have always been so anx- 
ious to get old-age, and invalidity pýnsions - 
so that, eventually, after a lifetime s work, 
we should not be dependent on poor rplief in 
our old age... Eevery socially-aware person 
knows... that social insurance is the best wl; y 
to prevent begging, Rnd to rreserve the self- 
pride of the older worker. 90 
Yet it is clear from the sources that social insurance 
provisions did not meet the existential needs of all mem- 
bers of C 'zech and Slovak societies, and some people cont- 
inued to live in conditions of extreme degradation. Des- 
pite desperate attempts to maintain their respectsbility, 
many of the unemployed interviewed in Brno in 1933 seem 
to have been sucked down into a kind of under-class - 
reportingg for example, that poverty had Oriven their 
91 
wives to prostitution A social worker, who wrote an 
article about her clients for the -journal Pr'Itomnost, in 
1926, d-escribed scenes of great destitution in the work- 
ing, class suburbs of Prague: 
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A small cellar room, with one window -a 
seven-member family. The father has only 
one leg he lost the other at the factory. 
The Moth'er is consumptive. A month ago her 
third child died of T. B. Now her son is 
dying. The familylives from what the child- 
ren get from begging. 
A ten-member familys eight children, one 
room, or rather damp cellar. The whole fam- 
ily sews slippers from old coats snd clothes 
bought from a second-hand dealer. Even the 
youngest, a four-year old girl, has to help. 
They usually sew seven ps; rs a day, and when 
they sell them, which isn t every day, they 
earn two crowns for each pair. That is four- 
teen crowns a day for a ten-member family. 
Not all the children go to school, because 
they have only got two pairs of shoes between 
them. 92 
No one category of people can be identified here. Karel 
6apek, who wrote several feuilletons about the Pregue 
poor, warned against the use of the wor(I "cisss" - "Poor 
people are not a class, they are outside class, discarded 
and unorgenised"93. It is, however, clear that some 
members of the unemployed, and certain unskilled and cas- 
ual labourers, had a level of economic Pnd social culture 
far below that of the working class as such. C1 
It is clear that the Oistinction between manual and non- 
manual labour was a crucial social division in both Czech 
and Slovak societies. Workers did not necessqrily express 
an explicit awareness of belonging to a working class; 
they may rather have been conscious of not being "gentle- 
men", or of belonging to a particular occupation, or they 
may have seen economic hardship as the focal point of 
their identity. There were great differences between the 
Czech Lands and Slovakia, and between the skilled and the 
unskilled, some of rhom perhaps belonged to an 'underclass', 
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even though dapek disputed the term. Some revolutionary 
sentiment wss present, especiplly amongst the desperate, 
but it was more than offset by the many who felt them- 
selves to be part of a wider community, and sought to 
solve their crievances within the system. 
VII An upper stratum? 
The lack of any clear picture of an upper stratum, or 
strata, in society is a noticeable feature of the var- 
ious categories of source material analysed in the pre- 
ce0ing chapters. Official agencies, such as the State 
Cffice of Statistics, or the Ministry of Social Welfare, 
concentrated their Rttentions on the needs of social pol- 
icy and employment legislation; the definition of manual 
and non-manual work, and the distinction bptween the self- 
employed and the employee, were of critical importence to 
them, the delimitatation of an upper bourgeoisie of wealth 
wns not seen as their 
grammes were directed 
the worker, the minor 
the peasant fsrmer. 
ties needed to have a 
kind of upper stratum 
concern94. Political party pro- 
at the needs of the ordinary voter - 
bureaucrat, the small businessman or 
In an age of universal suffrage, par- 
mass appeal, and mention of some 
was limited to ritual attacks on 
capital 
95. Sociologists' main interest was to understand 
the "common people", the numerically-strong working class 
and peasantry, and to define their own role, as members 
of the intelligentsia, in a democratic state 
96, ?., Towhere 
was the demarcation and description of the upper reaches 
of society attempted in more than a half-hearted way. The 
examinstion-of informal accounts of Czech and Slovak soc- 
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iety suggestal however, that one reason why the upper 
stratum was ignored was that observers were not fully 
convinced of its existence. 
in a stpte whose constituent provinces had once formed 
part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, there was a very 
clear conception of what constituted "true" Society. The 
Habsburg court provided a striking example -a world in 
which Countess Sophie Chotkovd had been forced to contract 
a morganatic marriage with the Archduke Franz Ferdinand, 
because she did not belong to one of the twenty families 
of ebenbftrtýAj and only fabulously wealthy businessmen 
and financiers, like the Rothschilds, managed to penetrate 
the inner circle97. In the inter-war years, a social 
model might be sought more appropristely in the England 
of King George V, but it was Habsburg-style exclusivity 
which ý-qs pictured, in order to make the most effective 
contrast with Czechoslovak "democracy". Thus, in 1924, 
an article in Pr'ftomnost compared Prague Society to that 
of FnFlandj "where the passport to 'Society lies in an 
ancestry from the fifteenth century, or 
4100,000 a year", 
end concluded that there wps "an insuperable barrier 
against the formation of a Society in the Western sense" 
98 in Czechoslovakia It did not really matter whether 
the picture of Fnglish Society wqs accurate, but it was 
importpnt to stress that no Czech, or for that matter 
Slovak, could fulfil such criteria of wealth and birth. 
Both the Czechs and the Slovaks had virtually no native 
aristocracy. In Slovakia, the high nobility had been 
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exclusively Magyarq and most had returned to Hungary efter 
Czechoslovak independence. The Slovaks did have a gentry, 
or zemianstvol of native origin, although the vast maj- 
ority had Magyarised in the nineteenth century. The 
zem8ni might still be conscious of their status 
(the 
poet, 
Jdn Smrekl recalled in his autobiography his early love 
for a "beautiful university Gretel type". who remained 
unimpressed by a poem which he wrote for her, and prefer- 
red to mix with students "with a gentry name"), but most 
were poor enough to deserve the nickname given to them ' 
in Transleithania of "seven plum-tree" gentry 
99 
. In the 
Czech Landsl a few families from the high nobility did 
identify with the Czech national cause. However, their 
numbers were sufficiently small to allow the Agrarian 
Prime Minister, Antonfn ývehla, to clPim "We Oo not have 
n nobility, we have always been simply common people"100. 
The attitude of most aristocrats was epitomised by Prince 
Alfons Clary s remark: 
I had been an Austrian, and remained one, even 
though the vast many-faceted native country no 
longer existed. I wss only now becoming a Boh- 
emian - the term "Sudeten German" began to be 
used... 101 
Stripped of noble ran'k in 1918, and of part of their pro- 
perty by the land reform of the following -ear, they iden - 
tified with the Sudeten cause, and held aloof from Czech 
society. Although for foreign diplomnts who heve left 
memoirs of thiS period, the German Rristocracy did to a 
'zechoslovskia, Teat extent constitute "high society" in r, 
for most Czechs and Slovaks, they were a world apar 
102 
0 
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Not only did Czech and Slovak society lack an sristo- 
cr, -mcy, contemporary 
commentators also notedq "We have 
very few rich people in our Republic"103. 
Josef Hole6ek, 
well-known for his defence of traditional Czech virtues, 
claimed that there had been no Czech millionaires 
before 
the First World War. Although he admitted that many had 
since emerged 
(he 
was writing in the mid-1920s), he blamed 
this on inflation, and described them as no more than 
"small capitalistsý. Hole6ek never explained just what 
he meant by millionaire* the Czechs often showed some 
104 
confusion in their use of this potentially emotive term 
It was certainly true that no Czech could rival the for- 
tunes of the great Viennese bankers; even the Petscheks, 
the wealthiest of the German-Jewish banking families in 
Bohemia, owned only s fraction of the cppital which the 
Rothschilds could command'05. However, a survey of pro- 
perty undertaken in 1919 revealed thnt over 3000 people 
in Czechoslovakia owned property valued at more than one 
million crowns4l and there were undoubtedly many werilthy 
11zech businessmeng even before independence106. 
theless, Hole6ek was intent on proving that the evils of 
capital were a foreign phenomenon, and he went on to de- 
fine a capitalist in terms which freed the Czechs, let 
alone the Slovaks, from any suggestion that their bUsi- 
nessmen and financiers deserved such a title: 
Someone can only truly be called a capitqlist 
when he has so much capitsl that it is indest- 
ructible. Cut off his hands, both his legs, 
behead him, disembowel him, and still he will 
live. The limbs which were cut off will Rrow 
Pgain... The capitalist is he who cannot be 
impoverished, whatever happens. 107 
approximately 17,200, 
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Otto Knap expressed a common view of Czech society in a 
speech at the Jubilee meeting of the International Rotary 
(,, I ub in 1928: 
There are only very small /Isocial differences, 7 
between the propertied and the unpropertied, 
between workers and the owners Of C9pital... 
This is an enormous plual which has its roots 
in the historic development of our state. 
It can be shown that these contradictions are 
truly less than elsewhereq if we choose at-ran- 
dom any member of the Czech bourgeoisie. Every 
one of these men, two or three generations back, 
is the son, or grandson, of a teacher, a farmer 
or an official - in short, a "little man". 108 
it is clear, however, that a nascent upper stratum was 
emerging in the inter-war period. The politicians, 
bureaucrqts, businessmen, landowners, army officers and 
people active in the Arts, who had entries in the various 
biographical dictionaries of this time, could hlýrdly 
themselves be described as "little men". Indeed, the 
form filled in by those people whose personal details 
were recorded in the most comprehensive "'. Vho's Who", the 
Cultural Directory of the Czechoslovak Republic, included 
an enquiry about whether they came from a "notable fam- 
ily" - an obvious suggestion of dynasties in the makiný09. 
Cne ineicator not to be scorned as a source of prevalent 
social perceptions is the "lonely hearts" columns of the 
popular press. The al: 'venturer responsible for the follow- 
ing advertisement obviously believed in the existence of 
some kind of elite social group: 
A handsome, elenI5:: ýnt and rich young man would 
like to mnke the acquaintence of a sweet, pretty 
, gir , 
from the hi. 7hest social circles, aged ., oung 
1 
up to 20. Cffers, with a photogrnph, to "Honest 
50523' '110 
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The "Fqtumýintroduction agency regularly advertised in 
terms which played on the traditional dream of readers 
of women's magazines - the advantageous marriage: 
We vouch for mnrriqgel Many wen1thy gentlemen- 
fectory owners and large estate owners, and oth- 
ers with a secure position, such as officials, 
doctors, engineers, officers- etc, wish to be 
happily married. We will convey details dis- 
creetly, by return of post, to ladies, even 
those without property. 111 
It is noticeable that, amongst the "gentlemen" who were 
offered as merriage partners, the wealthy self-employed 
businessmen and landowners had precedence over profes- 
sional men as desirable husbands. 
Pespite Hole6ek's attempt to ýisassociate the Czechs from 
,, capital", certain sectors of society were undoulrteOýly 
msrked out by their wealth -end affluent life-styles. 
Tinfortunately, there is no available studýr of life amongst 
112 
the Czech economic bourgeoisie however, the American 
Ambgssadorl Lewis Einstein, noted in his memoirs that 
their "pattern of life was shapee! after that of the 
aristocracy. Many of them owned castles...,, 
113. This 
was true, for example, of the Bartoýi-Dobenfns, textile 
barons who owned two castles, and collected works of 
art'14. There are occasional indicators of the status 
factors of wealth, such as the social hierarchy of cars, 
given in the memoirs of the psychiatrist, Vladimfr Vond- 
r66ek. At the bottom of the social scale came Fords, 
and then: 
somewhat "better" in the social sense were Phev- 
rolets... Even "better" were Chr-%rslers and Stude- 
bakers, above them were Nl! -)shes. 
1ý Cadillacs and 
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Lincolns were considered to be the "best" 
American care... 
Apparently the owner of the cinema Adriýt in Prague owned 
a Rolla Royce115. 
(The higher ranks of society were 
often called "better people", lepgf 11di. p which perhsps 
e*plalns VondrAdek's use of inverted commas, which has 
been reproduced here. 
) 
An article on family budgets in the Slovak women's maga- 
zine Lvena explained: "We have so few rich people who 
don t have to worry about the amount they spend to keep 
their families... that we can leave them totally out of 
the discussion"116. Statistics illustrating the distrib- 
ution of incomes confirm that Slovakia had far fewer mil- 
117 lioneires (in terms of crowns) then the Czech Lands 0 
1, Tonethel. ess, the hiFher ranks of Brntislava society were 
be able 
sufficiently Pffluent to/worry about social niceties. An 
article in the Communist journal rAV suggested the kind 
of lifestyle where family budgets were hardly a major 
preoccupation: 
On Saturday we went to the bell. 
erb. I had a dress from Vienna, 
and embroidered with pearls... i. 
it cost 2600 crowns. Mrs M. had 
outfit. Cf course, it came from 
always buys things there, 
It was sup- 
it was pink, 
t was lovely, 
a wcrderf ul 
Paris, she 
;!. Do you play bridge? We play at least three imes a week at the club, But I am bored with 
it already. Last time I went to the Carlton 
bar. The Gs. were there. how they dress! 
7wive o clock, end in a dress without sleeves! 
We went to call on them to return their visit. 
They have only got three rooms, and not even a 
hall... There is going to be P golf-club here, 
I Pm looking forwerd to it. I am bored by ten- 
nis too, now. 118 
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The article Was anonymous, but it could perhaps have been 
written by J6n. Poni6anj one of DAV's editors, who himself 
came from a very wealthy Slovak family, and was certsinly 
in a position to verify the detsils of Society life'19, 
Wealth wasl however, far from being an absolute criterion 
of social rank. Many leading figures in Society lived 
quite modestly, and intellectuals, in particular, were 
not noted for their affluence120. Membership of a club 
was perhips a better indicator of whether someone belonged 
to the highest circles in society. The article quoted 
above mentions playing bridge at the club, and in Brati- 
slava the most f-,; shionable clubs were the Autoklub, the 
Agr6rny klubg the Slovensk-j klub and the TTmeleckA bes- 
er'a 
121. The novelist, Jaromfr John, claimed of Prague: 
The strntum which forms Society in the highest 
form of the word here /as exemplified by, 7 
Spole6ensk: ý klub na Pr'lkopg and Spole6ensk: ý 
klub na Stfeleck4m ostrov6, is comprised of 
intellectuals - officinls, professors, journal- ists, officers, doctors, advocates, writers and 
a small number from the agricultural, entrepren- 
eurial, trade and banking strata, who tend to be 
represented in the third Prague club, the Auto- 
klub. 122 
John su, 7gested thet these clubs were too "democratic" to. 
find favour with the diplomatic community in Prague, since 
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a consular official might become a member . In Czeclý terms, 
however, they were socially excl-asive. The nctress, Adina 
Vandlovd, recalled meeting "the whole of Prngue's intel- 
lectual smetdnka" at Spole6enský klub na PPfkop6. She 
arlded, - "Cf course, I was never a member of the club; they 
only accepted outstanding members of cultural and polit- 
ical life. I used to sign myself in daily as the guest 
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of one of my friends"124. 
The most exclusive social formations of all were of a 
less formal kind, perhaps the entrde to sit at a 6tamti6 
(G; er. Stammtisch: a reserved table for regular guests) 
with others of one's kind at one of the fashionable clubs. 
?, "Bndlovd spoke of her circle, which included lepding act- 
ors and writers, referring to themselves as members of the 
Tafelrund 
125. There were also private gatherings, of 
which the most prestigious were the Friday afternoon meet- 
ings at the home of Karel 6apek. Masaryk and Bene5 were 
frequent guests, along with leading academics, journalists, 
writers and professional men. Ferdinand Peroutka, a foun- 
der member, noted that, as the reputation of the meetings 
grew, people felt that pprticipation would help to fur- 
ther their ambitions, and fathers took thAr sons along, 
126 ,, as if they were bestowing them with q dowry" 
The overall impression of Czech and Slovak'Society I does 
not suggest a uniform and homogeneous social group. 
Tntellectual observers, for example, were somewhat scorn- 
-Pul of the c1pimed vulgnrity of the nouvenux riches. The CD 
anoný, mous author of an article entitled "Notes from Prague 
Society" in Ptftomnost in 1924, sroke with disdain of 
the Ozechs , "upper ten thousand": 
0 .. in number 100-150 individuals. They have 
enoup ., 
h money, they have nORpted themselves to 
the way of life... Amongst the Czechs, it is 
sufficient that a smoked meat shop should have 
become a big business twenty years aý3o, and that 
the fAmily members are fashionably dressed. 127 
(Tt is not clear if this was intended as a direct jibe at 
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some specific purveyor of smoked meet - ten years later, 
the first edition of the Cultural Directory listed two - 
or whether smoked meet was mentioned bec%iuse it was con- 
sidered to be the food of the "popular strata"' e8). In 
a similar vein, a correspondent in the women! s magazine, 
List panf a divek, spoke of "Prague's nouveau riche soc- 
iety" being "dressed, and indeed overdressed, according 
to the world of fashion", and frequenting the theatre 
129 
only "because they want to be seen" Perhaps one can 
detect a note of sourness because the economic bourgeoisie 
was taking over a social role which the intelligentsia 
had previously considered as its own. In 1924, when 
there was considerable discussion about the possibility 
of founding a party for the intelligentsia, in order to 
give them more political influence, one disgruntled soc- 
ial observer noted, "In today's society, the rich green- 
grocer is respected more than the leprned intellectual in 
his shabby coat. Nobody is fired with any enthusiasm for 
culture any longer...,, 
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Jif-I Guth-Jarkovskýr, who was in charge of ceremonial at 
the "Republican Court", noted in his memoirs that there 
was little social contact between the political and intel- 
lectual circles around President Tylasaryk and the business 
1 31 
world Presumably Jsroslav Preiss, the prp9ident of 
the 2ivnostenskd banka, was an exception132. Moreover, 
the srticle on Prague clubs quoted above suggested that 
the business dlite tended to congregste socially in the 
Autoklub, whilst intellectupla, and one or two finRnciers 
133 lik. e. Preiss and Hoda6, preferred Spole6ensk: ý klub 
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The cultural dlites of the Czech Lands and Slovakia were 
undoubtedly distinct - the one centred in Prague, and the 
other in Bratislava. Since the national minorities, too, 
had their own dlites, it would seem more appropriate to 
speak of upper strata, rather than one upper stratum, in 
inter-war Czechoslovakia. 
It is clear that many Czechs and Slovaks had risen up 
the social scale very quickly after 1918, and initially, 
especially amongst the Czechs, there was a tendency to 
eschew the conventions of polite society, as being a 
relic of the Habsburg past. The writer, Edvard Valenta, 
explained that this "pettiness" exTressed itself in the 
"wearing of tan shoes with evening dress", and "smacking 
one's lips whilst at table"134. 
( Apparently, even Jaro- 
slav Preiss shared the latter habit, for Valenta recalled 
him "slurping, belching %and sticking his knife in his 
mouth"l when he had visited the family home during the 0 
writer's childhood135. 
) Twe2-ty years of independence was 
hardly long enough for the nascent upper strata of Czech 
and Slovak society to take on a greater appearance of 
homogeneity, and to develop their own distinct social 
ethos. 
VIII Conclusion 
The kind of evidence used in this chapter is, by its very 
nature, fragmentary - all the more so in Czechoslovskia, 
where the political events of '938 %and 1948 have affected 
both the availability of memoirs and reminiscences, and 
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the actual recording Of past history. As a result, cert- 
ain social groups are better documented here than others, 
Pnd the overall picture of society is sometimes a little 
static. There is the occasional suggestion of social 
development - especially in the rise of so many Czechs 
and Slovaks to social prominence after the First World 
War, but also in the beneficial effect which social legis- 
lation had on the gross insecurity of working-class life. 
However, the vignettes presented here probably reveal 
more of the nature of broad societal divisions, then of 
the slowly-changing emphases of social relationships. 
The Czechs and the Slovaks of the inter-war period do not, 
on the whole, seem to have had a very clear sense of 
"class" - they tended to locate themselves in the social 
hierarchy in terms of education, or specific occupation, 
or perh9ps the somewhat nebulous quality of being a 
"gentleman". Nonetheless, the labels and divisions pre- 
sented'by government Rgencies, political parties and 
sociologists, do seem to have impinged on popular percep- 
tions of society. In particular, the distinctions recog- 
nised in social legislation, once institutionalised, were 
resOily accepted as natural and fitting, especially by 
those whom they benefitted. 
The picture presented here is of a fragmented upper stra- 
tum, or strata, four b9sic occupational groupings, and a 
group of unfortunetes whom social insurance provisions haO 
fa: Lied to rescue from a life of considerable degradation. 
The quality of life for many of these people chenged 
considerabl7y ih the twenty 7-ears of ineýependence, as has 
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been shown in chapter one of this thesis. There were, 
moreover, deliberate campaigns to "democratise" social 
relationships, for example by giving up the titles 
-pan: 
f (gracious lady) and velkomoInj milost y pAn 
(all 
powerful lord), or the habit of onikdnl in Slovakia"36. 
Howeverp even if contact between "gentlemen" and "common 
people" was undertaken in a more democratic spirit in 
1938 then in 1918, the basic distinction between the two 
still remained; the broad societal divisions recorded 
here changed little in this period* 
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Chapter 6 
The reality of class in Czechoslovakia, 1918/1938, 
I Introduction 
Previous chapters have drawn on a wide range of source 
materials in order to 'inditate contemporary perceptions 
of the social order in Czechoslovakia between the two 
World Wars. Although the term "class" was rarely used, 
except in a political context, it is clear from the evid- 
ence that both the Czechs and the Slovaks were conscious 
of q variety of social hierarchies and distinctions, be 
they the broad societal divisions between "gentlemen" 
and "people", or the more narrowly specific occupational 
groupings of salaried employees, small businessmen, peas- 
ants and manual workers. It remains to examine some of 
the demonstrable realities of social and economic inequal- 
ity in the Czech Lands and Slovakia during this period, 
and to assess the relationships between such inequalities 
and commonly-held perceptions of the social order. 
The extent to which social divisions were still under- 
pinned by law, despite the egelitqrian sentiments of the 
1920 constitution, has been highlighted in the chnpter 
on "Official perceptions of class" above. The evidence 
presented there demonstrateathat both social and employ- 
ment legislation conferred very different levels of protec- 
tion on manual and non-manual workers, sndp moreover, that 
certain categories of unskilled and casual labour were 
1 
excluded from the full range of social benefits In 
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this chapter I will examine statistical evidence about 
wages, housing and educationg and draw some further gen- 
eral conclusions about differences in life-styles and 
life chances amongst the various sectors of the popul- 
ation. I will also discuss briefly the distribution of 
financial and political power in inter-war Czechoslovakia, 
with particular reference to the lack of a clearly-defined 
picture of an upper stratum in the sources analysed above. 
Finally, I will analyse voting patterns in the four inter- 
war parliamentary elections, as an indicator of social 
stratification. From the information thus presented will 
emerge a picture of the socio-economic and political 
sigmificance of class in inter-war Czechoslovakia. 
II ncome, wealth and occupation 
Jan Mertl, one of the sociologists whose writings have 
been analysed in chapter four above, was in no Ooubt 
about the close correlation between incomes and class. 
Indeed, he ventured the opinion that: 
The most important, and in many cpses the only, 
decisive fpctor on the formation qf class con- 
sciousness fia7 ... the individual s economic 
situption. 2 
Yet it is noticeable thst many of the sources analysed 
in previous chppters appear to play down thp importpnce 
of income is a socielly-aivisive f-ctor. The impoverished 
official wns a common socipi stereotype, found in the 
political party programmes end in newspaper articles 
3like. Clsims thst thpre wns little economic (9istinction 
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between such badly-paid salaried employees and skilled 
manual workers abound, sometimes with the intention of 
persuading the former that they, too, were proletarians, 
and sometimes rather to draw attention to cultural and 
3 behavioural differencts between the two groups 11te 
implication that society in Czechoslovakia was relatively 
homogeneous in economic terms was present, also, in the 
many observations about the lack of a substantial upper 
stratum of wealth4. It is clear that sn examination of 
income and wealth distribution in the inter-war period is 
essential to the better understanding of contemporary 
perceptions of the social order in Czechoslovakia, and in 
pprticular of the Czechs' self-image as a society of the 
"little man". 
Foth primary and secondary sources supply numerous tables 
ane statistics relating to the economic situation of the 
Czechoslovak population between 1918 and 1938. Inconsist- 
encies in the various snalyses sometimes make cross- 
reference difficult, but there can be no eoubt that mater- 
ial inequalities in Czechoslovakia were considerable. For 
instance, a survey undertaken to assess the distribution 
of wealth in Mgýrch 1919, in order to tax war-time profit- 
eersq revealed that about half the adult population of 
Izechoslovskia was propertyless. The 61% of property 
owners who were worth less than 10,000 crowns owned 7% of 
all the property recorded, while the 3141 millionaires 
(in terms of Izechoslovak crowns), who formed only 0.08% 
of all property owners, owned 105. The ensuing tax on 
profits made between 1914 and 1919 did little to alter 
the overall, dintribution of wealth - as the -; ournnlist lu 
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Ferdinand Peroutka explained, "Many fish got away"6. 
There has been no systematic research into the effects 
of, for example, nostrification, or the economic crises 
of the early 1920s and the early 1930son the overall 
distribution of wealth and incomes in Czechoslovakia. 
Unfortunately, published sources are often very unspec- 
ific, failing even to reveal nationality ratios in thpir 
presentation of statistics, and economic historians tendto 
concentrate their analys-es almost entirely on manual wor- 
ker s wages. What is clear is that, for the majority of 
the population, incomes were very low. There was not 
such a sharp distinction between the working class and 
the rest of the economically-active population as in Great 
Britain, partly because of the many self-employed peasant 
farmers and tradesmen; big inecuplities, as in France and 
. 11%merica, nppear more clesrly further up in the business 
and professional strata7. Figures for 1927, based on the 
tax Statistics, reveal the following Pattern for annual 
incomes: 
Table 2 
Annual income in 
"zechoslovak crowns 
Number of recip- 
ients 
Percentage of 
recipients 
-6,000 6-9,000 
9-25,000 
25-100,000 
100-500,000 
Over 500,000 
3,356sl46 
2,387,275 
457,335 
215,577 
14,167 
912 
50 65% 1 88-773', 38: 12% 
7.51% 
3.48% 
0.22% 
0.02% 
A study using tax ststistics for 1937, when nominal wages 
hAd begun to recover from the effects of the Depression, 
concentrate, p on the lower and middle ranges of the sal- 
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ary scale: 
Table 39 
Annual income in Czechoslovak 
crowns 
Percentage of recipients 
-39000 
3-6,000 
6-9 , 000 9-129000 
12-15,000 
15-18POOO 
Cver 18,000 
27 2% 56.0% 28: 8% 74.1% 
18.1% 
9.8% 
7.9% 
2.0% 
6.2% 
The influence of unemployment, which still stood at over 
400,000 in 1937, in depressing working-class incomes, is 
obvious from the increase in the number of people earning 
less than 6,000 crowns a year. Equally striking is the 
14.7% decrease in those earning less t, han 9,000 crowns a 
year, which suggests a noticeable overall increase in 
income differentials. 
Such figures are best imderstood in an international 
perspective. Comparative studies of the real wages of 
manual workers, pro(4uced by the International Labour 
Organisation, suggest that, on 1 January 1929, workers 
in Prague earned only 25% of their counterparts in Phila- 
delphia, 50% of their counterpprts in London, and 88% of 
10 their counterparts in Paris Tn the same year, the 
average annual income of manual workers, including the 
unemployed, has been calculated as approximptely 7,400 
I crowns, whilst st9tistics from the VAeobecny pensijnf 
dstav (General Pensions' Tnstitute) show that 28.696 of 
white-collar workers in employment earned less than 9,000 
11 
crowns a year The awareness of having a low standard 
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of living in ClOmParison to Great Britain or the United 
States, which is apparent in many of the sources, was 
obviously justified - as indeed was the image of the 
bndly-paid official, when applied to the lower rnnks of 
public and private service 
12 
. 
The most detailed treatment of higher income levels can 
be found in an analysis based on the tax statistics from 
1928. Unfortunately there is no breakdown by nationality, 
so it is impossible to tell how many of the really wealthy 
were Czech, rather than German or Jewish, although it is 
cleqr that most of them were based in Bohemia and Moravia. 
In 1928,15,490 people 
(only 1,924 of them in Slovakia) 
earned more than 100,000 crowns a year. Of these, 10,968 
were classed as "self-employed". 327 people had an annual 
income of more than one million crowns (onl, ýr nineteen of 
them in Slovakia), and 24 people, all located in the 
Czech Lands, earned more than five million crowns a 
year. Indeed, the averaFe annual income of this letter 
group was actually just over eleven million crowns, at 
a time when fifty per cent of wa, r-re earners received less 
than 6,000 crowns a year, and the average annual income 
of qn official in private service wps 18,600 crowns. 
Teble four shows the sources of income for selected 
income groups. 
After the salary reforms of 1926, top civil servants 
could earn about 100,000 crowns a year as their bpsic 
salery, whilst lepding grmy officers received 
78,000 
crOWn8. A parliamentary deputy's salary 
in the early 
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1930s was 72,000 crowns a year, whilst a director of 
14 ýkoda might receive 150,000 crowns or more Such salar- 
ies were very large when compared to the average annual 
earnings of a white-collar worker, to say nothing of a 
manual worker. However, salaries formed only a small 
proportion of total a=uikl-revenue for the very wealthy. 
As in other industrial countriess the upper stratum of 
wealth in inter-war Czechoslovakia supported itself mainly 
from business profits and other investment income. The 
Skoda director, for instance, would receive a percentage 
of the firm ,a annual profits, often far in excess of his 
basic salary. Despite the land reform, landed wealth 
continued to be an important source of revenue, second 
only to income from business profits. for those in receipt 
of more then one million crowns R year. Viloreover, amongst C75 
the 24 multi-millionaires, only one was recorded as having 
any "earned" income at all, and that was too negligible 
an amount to register in the statistics given above15. 
Despite the impersonal nature of the tax statistics, there 
can be no doubt that some Czechs were included in the 
highest income bracket. Both TomA, 5 Bata and his succes- w 
sor Jan AntonIn Bata, for instance, were self-confessed 
multi-millionaires. The claim by the former that there 
were few truly rich people in the Czechoslovak Republic 
16 is, however, confirmed by this evidence The level of 
incomes recor0ed in the 1928 tax statistics 
(when there 
were approximately 140 crowns to the pound) compnres with 
Frpnce, rather than Britain or America, which both had 
much. hirp-her gross national incomes 
17 
0 
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The various statistics quoted above reveal the existence 
of great inequalities of wealth and income in inter-war 
Czechoslovakia. The State Office of Statistics produced, 
in addition, periodic analyses of family budgets, which 
make it possible to trace a more intimate connection bet- 
ween income and occupation. The report on "Consumption 
in the families of manual workersl lower-ranking non- 
manual workers and officials" from 1931/1932, for instance 
gives a clear indication of income differentials. The 
average annual income of the head of the household for 
those families participating in this survey ranged from 
7,066 crowns for unskilled workers; 10,919 crowns for 
skilled workers; 16,132 crowns for foremen and master- 
craftsmen; 15,551 crowns for z: ýizenci; 21,923 crowns for 
lower-grqde state officials; 22,136 crowns for lower- 
.! 7, rpde officials 
in the privRte sector; 32,512 crovms for 
hi7her-grade officials in the private sector; to 37,871 
croi-ms for higher-grade officials in st%ýte service 
is 
0 
Patterns of consumption reflected these income differ- 
entials. Workers' diets, for example, relied more heavily 
on bread and potatoes than did those of all categories of 
non-msnual employees; they were more likely to drink 
ersatz coffee, rather than the ground coffee f9voured by 
non-manual employees, and far less likely to drink wine. 
With the exception of the most hi, 7hly-paid, the forcmen 
and mnster crqftsmen, workers elso ate notice9bly less 
19 fruit and vegetables than non-mnnual employees These 
findings suggested that the diet of the average worker 
was deficient in animal proteins, and had a lo%vitqmin and 
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mineral content. Three doctors were, therefore, prompted 
to devise a more healthy diet for working-class fsmilies. 
Despite using cheap sources of protein, and omitting alco- 
hol, they were, however, forced to conclude that, at the 
prices and wsge-levels of 1934, their "ideal" diet would 
prove too expensive for sixty per cent of manual workers 
20 
with a five-member family 
It is clear that styles of life were closely allied to 
income and occupation, and that, for the working class, 
material deprivation was commonplace. Moreover, certain 
sectors of the community had particularly low standards 
of living. Agricultural labourers were notoriously badly 
paid, which often led to resentment of the urban prolet- 
ariat; figures for 1930 suggest that their average wages 
were only 51% of the average for all manual employees. 
In 1929, the average hourly wage in the ýkoOa fnctories 
was 5.30 crowns, whilst, in the same , rear, the everage 
daily wa, 7e for a se--sonal worker in agriculture, with 
experience of reaping, in the Czech Lands, was 7.25 ,- 
crowns2l. Such discrepancies added emph8sis to the town/ 
country divide. Moreover, the old, the sick and the 
unemployed frequently faced great economic hardship. The 
-inimum guaranteed pension for a worker was only 500 C. I 
crowns a year, whilst unemployed persons who were not 
eligible for benefits under the Ghent syý7tem received 
only ten crowns a week, if single, and twenty crowns, if 
22 
mnrried These subsidies were not payable to house 
owners, even if they were totplly destitute, neither, 
until 1935, were they payable to people who hRd been 
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self-employed. State aid was allocated strictly in accord- 
ance with the numbers of unemployed registered locally, 
and such bureaucratic systems were much more efficient 
in the Czech Lands then in Slovakia 
23. It is hardly 
surprising that the surveys undertqken there by the Slo- 
vak students' orgenisation, Detvan, recorded scenes of 
great destitution. In the Pohronice district, for example, 
it was claimed that: 
The undernourishment of the inhabitants of some 
districts is so great that mothers are unable 
to breast-feed their babies. One of the most 
common diseases is rickets, which according to 
the local doctor affects Pbout fifty per cent 
of the children in the NmW Balog district... 
The population... is totally without employment 
or earnings. It does not receive even the most 
basic needs of life - everyrhere shortages, pov- 
erty and under-nourishment reign. 24 
It is obvious that manv people in need received little I 
or no benefit from social insurence provisions, and even 
somp of those in emplo7rment earned so little that their 
economic level was far below that of the average manual 
worker. 
Fxtreme hardship was more common in Slovakia than in the 
Czech Lnnds and, as has been shown, there were far fewer 
too 
people in the hi7hest income brackets/in the Ynstern 
province. "'age levels as a whole tendeO to be lower, 
e!; pecially for manual workers. Figures from 1933 sul, -Fest 
that qvpraFe wnpes in the teytile industry, for exqmple, 
were only 73'1, of those in Fohemia, and in trqnsport 83%25. 
The cýifferentials in a-_-riculture .,, rere --imilar, and Slovak 
Rp,, ricultural, workers employed in the Czech Lands often 
--thl 26. So 0, earnec' less 3n locnls prent were the Oiscrep- 
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ancies in living standards, that one must be cautious 
in treating the country as one social entity. Although 
the basic social stereotypes perceived by the Czechs and 
the Slovaks appear to coincide, they often meant very 
different things, 
It is --evident that there were considerable differences 
in incomes and levels of property ownership between the 
main social groups in inter-war Czechoslovakia* The 
majority of people had low incomes in comparison with 
both national and foreign averages. Moreover, lower- 
grade officials and zr'izenci were often badly-off, 
although their situation was usually perceptibly better 
than thet of manual workers. In oddition there were very 
many small shopkeepers, tradesmen and peasants with low 
incomes, although amongst the ranks of the self-employed 
there was also a small upper stratum of wealth, whose 
20 )27 income was over one million crowns a year (about 17,0 . 
The effects of income differentials were revealed in 
diet patterns, with large numbers of working-class 
people apparently suffering from some degree of under- 
nourishment. The lowest income groups, smongst whom 
small-holders were particulprly numerous in Slovnkia, 
formed a stratum which might be described as an "under- 
class". 
III HoUsing nnO the ", 7eormpphy of class" 
Just as the averape income in inter-war Czechoslovakia 
was low by the Standards of '. Ves-tern Europe and the U. S. A., 
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so the average size of dwellings was, for the majority of 
the population, smaller than in comparable industrialised 
countries. Nonetheless, both the size and quality of 
housing remained one of the most fundamental indicators 
of social divisions, as, in urban districts, did geo, - 
graphical location. 
An awareness that the housing conditions of even high- 
ranking Czechs and Slovaks were quite modest led one obser. 
ver to compare "spacious English homes, where it is pos- 
sible to arrange dances or bridge evenings" and "English 
country seats, where friends can meet 52 weekends in the 
year" with Prague's "three-room flats", and to conclude 
"our poverty is an insurmountable barrier against the 
formption of a Society in the Western sense 1128. ', 17'hile 
a few members of Czechoslovakia's economic dlite did 
live in cestles and palaces (the Czech teytile family, 
the Barton-robenins, are an example), it is true that the 
town-bssed businessman, politician or intellectual often 
haO only a smallish flat. Jaroslav Preiss, the managing 
director of the Zwivnostenskd banka, is recorded as hav- 
ing lived in a four-room flPt in the centre of PraFue, 
where he entertained only close friends. For many -ears, 
when he went to the country for the weekend, he stayed 
29 in an inn at Orlik Other prominent figures were less 
abstemious; the 6apek brothers, or members of the Jewish 
bankinE family, the Petscheks, for example, chose to live 
in solid detqched fnmily villas. These could cost as 
much as one million crowns to build, but they harOly bore 
comp-rison with the town houses of the Eritish aristo- 
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crsCY30. 
As in other countries, certain residential afeas in the 
major Czechoslovak towns were associated with particular 
income groups. In Bratislava, the street known as Pali- 
sAdy was perheps the most socially-acceptable address, 
whilst in Pragues the highest rents and the largest flats 
,, -erf- to be found in Josefov in the Cld Town 
(in 1930, only 
6.7% of the inhabitants of this district were manuBl wor- 
kers)* Dejvicej Bubene6 and Vinohrady all contained u 
large and expensive faaily houses too, and the Capeks 
shared a villa in Ve Stromkdch 
(lit. Amongst the Trees) 
in the latter suburb. At the other end of the social 
scple, some districts were charpcterised by hi7b. -density 
aml_ often sub-standard working-class housing. Parts of 
Poehrndl in Prntisl-wa, and -'7'. 
iD<ov, V, -so6any and Koýif'e 
in Prapue, are examples3l. Surveys un0ertRken in Týrp7ue 
in the late 1920s and the early 1930S found that over 
ten per cent of the inhabitsnt8 of Vyso6any and Ko5i-; 'ýe 
fell into the category of "socially 32 needy" Morover, 
the acute housing shortage, and often hi3h rents, in the 
4r ma, -, or 
towns led workers to construct "emergenc, colonies" C-ý 
(nouzovd kolonie) in the outskirts, sorhe of which deserve 
the title "shanty towns". In Bratislava one of the larg, - 
est was D-jornkappel, where hundreds of small houses were 
huilt of rubble, whilst the worst exomples in Prague were 
13 Na Krejc6ru and Na Z'ieovskych Pecfch in Lýkov 
T ýhe two official urnan housing censuses of 1921 a, d 1930 
make it possible to compare the quality of housing for the 
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maýor social groups. It is clear thnt most dwellings in 
tov. ms were small - the average size in Prague was 2.34 
rooms in 1921, but in fact 67.9% of all Prague dwellings 
consisted simply of one room, or one room and a kitchen. 
In the largely working-class Bohemian town of Kls(!, no, 
which had grown up around iron foundries, 42-32% of all 
dwellings consisted simply of one room, whilst a further 
36-33% comprised one room and a kitchen. This situation 
was only marginally improved by 1930. However, the work- 
ing class were far likely to live in one room, or one 
room and a kitchen, than other social groups. In 1930, 
in the Czech Lands, workers' dwellings had 1.7 rooms on 
average, in compnrison to 2.2 for zT'ýfzenci, 3.3 for offic- 
ials and 3.0 for the -, elf-employed. In Slovakia, the 
fi-ures were 1.8 (worl<-Prs), 2.4 (zf-fzenci), 3.5 (offic- 
i-1s) and 3.3(-gelf-employed) respectively34. It should 
be noted that the 1930 housin7 census was limited to 
towns with a population of over 10,000. In small towns 
and villages dwellings were often larger. 
The detailed description of urban dwellings undertaken 
in 1930 ! Mows a compprison of housing amenities, which 
is very revealing of differences in standards of living. 
Table five gives some idea of the lay-out of (7wellin-, Ps 
for the four major sociq! groups recognised by the cen- 
sus, whilst thp Pvailability of basic amenities -such as 
runnin. (i water is shown in table six. It is clear that 
officials' dwellinEýs were býr far the most sp-rious and 
well-ecuipped, and that having a servqnt wqs often part 
of their life-style. However, the qualitative ýIiff(n., rence 
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in housing conditions between zffzenci and manual workers 
is also striking. 
That such differences in the standard of housing for the 
various social groupsAcre secepted as the norm is illust- 
rqkted by the housing provisions made by firms for their 
employees. The Dynamit Nobel Factory in Fratislava, for 
example, had separate housing developments for manual 
workers, skilled creftsmen and officials. 7.1.1orkers 
, flats 
consisted of one lsrge room and a kitchen. They had no 
pantry or bathroom, and one W. C. was provided for every 
four or five families. Housing for skilled craftsmen was 
of a hi7her stsndard, but suffered from the disadvantage 
of being near to the factory, as these employees were on 
call eay and night. Cfficials' flats had between three 
and five rooms, and their own bathrooms, lnr(fers and halls, 
v7hilst the f---ýctory's manaZer had a lnrge detsched. villa 
ý, dth a gsrden 
37. 
Kousing such qs thet provided for the manual workers of 
Pynamit Nobel may seem to have suffered from serious 
inaeequacies in terms of space and amenities; it wes, 
however, far superior to -7hat the housing, census of 1930 
discreetly cplled "Provisional" dwellings. In Frngue, 
people sre recorded as having 'ived in brickyards, shRcks, 
38 
and ei!, cnrded railway cprrlaees An invertigotion under- 
tal, en in the . q5fkiný7-clasr district of 
KoWe, to explore 
the Ynks between children's progress at school and their 
living conditions, revesAd some appalling housing condit- 
ions. "ore thRn half the flots in this district were 
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officially considered to be overcrowded; some had as many 
as eleven people living in one room, and it was found 
thqt one child slept at night on his grandmother a knee, 
39. 
because there wss not enough room to lie down . The 
notion of there being an underclass in inter-war Czecho- 
slovakia, living far below the normal social and economic 
level of the working class, finds further support in 
Ctakar Machotka*s investigation of "sociplly needy" famil- 
ies in Prague in the enrly 1930s. The majority of the 
unskilled workers in Mnchotka's survey lived in one-room 
flets, without W. C. s, bathroomsq or running water, and 
lit rimply by oil lamps. They had far fewer beds than 
there were family members, and many slept on the floor, 
on chairs end on boxes. Cvercrowding, with flnts being 
occupied by anything from two to ten times as mpny people 
as there was sppce for, wpe the lot of the overwhelming 
40. Tn Slovakia, the Communist *, ournal 1ý' ma4ority V rub- 
lished frequent expos4s of tlýe livin,! Z conditions of the 
poor and desperateg one example being an article by the 
poet Jdn Rob Poni6, pn about people living in "un(ern-round 
holes" in Senec, not far from F-kratislava4l. 
Tt is clear that housing reflected the basic social divi- 
sions in inter-war Czenhoslovakia. Certain Oistricts in 
the cities were occupied by members of particular social 
groups. The average size of dwellings wns small, though 
some members of the upper Ptrata live(, in substantial 
residences. Much of the hcusinC lackeO bnsic amenities, 
but connitions for the working class were Pubstantially 
worne than for other social groups, inclurliný7 zý, ýzqnci. 
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At the bottom of the social scale were those whose living 
conditions scarcely merited description as "housing". 
IV Education and life chances 
Education was traditionally a source of great social 
prestige in both the Czech Lands and Slovakia. Its import- 
ance as an attribute of status has been emphasised in 
previous chapters; in the ubiquitous social divisions, 
"gentlemen and people" and "intelligentsia and people", 
formal educational cualifications were the factor most 
decisive in cRtegorising someone's social status. stud- 
ies of the inter-war Czechoslovak Republic sometimes j-ive 
the impression thRt it was always possible for "a peor 
boy to -et help in paying his way through secondary 
school if his teachers found him talented, thus ensuring 
every potential leaeer a good education,, 
42 
. There were 
in(lee(I very mpnv examples Of "poor 'bo,,,, s made 7ood"p 
arnonp,, st them the first Presi, "ent of the -epublic, Tom65 
I'asaryk, the son of a coachman. However, it would be 
fplse to claim that it was easy for children from the 
lower social strata to complete a seccndary-schrol, let 
alone a university education. 
The msoority of children, in fact, never got beyond elemen- 
tary school ( obecnd or Tudovd Akola). Accoreing to one 
stu(ly, in the school yrar of 1926/1927,58-396 of all 
children in the 11-14 age band were studying at elemen- 
tpr7, school, 36.4% at hi, -her elementary school m4, §tanskA C; 
N, kola ) Pnd only 5.3% in the prestiious grammar schools 
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(gymnesia)43. Children in rural districts were at an 
obvious disadvantagel as the nearest m65tanskd 5kola, let 
alone grammar school, was often many miles away. Village 
society was conservative, and aspirations to secondary 
or higher education were beyond the compreheusion of 
many peasants. A bright chilc? s future often depended on 
support from the local teacher or the village priest. A 
sociological survey of one Slovak village found that the 
local priest believed that it would be bad for the vil- 
lage to lose all its intelligent sons, and did not en- 
coursge parents to send their children away to school, 
with the result that there were very few villnge children 
in the nearest secondary school 
44. This example was, 
almost certsinly, not unique. 
The children of the urban working class had far more 
opportunities for education then the children of pessants 
and agricultural labourers. There v,, as a much wider evail- 
ability of secondary schools of all kinds, as well as 
higher elementary schools, in the towns, and townspeople 
often had a far greater awareness of the career opport- 
unities which a good education might I-ring then did the 
pessantry. A survey of higher elementary schools, under- 
tn"Ken in 1929/1930, suggested that there was a lower per- 
centp, ge of working-class children in such schools in 
Frp! 7, ue than elsewhere in the Republic, because "in PraFue 
eoe even industrial workers send their talented children 
to secondary schools, in order to assure them of 9 better 
,, 45.6k Ullrich and Jan roleýal, future Nonetheless, Zdent 
who made a study of the fpmily backFrourds Pne c9rper 
aspirationý of all the secondary-school 7ra(fu-tes in the 
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Czech Lands. in the academic year 1933/1934, came to the 
general conclusion that: 
For the worker to put his son, or indeed his 
daughter through a complete secondary eeuca- 
tion entails a grept sacrifice. It reauires 
not only R cons. Ldersble financial sacrifice, 
but also great courage, and an important re- 
orientation of the mentality of a manual wage- 
earner... to take this step. 46 
Not all the small percentage of children who entered one 
of the four types of grammar school completed the full 
course of studies. The drop-out rate was high, espec- 
ially at the end of the fourth year, which marked the 
first completed cycle of study, and 91so quPlified pupils 
for entry into teecher-training instituted, which were 
free (grammar schools were fee-paying )47. Neee. less to 
say, the proportion of working-class children to complete 
the mpturita, the secondary-school leaving certificate, 
wes very small. Ullrich end DoleA61 recorded that, in 
1933/1934, thure were 128 secondery-school graduates for 
every 10,000 officials in the Czech Lands, 25 for every 
10,000 zf-lzenci,, 13 for every 109000 self-employed persons 
48 
and only 4 for every 10,000 manual workers 
For those secondary-school pupils who managed to grad- 
uate, the m-turita was a necessary qualification for 
executive posts in the civil service, and for admission 
to the officers' training academy. It also bestowed an 
automatic right to a place in a university. The only 
study of the social origins of university students was 
undertaken in Brno in the e-? rly years of the Republic, 
shortly after the estqblishment of the Masaryk university. 
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Of the students at Brno's four university-level instit- 
utions, in the sesdemic year 1921/1922$ 47.2% came from 
the families of self-employed persons and tenpnts, 33.5% 
from officials' families, 9.4% from workers' families, 
4.4% from pensioners' families, and 5.5% did not specify 
their origins. In 1922/1923, the figures were 44.2 (self- 
employed), 35.3% (officials), 8.4% (workers), 3.2% 
(pens- 
ionera)qnd 8.9% (unspecified)49. The relntivel, v high 
figures for workers can probably be explained in that, 
like the 1921 census, the survey did not distinguish 
zffzenci as a separate social category* 
The situation in Slovakia deserves special mention. 
Although the expansion of education in thst province after 
independence was extremely rapid, the number of schools 
and other educational establishments continued to lag 
behind that in the Czech Lands. A statistical survey 
published in 1935 gave the following figures: 
Table 750 
I Institutes of tertiary 
education 
- im-iversities 
TI Secondary schools 
III Specialist schools 
-trsde and commerce 
-in, 9ustrial schools 
IV Continustion. courses 
V Flementpry schools 
-higher elementqry 
-kindergprtens 
Slovakia R-ohemia Moravia 
1 
1 2 1 
59 182 101 
1 13 384 236 
20 52 30 
38 161 89 
433 1542 814 
4489 9217 5251 
167 1095 631 
151 1366 961 
In 19309 the population of Bohemia wns just over seven 
million, of Moravia-Silesia three and a half milliong and 
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of Slovakia three and a quarter million. That there were 
far greater opportunities for secondary and tertfiry educ- 
ation in the "Iestern provinces is apparent. 
7ducational opportwiity, or the lack of it, did much to 
determine the life-chances of the various social groups 
in inter-war Czechoslovakia. Careers in state service, 
for example, depended very rigidly on formal academic 
qualifications. Anton ýtefdnek's private papers reveal 
th-, qt, although he was largely responsible for reorganisý- 
ing education in Slovakia after 1918, the Ministry of 
Education then found it necessary to give him one ý, ear's 
paid leave of absence to complete his doctorate, in order 
to be able to offer him a job at a high administretive 
level in Prague5l. Although education at all levels wps 
open to the talented children from the lower social strataý 
both financial constreints, and the rigidity of the sys- 
tem, were often a barrier to their successful completion 
of a secondary or hiZr:; her education. Zdenýk Ullrich con- 
cluded his survey of secondary-school graduates with the 
remark that in Czechoslovakia, unlike the U. S. A., social 
mobility in one generation was not usual. "Upward social 
mobility ... does not teke place in Za single, 7 leap, but 
rather in successive short steps,, 
52. 
v Power nnO authority in inter-war Czechoslovakia 
upper 
The lack of Pny clear perception of an upper stratum or/ 
strata in Czech and Slovak societies has been a recurrent 
theme in the analysis of the vsrious kinds of source mat- 
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erial in previous chapters. It is clear that in- inter- 
war Czechoslovakia, as elsewhere, there were government, 
ministers, high-rnnking burescrats and financial magnates 
whose share of political and economic power was infinitely 
7reater,, than that of the majority of the population. 
Whether there was, however, a distinct upper class, in 
which family tradition had considerable influence on acc- 
ess to power and authority, is a matter of some debate. 
In societies where industrielisation had proceeded slowly, 
and where there was little or no native aristocracy, educ- 
ation had long been of great importance as a means to soc- 
ial mobility. Independence in 1918 created enormous 
career opportunities for both Czechs and Slovaks, and 
formal educational ouslifications were the obvious crite- 
rion for filling high positions in the new state. Of the 
88 inter-war Czech ane Slovak ministers, no fewer then 40 
were doctors of law, three were doctors of medicine, six 
were doctors of philosophy, eight were engineers, and 
many others seem to have followed Eome kind of higher 
education53. Entry to the hi, gher admi'nistrative grades 
of the ci-7il service was rigidly dependent on efucational 
qualifications, and a doctorate, normally a doctorate of 
law was the necessary pre-requisite for a top bureaucratic 
post. The new diplomatic corps, hastily essembled after 
1918, was made up largely of academics, lawyers, writers 
an,, 4- journ-lists 
54. Only in the army, whose social prest- 
ige was comparatively low, could those with only a basic 
education have a good chance of estsblishing a successfu. 1 
career (at least if they had been prominent in the Czecho- 
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s7ovak legions, like Gajda). However, after 1926, educ- 
ational standards were raised, and prospective officers 
had to graduate from the military academy, where the 
maturita was the basic entry requirement55. 
The importance of education as a stepping stone to power 
did make it possible for the able and energetic to get to 
the top, whatever their family background. However, as 
explained above, children from professional families were 
far more likely to achieve academic success then those 
from the poorer strata. There were, however, opportun- 
ities for workers to rise directly through the party move- 
ment, political journalism or the trades unions. Six 
of the Czechoslovak Social remocratic ministers from the 
inter-war years, and one National Socialist, were former 
workers who had taken this road to power, For small 
peasant farmers, such possibilities were rare; as one 
contemporary put it, "How many real ftýrmers leave their... 
p1oughs daily in order to plaý, r a leadinp, role in the 
.. E-, rprlan Party"56. AlthouEh five Agrarian ministers had 
no more than basic eOucation, all were substantial land- 
owners. 
It is clear that ? amily traditions die, lead some people 
into careers in politics and public service, although the 
real age of the civil service dynasty was over even before 
the First World War57. Of President Maseryk's four cirild- 
ren, Herbert (lied during the war, and Olga married sbroad, 
but Jan was ambassador to London, and became Foreign Sec- 
retary after the Second World 'gar, whilst Alice was a dep- 
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uty in the Revolutionary National Assembly, as a repre- 
sentative for Slovakial and afterwards President of the 
Czechoslovak Red Cross. President Bene5 had no children, 
but his brother Vojta was a parliamentary deputy, and 
1% 
later a senator 
(albeit for the Social remocratic Psrty), 
whilst JiM, the son of another brother, was active in 
the trsdes union movement, and later became a political 
journglist for Bene5's own National Socialists. Ladislav 
Ra5ln, who played a lesding role in the National Demo- 
cratic Party in the 1930s, was another example of fsmily 
connections in politicsi his father, Alois Ra5fn, had 
been Minister of Finance until his assassination in 1923. 
Tt would, however, be an exaEgerstion to speak of politi- 
cal dynRsties 
58 
0 
With the exception of Tom65 Pala, no members of the 
economic bouriecisie resIly cpptured the public impgina- 
tion in inter-war Czechosiovpkia, ý, lthouý-. h the nnmcs of 
such lepOing fi, gures as the banker, Jproslav rreiss, must 
have been well-known. One reason for the compnrptive 
anonym_itý., of business Pnd finance was that few lqrp_, e firms 
were fnmily-owned. In 1930, an Prticle in Na, ýe roba 
cl-dired, "nowhere in the world is ineustrial. production 
so cloýieiy jinked to bpnk copital as ýn the Czechoslovak 
Republic, where inOividual banks control the ma, 7ority of 
in(fustry 59. By the mid-1930s there were only 56 in0ep- 
endent entrepreneurs left in the minino, in(4ustry, in the 
buil(fing in, ý? ustry onl-ýr ten per cent of entreprises v., ere 
femily concerns, anei in the rest of in(fustry, on rverp7e, 
6o 
twenty-eiýr, ht per cent . In eddition, there wns ccnsid- 
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erable foreign participation in industry, accounting for 
twenty-five per nent of all companies' total economic 
capital. Investment was particularly heavy in the mining 
and metallurgical industries, whilst the French Schneider 
Company held seventy-three per cent of tP. e njoint stock 
61 
capital of the §koda armaments works The inner circle 
of the inter-war business and financial dlite were bank 
directors and industrial managers, rather than the scions 
of a family firm. 
Jaroslav Preiss, general director of the lgrgest bsnk, the 
W ZivnostenskA banks, was probably the arch-capitalist in 
inter-war Czechoslovakia. He was president of the Union 
of Czechoslovak Industrialists, and the Czech Eank Union, 
vice-president of the Mining and Metallurgical Company, 
and on the boards of many sugar refineries, of the engin- 
eerinq works Cýeskomoravskd-Kolben-Danwek 
(ýKD)q the Mautner 
textile factories, the insurance compqny Securitas, and 
many other concerns. During'the course of his profes- 
sional life, Preiss served on the boards of more than 
forty different concerns. Although not from a humble 
background 
(his 
father was a district judge) Preiss was 
very much 9 self-made man. His career pattern was simi- 
lar to that of many leadinS political figures; he studied 
at the universities of Prague, Leipzig and Graz, received 
a doctorate in law, and worked as economic correspondent, 
first for Ngrodni. listy, and then for the 2ivnostenskd 
bpnka's own financial journal 
62. 
A successful ur. ivprsity career was a starting point for 
many other individuals in the business world, for expmple, 
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the Maffk brothers, who were both directors of C'KD, 
However, burgeoning family connections can also be 
traced amongst the economic bourgeoisie. Joe ýIsiq/ 
Hartmann, a leading figure in the sugar industry, and a 
dirtetor of twenty-five concerns, was the son of Richard 
Hartmann, himself a Oirector of the Schoeller sugar 
works, and he married Jaroslav Preiss's daughter, Wra, 
in 1923. There are m9ny other examples of second gener- 
ation business entrepreneurs, such as the Havel brothers, 
co-owners of the Lucerna palace in Prague, and both activ- 
ely involved in the film industry, or Ctakar and Ivo 
Kruli5-Randa, who were mining engineers like their fnther, 
rine prominent members of the boards of several wetallurg- 
ical companies. The Czech business and financial 41ite 
may have been a late-comer to the social scene, but it is 
obvious that, by 1939, a strong, inter-connected business 
community OiO exist. Ferdinand Mellan"s entry . from the 
official national biogrnphyj ýeskoelovensko, t. %, pifies 
this. 1'ellan had been *ýctive in the Young Czech Party in 
the late nineteenth century, and was a director of ýKD. 
His son, J-roslav, was a leadinp,, Prague lawyer, whilst 
his four dauFhters married a brewery-owner, a wholesale- 
trader, a high official in the Anglo-Czech bank, and the 
owner of a printing firm respectively 
63. 
!. ýost members of the business and financial 41ite pln-ved 
little -ctive role in party politics at the parliamentary v 
level, although a number of them were members of the 
64. 
_ -ever , National Democratic Party' Ho,., it is ensy to 
demonstrate a close interrelationship between 1-. ýusiness 
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and government in the inter-war period. Jaroslav Preiss, 
for exsmple, was one of the architects of financial policy 
in the early years of the Republic 
65. Moreover, many 
politicians had business interests. In 1931 a committee 
wa-z set up to consider whether membership of the board of 
directors of an industrial, commercial or financial entre- 
1ýrise was incompatible with the duties of a parliamentary 
deputy. After lon, rr deliberationsthe committee reached 
the decision that every case should be treated on its 
c, yn merits, a verdict which was hardly surprising since 
the final report revepled that, in the third electoral 
period of 1929/1935,115 deputies held 345 places on the 
boprds of 15 banks, 63 savings institutions, 16 insurance 
firms, 73 cooperatives, 32 hesvy industrial and 23 light 
in, 4ustrial concerns, 10 breweries, distilleries and super 
refineries, 6 transport concerns end 33 printing and pub- 
lishing houses. Ladislav YovAk, a senator for. the Fat- 
ional Democratic Party and sometime Plinister of Trade, 
66 too'.,, the lead, with a seat on fifteen boards Y; inisters 
hoe to renounce their directorships when actually in off- 
ice. However, concerns such as the ýkoda armaments works, 
which was dependent on the government for orders, got 
around this restriction by informing ministers thst a 
place on the board would be theirs as soon as their term 
of office came to an end. Since a director of ýkoda 
coulO e-rn as much as 200,000 crowns a year, and P percent- 
aae of the firm's profits, this was a -ood w9y to involve 
public fi, 
_ý-:, 
uz, es in reciprocal sr-rvices 
67. 
Agrarian capital also had considerable political influence 
The AFrariar Pprty was able to bring about the reintrodue- 
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tion of t9riffs on grain products in 1925 and 1926, 
despite the fact that this hit trade with the other count- 
ries of the Little Entente, and also aroused the bitter 
opposition of the socialist parties. In 1934, the party 
was instrumental in the creation of the Czechoslovak 
Grain Company, which was given a monopoly of internal 
and external trade in grain, fodder and flour products. 
This monopoly was beneficial to medium and large farmers, 
who produced for the market, but it also lead to a rise 
68 in food prices Although the interests of agriculture 
and industry were sometimes at odds, noticeably over 
t!: ýriff policies, it should not be forgotten that the 
Agr4rnl banka hae considerpble industrial investments, and 
th-, ýt mnny ineustrialists were qlso landowners. 
The fin-ncial power Pnd potential influence of some 
businessmen and landowners was clearly considernble. The 
or, 4in-ry citizen, the far-from-we! ýýlthy "little Czech (or 
indeed Slovak) man", had scant influence over the running 
of his country. Although there was universal suffrage, 
the system of proportional represent9tion, which involved 
votinq for a party list, rather than for a specific candi- 
date, meant that representatives hpd little sense of Oir- 
ect responsibility to their constituencies. The party 
reigned supreme; the average perliamentary deputy or sena- 
tor was unable to exercise much personal initiative, if 
he voted against the part-, line he could lose his seat 
immeOiately, in mid-session. Real. political power was 
lnrgely the -monopoly of -, few party lea(ýers, who mirht, 
of course, have risen from the 'ower social Ftratn, like 
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the Social DemocrRt, Rudolf Bechyn6, an ex-locksmith 
69 
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Even so, there was much compromise within the various 
government coalitions, and the socialist parties, for 
example, were frequently forced to modify their social 
policy demands70. Yforeover, the patronage which was so 
much part of the political system, including much de 
facto control over positions in state service, was the 
prerogative of the parties of government. The Communist 
Party, which was in permanent opposition, or Hlinlmýs 
Slovak Populist Party, which joined the government co- 
alition only for a short period in the late 1920s, could 
distribute only limited largesse to their followers 71 . 
Poth manual workers and salc! ried emploýrees were ver-17 
hicýhlly unionisedt especially in the pcriod immeOiately 
following independence. Despite early discussions nbout 
the need for greater unity, the tra(7es union movement 
remained highlý,, fragmented, as it had under the Habsburgs. 
However, the two main socialist federations, --ýnd espec- 
islly the Social Democrats' Odborovd ilst: ýedl, were suf- 
ficiently strong to hqve some influence over government 
Policy- Certain*union leaders) like Bechyn6, or-the-Nat- 
ional Socialist, Alois Tu6r, 3ý)rose hi. -h in the party system, 
and even became ministers. ý. 'oreover, union represent- 
Ptives sat on the Advisory Committee for Economic Affairs, 
set up in 1921, and they were also active in the SociAlnI 
i1stav, which had responsibility for investi7ating social 
issues. In addition , the 1hent s7, stem of unemplo-ment 
relief was actually administered by the unions, giving 
them an institution,: ýlised role which they had at first 
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welcomed. Lev Winter, the Social Democrat who was the 
main architect of the scheme, expressed the opinion that 
the trades unions would thereby become the backbone of 
Czechoslovak economic structure 
72 
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However, the failure of the Communist-led general strike 
in December 1920 probably marked an end to any real hopes 
of radical change in the social system. Subsenuent leais- 
1%ation, like the Act of 1921, which authorised, often post 
fneto, the setting up of factory committees, proved to 
delimit the extent of workers' rights to consultation, 
rather than providing the first step on the road to "econ- 
omic democracy". The last really important reform was the 
Social Insurance Act of 1924, and this did not involve the 
creation of a unified system of insurance, as had initial- 
ly been envisa ed by the Social Democratic Party, and 3ts 
the first time 
union fe(ýeration. After the establishment for / of a 
coalition government from which the socialists were exclud- 
ed, in 111,295, there were no further improvements in exist- 
ing social leýTislation, other than some modifications to 
the system of unemployment relief, which were forced by 
7ý; the reprpssion'-. 
-7ith the introduction of defla. tionary policies to meet 
the economic crisis of the early 1920s, union membership 
fell. An upsurEe in the numbers of those unionised in 
the 1930s, especially Pmon: ý,, -st salaried employees, could 
be seen as a Oesperate reaction to the econoric situation, 
rather than 2 show of strength. 'kinder the C-7hent s-,. rstem 
which proved to be an intolersble strain on union funds, 
uner-plo. -ment pay went only to union membcrs of six or more 
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rronths standing. Despite their strength in numbers, the 
.1* 
salnried employees unions had no success in reversing 
the Agrarian-sponsored Act of 1934, which created a prob- 
ationary period for state employees, O. uring which time 
76 
they received only a token salary Yoreover, the num- 
ber of "yellow unions", organised by employers, also rose 
Ouring this period. The National Democrats' unions had 
some success amon3st the textile workers of North Fohemia, 
whilst the AZrarian unions were able to recruit workers 
in the unlikely venue of the S"koda works, where the 
AgrArni banka was a ma-ior investor77. ýU By 1936, union 
membership stood at just over 2,219,000, in comparison 
78 to 1,618,000 in 1927, and 1,979,000 in 1921 . However, 
deqpite the overall increase in numbers, there can be 
little r1oubt that the traees urions had less power than 
at the outret of the indepen(4ent Czechoslovak Republic. 
All the evidence suCEests that certain 41ite F. roups in 
Czech and Slovak society sielded a Oisproportionate 
influence in compar-ison to their numbers, which is as 
might be expOcted. The apparent strength of the working 
class -luring 
the uncertain times immeeiately following 
independence soon fsded. It is clear that the "little 
Czech man" did not have much control over his political 
and economic destiny. Crranised protest had its occas- 
ional successes: the miners' strikes of 1921 and 192? 
were in part instrumental in securin! 7 them superior 
social benefits, whilst intense lobb-ing from officials 
ane zý'-fzenci helped to prevent the unificqtion of social 
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insurance laws. Even small entrepreneurs were apparently 
successful in securing a ban on "One-price stores" in 1933, 
although in practice this did not prevent the further 
%, 79 expnnsion of firms such as Beta . The ordinary citizen 
had little real power, although society sufficiently 
open to allow some talented individupls to rise through 
the system* 
VI Pclitics and class 
Amongst the eight political parties whose programmes have 
been analysed in chapter three above, no fewer than four 
identified ver7, closely with one pnrticulrnr social ýýroup, 
w, hich they tried to present as q redeeminZ force for the 
whole of society. Eoth the penspnt comrrunity Pn, ý small 
tr,:? Oesmen hnd their o,,,. rn self-styled reprentatives, ý-: hilst 
the manual worker coulý chose between the Social Lemoc- 
rptic Workers' Party, which sought to achieve its social- 
ist nims within the system, and the Communist F-rty, which 
envisrýged revolution as P necessary preTude to social 
change. Cnly officials had no party of their own, and 
the attempt to found a pprty specificelly for intellect- 
uals c9me to 7-rief in the 1925 elections. Iowever, 
although +here was -pparently a consi(lernble de! 7ree of 
correlation between political ideology and the multi- 
fpceted social structure of inter-war Czechoslovakia, 
social b-ckground was not the only determinant of polit- 
ical behnviour. Nýtionalism and religion were both pot- 
ent forces, whilst for the "esperate, especially in 
Slovakia, political choice mi, -ht be determined by the 
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80 hope for a job, or some far cruder bribe The analysis 
of voting patterns remains, nonetheless, a useful indic- 
ator of the sigrnificance of class in Czech and Slovak 
society. 
The Agrarian Party was the government party which had ' 
the most evenly distributed support throughout the Czecho- 
slovak Republic. It consistently attracted a high percen- 
tage of the rural vote - in 1929, for example, it won 
over one million of the five and a nuarter million 
votes cast in villages and towns with less than 5000 
81 inhabitants To some extent the Agrarian Party's suc- 
cess can be attributed to its strong organisational net- 
work; it was qssocipted with cooperatives, credit instit- 
utions ane Pgricultural societies, as well as numerous 
82 
social anO cultural activities in rural areas Party 
membership might be a matter of "enlightened self- 
interest" for the peasant farmer; however, as the Nat- 
ional Socialists reluctantly conceded in their programme 
of 1931, "estate consciousness" often led even the small- 
holder and the agricultural labourer to vote for the 
A, grarianS83 & 
The success of the Czech Populist Party in strongly 
Catholic 11oravia, where it Pttracted a relative maiority 
of the votes c9st in the parliamentary elections of 
19259 1929 and 1935, showed the contin-Ing importance of 
religion as a focus of identification. Populist support 
was particularly strong in rural areas; in 1925, for 
exnmple, the party won 368,900 votes in rural communities 
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in Moravia, far more even thnn the Agrarian Party, bilt 
only 6P, 180 votes in towns with more than 5000 inhab- 
itants. The Populist Party Was also an important compet- 
itor for the rural vote in Bohemia, but in the more sec- 
ular atImosphere of the Western province, the Mggrarians 
had no difficulty in maintaining their lead84 * 
The Tradesmen's Party which was 1"ounded after indep- 
endence, grew to be an important pressure group for the 
Pmsll entrepreneur in rural areas. It was very distinctly 
the party of the country tradesman, winning more then 
twice as many votes in small communities with less than 
5000 inhabitants as in the lprger townsS5. The effects 
of the Depression are obvious in the suCden upsurge of 
support in 19-1.5, when the Tradesmen won over thifty- 
ei. ght per cent more votes than they had in the previous 
election of 1929. Their nnti-cepitalist policies took 
on n new meqninF cluring a period when m!,!:,, ky small 'hitsines- 
ses were forced into bankruptcy. 
The upper business and commercial strata tended to support 
the Netional Democratic Party. This party never achieved 
much success outside its oriqinal base in Fohemia, and it 
was particularly stronF, in Prague, the economic as well 
as the political centre of the Republic. The National 
Democrats won over 109,000 votes in the capital in 1920, 
more than twenty-five per cent of their total support, 
anO they were always far more popular in towns then in 
villages and small communities 
86 
. The party lost Fround 
stea(ýily in the 1920s, as nationelism grew less si-nifi- 
cant for the Czechs. However, in 1935, in a coalition 
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with the Czech fascistal as the "National Union", it had 
a notable success in Prague, where it topped the poll 
with 142,100 votes, twenty eight per cent of the total + 
In the same electiont the Ndrodni ejednoceni won fifteen 
per cent of the votes in Plzen, the second induatrial 
town in Bohemia, whereas in rural districts with less 
then 5000 population, it nowhere won more than five per 
cent of the total vote87 0 
The National Socialist Party had first emerged in 1897 as 
an explicitly patriotic, evolutionary, alternative to 
Marxism. Like the National Democrats, the party was 
strongest in Bohemia, where it actually captured a relat- 
ive majority of the votes cast in 1929. Its organisa- 
tional base drew considerable strength from the rail, 
postal and white-collar unions - its appeal to officials 
being underlined by its strength in Prague, where it cap- 
tured 117,310 votes in 1929 and 107,200 in 1935. Nuser- 
ically, the total National Socialist vote was split - 
fairly evenly between the larger towns and smaller com- 
munities with less than 5000 inhabitants, although the 
latter accounted for more than seventy per cent of the 
total population. It can, therefore, be considered an 
urban-based party, reflecting the support it drew from 
88 
salaried employees and skilled workers 
+ Jan Havrdnek claims that Ndrodnf sjednocenf won only 
fifteen per cent of the votes in Prague in 1935, but he 
is presumably referring to the whole Prague constituency, 
which, apart from the capital, was largely rural, and an 
Agrarian stronghold. 89 
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In 1920, the Social Democrats won over one and a half 
million votes, almost twice as many as their nearest 
rivals, the Agrarian Party. In Slovakia, in particular, 
they received overwhelming support, a reflection of cont- 
inuing political turbulence only ten months after tne 
Hungarian Red Army had been forced to retreat. The split 
with the party's left wing in the autumn of 1920 left it 
considerably weakened, its vote lagged behind that of the 
Communists in 1925, and it did not exceed one million 
votes again until 1935. Votes cast for the Social Desoc- 
ratic Party tended to reflect the overall distribtuion 
of the population between villages and small towns, and 
go larger urban areas Although the party did have some 
success in recruiting agricultural labourera, to the 
considerable indignation of Agrarian intellectuals like 
Josef Hole6ek, its success in rural areas probably ref- 
lected rather the considerable industrialisation in quite 
91 
small communities The Social Democrats were regularlV 
the largest party in Plzen*, and they won 68,100 votes in 
Prague in 1929, and 77,770 in 1935, when they came third 
behind Ndrodnf soednocenf and the National Socialists 
92 
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Analysis of the Communist vote is particularly signifi- 
cant, since in the 1920s the party became more extreme in 
its emphasis on the revolutionary nature of its creed. 
When the Communists split away from the Social Democrats 
in 1920, they took with then a majority of both party mem- 
bers and voters. In 1925, the party achieved 13.296 of 
the total vote in Czechoslovakia, second only to the 
Agrarians, who won 13.7%. Internal struggles for control 
of the party leadership, and repeated purgesp took their 
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toll, however. In 1929 there was a distinct fall in pop- 
ular support and, despite the Depression, the party's 
share of the total vote went up by only 0.1% between 
1929 and 1935 
93. 
The fact that the Communist Party, which pictured the 
industrial working class as the vanguard of the prolet- 
ariat, actually drew so much of its support from villages 
and small towns has been the subject of such comment94. 
In 19'ý5, for example, 551,400 of the party's votes came 
from such communities, and only 298,100 from urban cen- 
trea with more than 5000 inhabitants95. In fact, the 
Social Democrats, too, always had much stronger numerical 
suppcrt in the smaller communities, in which over 70% of 
the Czechoslovak population lived, than in urban areas. 
It should not be forgotten that many villages were indus- 
trialised, and that many village inhabitants actuallv com- 
muted into the towns to industrial jobs. This is not to 
deny that the Communist vote was particularly strong in 
South Slovakia, where the party acted as a focus of dis- 
content for the largely Hungarian minority, and in Ruth- 
enia, where it drew similar support from the backward and 
underprivileged agricultural population. However, the 
Communists also had some important bastions of urban sup- 
port. They always won a particularly high shpre of the 
vote in "Red" Kladno, and they were also stronR in Prague, 
V, oravskd Ostrava and Mladd Boleslav, to give three inst- 
ances of industrial towns where they consistently won 
more than 10% of the total votes cast in parliamentarv 
elections 
96 
a Perhaps the most balanced verdict on the 
Communist Partv comes from Joseph Rothschild: 
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The Communist Party drew its sustained strength 
less from any unbearable conditions of exploit- 
ation, than from a generplised complex of alien- 
ations that reflected rigid soiial barriers bet- 
ween the working class and the lower middle class, 
and estrnngements between juxtaposed ethnic com- 
munities. 97 
The Slovak Populists, like the Communists, were P party 
of opposition, except for a brief period from 1927 to 
1929, when they provided two ministers to the government 
coql. ition. Dissatisfied with both Czech centralism and 
Czech secularism, the party sought to defend what it saw 
as Slovakia's traditional Cptholic values, and was very 
strongly nationalistic. Except in 1920, wh6n the Slovak 
Populists came second to the Social Democratic Farty, 
they were consistently the most popular party in Slovakia. 
T-ven thou7h they never had a clepr ma4crity, they nlwa, -s 
polled far more votes that their nenrest rivals, the 
Agrgrian Party. They were, predictably, very strong in 
rural areas, where the villpge priest was usunlly !- strong 
surporter of the party; they won about one third of the 
Slovak country vote in 1935. Their share of the urban 
vote in that year, at just over twenty per cent, was 
sl-ip, -: 
htly -mailer thsn thst of the Social Democrets. How- 
ever, Slovakia had comppratively few towns with morp thsn 
POCO people 
ýlthouEh the secret ballot mpde Oetsiled social ansl,, sis 
of the inter-war election results impossible, it is clear 
thqt thorn wpq P definite re7ptionship letween voting 
patterns and the baric socia7 groups which have been 
hentified in Czech and Slovak society. Party constit- 
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uencies often overlappedl and for many of the electorate, 
nationalism or religion provided an overriding focus of 
political loyalty. Nonetheless, it would seem thst a 
distinct peasant identity was reflected, to an extent, 
in support for the two Catholic parties, as well as in 
the large proportion of the aýýricultural vote which went 
to the Agrarian Party. The small entrepreneur from rural 
and semi-rural communities was far more likely to vote 
for the Tradesmen's Party than his urban counterpart, 
who tended to join the upper strata of business and com- 
merce in their support for the National Democrats. Offi- 
cinls were harder to categorise, as they voted for all 
pqrties, with the possible exception of the Trqdesmen's 
rarty. The socialist or communist intellectual was a 
common fi-oure and the business and financial interests 
of the A. grarian Party meant that it, too, could nttr-ct 
support outside its obvious constituency. The vast maj- 
oritý! of the worl, 7inZ class voted for one of the three 
sociplist pprties, although the two non-revolutionery 
parties together won far more support than the Communists. 
Indeed, it was the Czechoslovak Social Democratic Farty 
which was the most obvious beneficiary of the Depression, 
a"though the 17omminists" fpil-ure to increýýse thpir shere 
of the vote can be explýýined bZ, the fact that theýr lost 
99 some of their German voters to the Sudetendeutschepprtei 
'he rverall. impression of the Czechs is of P society in 
which cla, ý; s wns nn important, if not overrieing fnctor 
in influencing voting patterns. The situation in Slovakia 
was (ýifferent, for Slovqk society wns less r1evel- 
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Tabl e 8: Parliamentary elections 
100 
Bohemia Moravia Slovakia 
Agrarians 
1920 424,236 179,382 242,045 
1925 11 4881ý607 199,721 248,034 
1929 524 , 578 224,522 278,979 1935 541,543 287,567 286,739 
Tradesmen 
1920 80,757 42,056 - 1925 194,162 80,320 11,576 
1929 176,188 77,539 30,134 
1935 274,671 122,703 41,996 
Populists 
1920 191,844 272,495 
1925 269,756 366,905 18,036 
1929 255,877 321,936 36,548 
1935 255,494 315,567 37,489 
Nat. Dems. 
1920 298,054 89,498 - 1925 213,843 42,730 24,954 
1929 -200,995 56,198 53,745 
1935* 323,918 77,995 25,49o 
Nat. Socs. 
1920 381,367 89,498 29,564 
1925 435,761 120,909 36,909 
1929 535,740 177,595 43,968 
1935 494,480 198,197 51,930 
Soc. Dems. 
1920 762,092 318,087 510,341 
1925 386,44o 166,145 6o, 635 
1929 535,740 269,674 135,506 
1935 551,579 269, o8g 184,389 
Communists 
1920 - - - 1925 471,631 195,174 198,467 
1929 398,26o 162,136 152,242 
1935 384,750 174,574 210,785 
Slovak Pops. 
1920 - - 235,389 1925 489,111 
1929 962 20,4o6 403,683 
1935 28,588 489,641 
* As a coalition, the Narodni sjednoceni*L 
N. B. This table does not include results for the 
minor parties, or the parties of the national minor- 
ities. 
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oped, and the majority of the electorate was politically 
immature andinexperienced. Both religion and national- 
ism were enormously important as focuses of identification, 
and they were combined in support for the Slcvak Populist 
Party. The only other parties to win siý-nificant support 
were the Agrqrians, for obvious reasons in a larZely 
FR. -ricultursl country, the Socipl Democrats, and the Com- 
munists, and the latter -ttrpcted mýnny of their votes from 
the Hungarian minority. Althou; 7h the me-; ority of the 
electorate in the Czech Lnnds seem to have wished to 
Pchieve their nims through the existing political system, 
it is clear that a large proportion of Slovaks were in 
some w-y diýalktisfied with the status auo. 
VII Conclusion 
Avail-pble e7idence of Oemonstrnble inecu-1ities in such 
motters Ps income qna housing rmnke 
it cle-r thrat ýife- 
styles in inter-wpr Czechoslov!? kiý? were ver, -- closely 
linked to occupation. Eirth'. ', -, s often the most decisive 
fpctor ý-overning life chances, especially for the chiýd 
of q poor peasnnt or an agricultural lsbower. Nonethe- 
7ess, e(ucotion coulO provide a ste7pinj Aone to the 
vrr7 hi7hest places in Czech -nd Slovek society, anS the 
inter-w-r republic hqs been described as "q pqr, Cise for 
the Ph. D. " 101 Yet it is true that the most notnile Pynm- 
ries of "poor boys made 7ood" - the first ýeWent of 
the Republic, Tomis Masaryk, who Ad rise through eOuc- 
ation, ane the multi-mi7-l-ionaire, Tom4ý -ata, who prieed 
himself on the fact that he had cnly a basic e, fucation - 
hae both ri8-en*to prominence before ineeTeneence. PerhqTs 
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the twenty years between the two world wars was not long 
enough to provide equivalent case histories. However, 
it would also seem that the intelligentsia Rnd the busir- 
ness and commercial strata, once established, had -some 
. 02 success in replicating themselves' C> 
Nstionalism was the single most importnnt source of Z> 
internal conflict in inter-war Czechoslovakia, often sub- 
sumin7 other issues, such as the fact that the German 
Preas of the Republic were particularly hard hit be the 
Depression, or that Slovakia was economically backward irx 
comparison to the Czech Lands. Voting patterns illustrate 
that, of the social differencrs within Czech and Sýlovak 
society, the Oivision 'Cetween to%rn anO country ý,., as siýýrnif- 
icant; there were also ýistinct lines O"'L , ý, ivision, in 
terms of life style, between the workinz7 class an, --' salar- 
ieO employees, and between a lower stratum of the partic- 
ul-rlY underprivileged and the rest of ! Fociety. . --owever, 
after the turbulence of the first two or three -ears of 
ineependence had been overcome, there was never any real 
sw7gestion thpt the Republic would be torn spart by social 
strife. 
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Conclusion 
Czechoslovakia - and this is primarily true 
for Bohemia and Moravia - has been frequently 
described as the classic country of the "little 
man", i. e. a country of hs--ewnrking, labor- 
loving, thrifty individual: ý, who love their 
families, and privacy, and take pride in crafts- 
manship. 
(Jan Hajda, Czech-American sociologiat, 1955) 
Perhaps the strongest impression to be gained of inter- 
war Czechoslovak society from the various types of source 
material analysed in this thesis is of a people who ident- 
ified closely with the image of the "little man". This 
image was particularly well-expressed by the Agrarian 
politician, Antonfn Swvehla: "The great majority of our 
nation is made up of little poor people, small and medium 
pea-ant farmers and industrial workers... small tradesmen, 
artisans and shopkeepers, officials and members of the 
liberal professions , 
2. The definition is, of course, 
platitudinous - it reveals little about Czechoslovak, as 
opposed to any other advanced society, for one would 
expect wealthy businessmen and landowners to be in a min- 
ority. The only striking point is the use of the epithet 
"little poor people" to describe members of the liberal 
professions 
3. Yet the notion of Czechoslovakia as the 
"country of the little man" has been propagated by both 
contemporaries and historians alike$ not as a common- 
place, but rather as a unique and essential truth about 
the nature of inter-war society 
4. 
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There was a certain element of political rh)etoric in 
the appeal to the "little man". Political leaders, 
particularlv in the earl. v years of the Republic, needed 
to encourage a sense of identification with the state 
amongst the peasaiitry and the industrial working class, 
both of whom had become much more aware of their poten- 
tial strength as a result of the War5. Politicians were 
often ready to identify personall. v with the broad masses 
of the population; gvehla, for example, claimed to be a 
"peasant", and Masaryk told Prague workers in April 1919, 
"You know I was myself a worker, and I have not ceased 
to be a worker", adding tellingLv, "I am convinced that 
the maturity of our labour force guarantees progress in 
6 
our Republic" Masarykian philosophvp with its emphasis 
on the dignity of labour and the value of each indiv- 
idual to the community, however lowly his occupation, 
tended to promote political and social stabilitv7. Like- 
wise the concept o-T the "little man'19 a social hero who 
was not identifiable with arxv one specific class or occu- 
pational group, encouraged harmorxv in Czechoslovak 
societv. 
However, identifination with the "little man" was more. 
than a convenient political device; it also revealed 
a narrow and somewhat anachronistic conception of national 
society. Until independence, the Czechs had been dominated 
both economically and politicallv by Vienna, whilat the 
Slovaks occupied a particularly subservient position in 
Transleithania. The period between the wars was one of 
state building, during which new economic and political 
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elites came to the fore* Leading politicians were 
household names, but since many of them had risen from 
quite humble backgrounds - Masaryk was the son of a 
coachman and Bene6 the son of a peasant farmer - they 
could still be identified as "little men". The existence 
of rich industrialists and financiers or of nascent busi- 
ness dynasties, amongst the Czechs in particular, had 
little impact at all on social perceptions. Industrial- 
ists in novels continued to bear German or Jewish names 
like Pre8singer and Bondy; big business was seen as an 
alien force or, more often, overlooked completely 
8 
41 
TomA5 Bata was the only Czech businessman to capture the 
public imagination 
9. This was due not merely to his 
financial success, but also to his consummate skill as 
a self-publicist* His carefully cultivated image as a 
self-made man, who fostered a spirit of egalitarianism 
in work relations, appealed to the meritocratic ideals 
10 
of the Czechs 
In most countries industrialists and financiers are 
fairly anonymous figures, but there is a basic awareness 
of the existence of an upper class of wealth. In inter- 
war Czechoslovakia, even journalists and political com- 
mentators often seem to have been remarkably unaware 
that there was a sizeable native economic bourgeoisie 
Few Czech or Slovak families had been prominent for more 
than one or two generations, and in the context of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire they had formed no more than 
provincial elites. Independence created enormous career 
opportunities for the Czechs and, to a lesser extent, the 
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Slovaks and the immediate post-war period brought rapid 
social mobility for many people. Twenty years of indep- 
endence was too short a period for the emerging national 
elites to develop fully the ethos of an upper Class, or 
to establish theM8elves as such in social perceptions. 
Moreover, the Austro-Hungarian aristocracy had provided 
a model of "true" exclusive Society, and its abolition 
in Czechoslovakia in 1918 was felt to have removed "the 
highlands of caste" 
12 
0 
Commentators in the inter-war period were proud of the 
"democratic" nature of the Czechoslovak social order. 
Jaromfr John, writing about Prague Society in the early 
19308, claimed: 
With the exception of contemporary Russia, 
one would probably search in vain for a 
society as unified and democratically homo- 
, geneous as that of the Czechs. 13 
Yet the fact that Czechoslovak Society lacked the social 
polish, and sometimes the wealth, of an established 
upper class was a cause for some concern. John, for 
example, was aware that foreign diplomats often preferred 
the company of the German ex-ari-tocracy to that of the 
less mondaine Czech and Slovak elites14. The much- 
vaunted image of Czechoslovakia as a country of the 
"little man" was to prove a political disadvantage in 
the long term. On the eve of Munich a reporter was told 
by Joseph Addison, the British Minister in Prague, that 
he had no Czech friends "because they eat in the kitchen"15 
Such attitudes, Nhich Addison had no hesitation in 
conveying in his reports to the Foreign Office, undoubt- 
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edly made it much easier psychologically to betray 
16 
Czechoslovakia at Munich 
The highest-placed group in Czechoslovak society to be 
readily identifed by contemporaries was "officials" - 
not, of course, the private secretaries to government 
ministers, but rather minor civil servants, grammar- 
school teachers and low-ranking officers. Although 
top civil servarts received high salaries, "officials" 
were normally pictured as bsdly-paidl7 . The effect of 
wartime inflation had been to depress the living stan- 
dards of this group, and the necessitv of maintaining a 
basic minimum for the most lowly-planed of them had also 
led to a certain equalisation of salaries 
18 
. This phen- 
omenon was not confined to rzechoslovakia and, as in 
neighbouring Germany, "offivials" were therefore anxious 
to preserve their separate social status, especially in 
pension and emplovment provisions 
19 
. The suggestion of 
social levelling was, however, never reall. v borm out in 
the inter-war period; "officials", who had normally been 
educsted at least to the level of the maturita, continued 
to be identified colloquially as "gentlemen"20 0 
Beneath them came z, -"-Izen(-i, lower-ranking . -on-manual 
workers, a social Aroup Which had increased in numbers 
rapidl. v as a result of economic changes from the 18908 
21. 
onwards Their status as "employees 
in higher servine" 
was confirmed by the Social Insurance Acts of the 1920s, 
and the favourable treatment afforded bv social and 
employment legislation provided an 
institutionalised 
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22 basis for their sense of separate identitv Their 
life chances, in terms of income, housing and educationAl 
opportunity, were greater than those of manual workers23. 
Powever, they were still likely to be classed colloquially 
, 24 amongst the "common people 
The two traditional groups in society, peasant farmers 
and small entrepreneurs, were regarded with much senti- 
mental attachment, though it is clear that these occup- 
ations were awarded a fairly low social status when com- 
pared to jobs which required the completion of a grammar 
school or a university education. Both of these groups 
tended to criticise the prestige accorded to formal 
educational achievements, which their members usuallv 
lacked 25. Each, in their different wavs, was opposed 
to the forces of modernisation; the small entrepreneur 
feared the competition of big business, whilst manv 
peasants regarded urban society with deep suspicion. 
Although it was far from homogeneous, the working class 
was the only social group commonl. v referred to as a class 
by contemporaries. Differences in levels of skill formed 
the basis for divisions of interest which cut across the 
unity of the class, and there were further distinctions 
between agricultural and industrial labour and between 
those employed in large-scale concerns and those in small 
26 
workshops Nonetheless, many manual workers, especiallv 
in industrv, do seem to have shared a certain common 
social identity. Social and employment legislation 
marked them off from white-collar employees, and also 
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largel. v ignored the distinctions between the skilled, 
the semi-skilled and the unskilled27. There was, how- 
ever, a looselv-defined "underclass" composed of casual 
workers and certain categories of unskilled labour who 
did not share fully in the benefits conferred by such 
28. 
y legialation They were regarded by the Communist Part. 
and sociologists alike as potential revolutionaries 
29 
0 
The social groups outlined above were basically occup- 
ational categorieswhich were distinguished by the census 
and party political programmes, and were readily accepted 
as social stereotypes. The Czechs and the Slovaks of the 
First Republic d6 not seem to have had a very clear sense 
of "class". They did perceive the existence of a "working 
class", but not of a cohesive middle class; the three 
groups distinguished (officials, peasants and small trades- 
men) suggest the lingering influence of pre-industrial 
estate society. 
The most significant divisions which appear to have influ- 
enced social perceptions in the inter-war period were 
dichotomous - the distinction between town and country., 
manual and non-manual labour and the educated and the 
uneducated - and all cut across the more obvious barriers 
of clas830. Similarly, rank consciousness, which was 
particularly strong amongst white-collar employees, was 
antithetical to the formation of all-inclusite social 
classes 
31 
. The structure of Czech and, more particularly, 
Slovak society was still far removed from that of an 
advanced capitalist country like Great Britain32 * 
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It is clear that the socio-economic inheritance of the 
Habsburg past continued to counterbalance the forces of 
change in the Republic to a considerable extent. If the 
j2: reyrat of 1918 did lead to far more than simply a change 
of personnel in the highest ranks of society, this was 
at least in part due to the social effects of the War33. 
In the words of Karel 6apek, "Was the coup of 28th October 
"34 also a revolution? It was, but only a minor revolution 
Land reform and a series of legislative me9sures to 
improve employment conditions and social insurance pro, - 
visions raised the quality of life for large sectors of 
the community. The transformation of the Slovak educa- 
tional system ensured the rise of a numerous consciously- 
Slovak e(ýucated stratUM35. However, conservative and 
traditional attitudes prevented a truly radical alter- 
ation of the social structure. Czechoslovakia had no 
outstanding claim amongst the industrial countries of 
this time to be considered a state for the "little man". 
In its early years it instituted a number of much-needed 
reforms; thereafter, it became the cautious Republic of 
a cautious peopleg who retained many attitudes from 
Habsburg times. 
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Appendix 1 
an Hajda -a view of the conposition of social ý-lassee 
in Czechoslovakia in 1M. + 
Social Percentage of Social categories included in 
class population the class 
Upper . 85% A. The Plurocracy: farmers with 100 hectares and 
more; entrepreneurs; owners of 
banks and insurance companies; 
owners of private transportation, 
publishing-'houseat hotels, hospi- 
tals, clinics, spas, restaurants, 
theatres and similar establish- 
menta, all with 51 emplovees and 
more. 
B, The Intellectual StratuK(iLenbere 
of liberal professions): 
leading politicians, universitv 
profs., physiciane, clergymen, 
lawyers, artists, writers, jour- 
nalists, composers, musicians, 
architectae 
The Bureaucratic Stratum: 
higher government officials and 
administrators, top group of 
army and police officeraq direct- 
ora of state plants with more 
than 51 emploveeaq general man- 
agers of private entreprises 
with 250 employees or more. 
Upper- 5.79% A* The Propertied Upper-aiddle 
middle Class: 
faraers with 30 but less than 
100 hectares, entrepreneurs and 
owners of establishments as 
above with 11 to 50 emplovees. 
Bo The Intellectual Stratýxm(kembers 
of the liberal professions): 
less prominent members of the 
same categories mentioned above, 
gymnasium and special school 
professors. 
C., The Bureaucratic Stratum: 
less prominent government offi- 
cials and administratoreg arikV 
and police officers, managers of 
state plants with 11 to 50 emp- 
loyees, head engineers, white- 
collar workers with high qualif- 
ications in private entreprises. 
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Lower- 29.6% A. Propertied Lower-middle Class: 
middle faraers with 2 but less than 30 
hectares; entrepreneurs and own- 
ers as above with I to 10 emp..,. 
loyees; retail dealers and trades- 
men with 1 or more employees. 
B. The Intellectual Stratum: 
the grammar school and high 
school (equivalent to BOrger- 
schule) teachers. 
C. The "New Middle Class": 
managers of state and comaiinity 
enterprises with less than 11 
employeesi government officials 
and administrators with low qual- 
ification; managers of private 
enterprises with less than 50 
employees; white-collar workers 
with medium qualification8; techv 
nical personnel with medium qual- 
ifications. 
Upper- 24-94% A. The Propertied Upper-lower Class: 
lower peasants with less than 2 hect- 
ares, retail dealers and trades- 
men with no emplo. vees except for 
famil. v members ; artisans, home- 
workers. 
Lower- 38.8% Semi-skilled and unskilled ind- lower ustrial workers; agricultural 
workersi workers in all other 
occupations; soldiers; unemplo- 
. ved; mendicants etc. 
Jan Halda, A Stud-v,., , p. 90-91 . 
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